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All you need to know about Desktop

Publishing can be said in two words

Computer Qty
Computer City can offer you the

best advice , the best deals, the most

professional service, and the best

selection of software. We have the

highest standards and wc love our

work. With centres both in Widnes

and in Liverpool University, wc are

all set to open our new store in

Manchester.

As long-established printers, our

sister company "Design and Display

Associates" used Apple computers

to good effect. So much so that. 5

years ago. we decided to go all out

with Apple and become dealers.

-Success breeds success, and we are

now the longest-established Apple

dealer on Merscyside and No. 1 in

the North West.

With this combined experience and

expertise in the areas of printing

and computers, Desktop Publishing

became a natural market in which

wc would lead the way.

Desktop Publishing is the latest and

most exciting development in office

automation . equal in importance to

the evolution of the typewriter, the

calculator, and the photocopier.

Ifs going to give you the power you

need to effectively and efficiently

create the image you want. You no

longer have to rely on others - you

can do all this yourself, giving you

more flexibility, time, productivity,

and security.

The Desktop Publishing system is

simple enough for anyone to

operate, but that's not the point!

The point is that it enables you to

produce work that a professional

printer would be proud of. We
know this is true because we sell

our systems to printers, graphic

design studios and advertising

agencies - as well as to people like

yourself.

Learn to get more miles from your

Macintosh at the UK's firsi Desktop

Publishing demonstration and

training centre here at Computer

City, where our experienced team

can evaluate your needs and advise

you on the best combination of

available hardware and software to

meet your requirements.

We can't say more here. Visit us. Write to us.

Give us a ring. Find out what we're all about!

Computer City
Business Centre, 78 Victoria Road. Widnes. Cheshire 350514203333

I 'nivcrsitj Centre. 5 Alsop Arcade. University of Liverpool S05J-7(W 5^

Educational and Overseas enquiries welcome
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EDITORIAL

Welcome to a new era in the world of Apple

computing - Apple2000 the new-look user

group is here ready for the future and for the

new developments that are about to happen.

You will see that we have made yet more

improvements to the magazine, a brand new name, a

full colour front, and this edition is the biggest one we

have produced so far at a bumper 60 pages. There are

reviews, tips, news and programs in this issue, and we
hope we have included something of interest for all of

you whatever machine you may have.

A special thankyou to our advertisers for their

splendid support for the launch of this new magazine,

and to Apple UK who advertise for the first time.

Basug, sorry I mean Appfe2000, lias been going

through some changes lollowing the committee's brain-

storming session at Bewdley and we hope these will

bring in more members and give a better service so

that the club can expand its activities.

We have added new disks to the Software Libraries

and having looked closely at the type of programs that

are most in demand we now have a good idea of what

things members are interested in. Norah has revised all

the disks in the Mac Library, and when she came to pul

together all the new stuff she had collected, she came

up with an amazing TWENTY SEVEN new disks full of

the latest programs and utilities for the Mac, and they

are available at the reduced price of £7.00.

The Force has been extensively upgraded by John

Lee, and he has added a News section with all the

latest information from the newstands. There is no

joining fee for the Force.

BABBS has recovered from recent dramas with

hardware and is going great now. It is reckoned to be

the best in the country, and there are some lively

debates going on between members at present. If you

have a modem, give BABBS a ring and join in the fun!

We will be at the PCW Show which is being held at

Olympia from 3rd to 7th September, and have stand

3000/7 in the National Hall Gallery thanks to our friends

at the ACC. Come and pay us a visit.

We would like to thank AMP for the help and last minute

emergency loan of equipment to ensure that this issue

could be completed on time.
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APPLE 2000 a New Image for

By now you should all have noticed that over the past

months, the image of BASUG has undergone a considerable

change. None so great as the new title being used for the

colourful August magazine, 'Apple 2000'. This is the working

title for the group identity, and for the magazine.

13ASUG will still remain the business name

registered at Company House.

There are many reasons why the image of the

group has been changed Our roots lie with the

Apple enthusiasts who started the group back in

1981. At that time, the name 'British Apple

Systems User Group' seemed a good one to call the

varied collection of people in the group. I he

common factor of which was simply that we all

used Apple computers either in business or at

home. Today, the emphasis has changed, we still

have the enthusiasts, but more and more we are

getting business users joining the group. We also

now have a greater diversity of machines than the

original Apple ][+. This situation is also reflected

in the business of Apple UK Ltd. themselves. They

are more and more concerning themselves with

the business market as well as their traditional

outlets.

Wc must re-affirm for you the objectives of

BASUG, or as we shall now call it, Apple 2000.

hirst and foremost, we are a self help

organisation. By that I mean that we help each

other. We all have some knowledge of some aspect

of working with Apple computers. We can spread

this knowledge to help each other with our

problems, those we help can spread their

knowledge to help you. This is the {fundamental

reason why BASUG came into existence, and why

Apple 2000 should continue strongly forward.

We can spread this knowledge to you in many

ways. Through the pages of the magazine, through

the Hotline, through the Force and through 13ABBS

the bulletin board.

We support ALL Apple machines, whether they

be Apple I's, ][+'s, //c's. //c's, ///'s, Lisa's,

Mac's, ITT 2020's or even the new unnamed

machines yet to be launched. We have a vast

database of knowledge amongst us as members,

covering the machines, their software and add on

hardware.

It was for these many reasons, that we felt that

a new, fresh, forward looking name to the group

was overdue. We wish to expand the membership

base by at least a factor of two over the next

year, and we need a new image to do it. A new

image to make all and sundry sit up and take

notice. Fxpanding the membership means we can

improve the services that we offer you. Expanding

the membership means we are able to advertise

our existence to others in a proper way. Expanding

our membership means that your magazine can

only get better and better as more and more

people contribute to it.

We look forward to the next years. We look

forward to being there with you, the members.

Help us go forward.

Help us go forward with Apple 2000.

The Committee.

-

The Seal of Approval

APPLE 2000 - August 1986
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AppleWorks Tips

and Techniques

It is probably true to say that the majority of users

of any particular software package only ever make use

of a small proportion of the facilities thai the program

writer included. Here are a few tips that employ some
of these lo customise standard programs to make them

work better for you.

1: FANCY PRINTING YOUR SPREADSHEET REPORTS
I was thinking particularly about a problem with

spreadsheets in trying to make the printed reports more

attractive. It is not normally possible to put printer

control codes within the body of a spreadsheet

template, so how do you print some parts in one font

and some in another, or use the other options you know
your printer is capable of providing. You can do all these

things in your wordprocessor, but how to get your

spreadsheet data into wordpro format?

If you look at your spreadsheet program, there is the

answer all the timo if only you knew wh3t it meant. I am
talking about 'Print to Disk' (or Print to File), and that

is just what it does. It creates a disk file which is an

exact replica of what would be printed on paper if you

had chosen the usual Print option, and just as the data

appears on the screen, but without formulas, formats,

attributes etc. - just the data *space padded' to fill the

page. If you now read this file into your wordprocessor

you can embed printer commands as you would in a

wordpro document.

There are just a couple of points to watch though;

firstly columnar spacing will be upset if different fonts

are mixed within lines. So treat all lines which need

figures in columns identically i.e. turn font options on

and off in the same place on each line. Secondly, all lines

including blank ones are space filled to the width of the

model, say 80 columns, and finish with a carriage

return. Some wordprocessors (e.g. Applewriter) count

printer commands as extra characters and will cause

wordwraps or linefeeds to occur in the printout if the

width exceeds the default setting. This is simply

overcome by resetting the default wider, to say TOO,

which tools tho program but the print will still come out

at 80 columns. Of course due allowance must be made
where enlarged or condensed fonts are employed.

This technique works with most of the common
spreadsheets, and with wordprocessors which can read

standard ASCII textfiles. AppleWorks users have a big

advantage that they can Print to the clip-board and then

'Move' it to the wordpro to paste it into a document, and

work from there without even having to leave the

program.

2: SENDING DATA BY RETURN
This next tip is for those who would like to use

AppleWorks to prepare text files for subsequent sending

on the Force (Telecom Gold) or other electronic mail

services. These systems usually require data to be sent

Ime by line, with each line terminated by a carriago

retur (ASCII) file to disk' does not append carriage

returns. Instead go to [5] Other Activities, then [7]

Specify Information about your Printer, and then [2]

Add a Printer. Choose [A] Apple Silentype, and name

your printer 'Force' or something similar, and finish
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with [7] Print onto disk. Now return (Esc, Esc, Esc) to

the Main Menu. When you want to save a piece ot text to

disk, choose 'Force' and it will bo saved with carriage

returns a: the end of each lino. Tho reason for using the

Silentype printer driver is that it only does this and

excludes all other control characters.

3: MAKE YOUR OWN PRINTER AppleWorks was
designed originally lor the combination of the Apple lie

(or lit), the Super Serial card, and the Imagewriter

plus a few other printers, and most users kept to that

arrangement. Now that AppleWorks is reaching a wider

range of users, particularly now that PlusWorks has

brought it to the ][* owners, there are more and more
people with printers and cards other than the

Imagewriter. The standard output of course uses

Imagewriter control codes for underline, bold etc. which

do not work on the other Fpson-like printers. The

solution is simple if you can understand your printer

manual sufficiently to find the turn on and turn off

commands for these options, you just need to define

your own printer driver. Follow tho route in lip 2 above

until you get to Add a Printer, then chooso [11)

Customise a Printer. Enter the answers on the first

page - MYPRINTER, Slot 1, Yes, No, 8.0 (inches), then

enter the control codes you found from the manual,

typing the commands at the keyboard e y. (Escape) W 1 ,

and finish with a caret
(

A
)

- Shift 6 (or Shift N on the

][). Each font command should be preceeded by the

number of characters per inch for that font e.g. 5

(Return). Now when you prepare a document in

AppleWorks you use the normal formatting commands.
but select MYPRINTER as the printer option and you

should get the correct codes sent out at print time.

HOTLINE NEWS
Here are a few of the inferesting questions received

since the last issue of HARDCORE.
Visidex apparently won't boot on enhanced Apple lie

or Apple He computers. In fact quite a number of the

'copy-protected' programs designed for the Apple
][

plus and Apple lie computers with the 6502 processor

will not boot on Apple computers with 65C02

processors due to the speed differences of certain

instructions. Timing dependencies required by the 'copy-

protected' program cannot ba met by the processor ;

hence the problem. Fortunately this problem is

surmountable but this is not the place to describe it.

further questions have been raised regarding the

availability of Basic compilers working in the ProDos

environment. If you are interested read the review of

'MICOL BASIC structured programming language'

described elsewhere within these pages. Any comments

would be welcomed.

STROBE INC. MOOR 100 DIGITAL GRAPHIC PRINTER Do
you have any knowledge ? If so please let us know!

Do you have knowledge ot trouble-shooting or

repairing Saturn or look-alike ram cards? If you do and

wouldn't mind the occasional plea lor help please inform

us.

AppleWorks, of course, doesn't have a built-in Mail-

merge (or at least I'm not aware of it!). MGA
Microsystems supply packages to enable this. However.

if you use AppleWorks to produce 'mail merges' perhaps

you could let us know about it so we can pass the good

news on.
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Apple 2000.

Welcome back-

to the future.
Welcome to all Apple 2000 members,

and congratulations on your new look!

The British Apple Systems User

Group has been around for a long time-

almost as long as Apple. And like Apple,

the Group will be around for a lot longer.

Well into the next century as your new

name suggests.

Looking back, a great deal has

happened since the first Apple II personal

computers arrived in the UK. To Apple,

to the industry as a whole, and to you,

our customers.

Now we're looking to the future, to

the new developments that will tike

personal computing far beyond its present

capabilities.

Apple will be at the forefront of these

new developments, and we hope that you

will stay with us all the way.

No manufacturer can survive without

the support and commitment of the people

who use its products. Apple 2000 members

have supported each other and us - with a

commitment that has never failed.

Thank you for this support. And

welcome back, to a great future together,

Best wishes.

4ffSWcff"
David Hancock

Managing Director, Apple I'K



Macintosh 3.5" Software Library
.' '. :''::•

J?^ now disks of superb programs

just added

- library now contains over 50 disks

*L and all at the reduced price of £7.00 inc VAT h

,M

Epson MX/FX80 £6.30

Epson MX/FX refill £3.20

Epson MX/FX1 00 £10.00

Imagewriter £4.50

Taxan Kaga £5.64

V J

f Special Offers from Pace
..

1

.

Nightingale/Data Highway
2. Nightingale/Data Highway/Mastercard

3. Nightingale/Data Highway/Mastercard/Prestel Colour Palette

4. Data Highway only

yv 5. Cable Nightingale to Apple //c

^

Enjoy the benefits of communication with

other users by joining the Force on BT Gold,

and it costs nothing to join.

A detailed manual is available on disk in DOS. ProDOS or Mac

formats (state which), for £5.00 inc VAT.

v J

£119 + VAT
£165 + VAT
£199 + VAT
£ 49 + VAT
£ 5 + VAT

Jj

Apple2000
souvenirs

We are offering special

Apple2000 badges, pens and

sweaters for sale to our

members.

See the order form for more

details

V J>
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Blank Floppy

Disks

V

ONLY THE BEST
at GOOD PRICES

5.25" Memorex SS £12.00

3.5
M Memorex SS £26.00

3.5" Sony SS/DD £26.50

3.5" Sony DS/DD £37.50

Prices for 10 disks

in a plastic library case
J

Apple 5.25" Software Library

DOS 3.3 - D0011OD110

Pascal -P001toP010

CP/M -C001toC030

Eamon - E01 to EG2

V

AppleWorks section - A001 to A006

and one for Apple III users - tooi

all Library disks are £5.00 inc VAT
Buy10 for only £40.00 including Library Case

Special Release Software
W.-A.V.V.V.V.-.-.- .-.-.- .-...>:--: ..^vvwvw^.y/.'.vwv.v

Applesoft Screen Editor

Club Keeper

Graphic Pad
Helicopter Rescue

Prestel Driver

Super Trace

Super Editor

Symdis

V

all at £14.50 each

Speedloader £16.00

and the NEW Chameleon program £16.00 J

J

Spring clean your system

with our cleaning kits-

Head cleaner £7.50

VDU cleaner £4.50

,,Case & keyboard kit £4.50

J1

Telephone your

Access orders

for speedy
delivery.

Apple2000

P.O.Box 177 tel:

St Albans

Herts AL2 2EG
VAT No. 362 7831 38

;m
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SPLITTING A BASIC PROGRAM AROUND THE

HI-RES GRAPHICS SCREEN

It is well known that the memory occupied by the high

resolution graphics screens on the Apple II is badly

positioned, so that it gets in the way of any large

program that uses graphics. To be precise, page 1

occupies memory from $2000 to $4000 (or 8192 to

16384 decimal), and page 2 occupies $4000 to $6000

(24576 decimal). Page 1 r which in many ways is most

useful because it can have 4 lines of scrolling text at

the bottom, is the worst, leaving only 6144 byles of

memory for BASIC program plus variables.

The simplest way to get round the problem is to

relocate the program above the graphics display

memory, by issuing the commands

POKE 16384,0 (or POKE 24576 to relocate above

page 2)

POKE 103,1

POKE 104,64 (or POKE 104,96)

before loading the program. However, this has two

drawbacks. It requires the above commands to be

issued separately, either in direct mode or from a

preliminary program, and it then wastes the 6K of

memory below the graphics display.

by Graham Keeler

Department of Pure and Applied

Physics,

University of Salford.

The elegant solution is to split the program around the

graphics memory. I have seen machine code programs which

carry out the splitting, but this in itself is not sufficient: it

leaves two problems. First, although a program can indeed

bo split, and will LIST perfectly through the split, it may not

RUN correctly . Secondly, when SAVEd and reLOADed

under DOS 3.3, the program will not RUN pa st the split.

I was aware that the old APPLEPLOT program was a split

program, so I examined it and have thus worked out the

solution to both problems. I have also written my own

version of a machine code SPLIT program which assists wilh

the process of correcting the other problems. The program

will actually split a program anywhere, and can be used, for

instance, to bury a piece of machine code or a shap e table

in the middle of a program. However, by far the most

important reason for splitting a program will be to avoid the

graphics display, and the following discussion assumes that

this is what you warn to do. (A piece of machine code can

equally well be captured at the end of a program simply by

altering the pointer at locations 175 and 176, unless the

machine code cannot be relocated.)

Before starting, please note that IT IS VITAL THAT YOU
HAVE AN UNSPLIT VERSION SAFELY SAVFD ON DISC

BEFORE STARTING THE SPLITTING PROCESS Similarly.

you should also ensure that each change is SAVEd, under a

different filename, before splitting. In particular, split

programs cannot be edited in any way.

The SPLIT program

Before starting, you will need to .enter the program

SPLIT into your computer. If you have an assembler this

is quite simple, following the assembly program listed.

If not, the easiest way is to enter the program from the

hexadecimal dump, also listed. To do this, first enter

the Monitor by the command
CALL -151

when the Applesoft
]
prompt symbol will be replaced by

a star. Enter the lines as

8FE0: 20 E6 8F 4C DO 03 A9 E0

8FE8: 85 73 8D F6 03 A9 8F 85

etc. When you have finished entry, list the program by

8FE0.91E7 and check that it is exactly the same as the

listing shown. If not, correct any erroneous line by re-

entering it.

Return to BASIC by typing 3D0G, and save the

program to disc by BSAVE SPLIT.OBJ0,A$8FF0,L$220

Note that the address chosen for the SPLIT program is

up near the top of memory and is the highest

permissible under ProDOS while also being suitable for

DOS 3.3. If you are working with DOS 3.3. and you

have your own assembler with which to enter the

assembly language version, you could put the program a

little higher by altering line 37 to ORG $93E0.

Carrying out the splitting process

Now you are ready to start the splitting process.

Load your original program, then at the very beginning

of the program, add the line:

1 POKE 00000.000: POKE 00000,000

and SAVE it again under a different name. To find out

where the split occurs, type HGR (or HGR2 If you want

to split around the second graphics page only). LIST the

program, which will have been overwritten by the

screen clearing initialization of HGR, and this will show

exactly where the overwriting has started. In general,

when the back end of a program is corrupted, the LIST

may have a halt correct line ending in a string of

question marks or it may end in screenful of garbage,

but in the case where it is truncated by HGR it should

just stop prematurely.

In order to make the program RUN correctly, you

must ensure that execution never tries to run through

the Split. This can be done by a GOTO jump around the

split, with the last line before the split a harmless REM.

To achieve this, load the full program again, and before

the last COMPLETE line you saw above, insert two lines.

For example, If the last complete line is 500, insert

496 GOTO 500

498 REM ANY STRING LONG ENOUGH TO COVER
THE COMPLETF AND INCOMPLETE LINES

and save this modified form again.
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This will ensure that execution always jumps round the

split, and the program should now RUN successfully

after being split. (If the last complete line and any

incomplete line are very short, it may very

occasionally be necessary to make the insertion before

the last two lines.)

You are now ready to run the SPLIT program. The

first time you run it, it must be BRUN by the command
BRUN SPLITOBJO

It will reply with the prompt

START Or SPLIT (IN HEX):

To split around the primary (page 1) graphics screen,

type ?000. or for page 2 only, type 4000.

The second prompt is for the end of the split, to which

you should reply 4000 for page 1 only, or 6000 for

page 2 (or to protect both graphics pages). The split is

now carried out. after which the program will givo the

necessary data to mako the split permanent; for

example

NEW ADDRESSES K)R LINK ARE -

POKE ADDRESS: 8178

PQKE VALUES: 1 AND 64

If you need to run the program again, it can be done

more speedily simply by ty ping & and pressing

<RETURN>.

Making the split permanent

A more complicated process is necessary to enable

the program to be SAVEd to disc, and subsequently

LOADed and RUN successfully, if you are using DOS 3.3.

(However, if you are using ProDOS the problem does not

arise, and this stage can be omitted. Simply SAVE the

program as split above.)

After the program has been split, note the three

values given by the program as explained above. Load

the unsplit program back from disc and edit line 1 using

the information given. The 'POKE ADDRESS' is the first

number for the first POKE, but must be increased by one

for the second POKE. The 'POKE VALUES' are the second

numbers for each POKE. When editing, make sure that

you add leading zeroes to make the line exactly the

same length as it was originally, otherwise the program

length will be altered and the values given will no longer

be correct. For instance, if the numbers shown above

were given, line 1 should be altered to

1 POKE 08178,001: POKE 08179,064

Now you must split the program again, for the final

time; you can use the & hook to save doing another

BRUN. This time save the split version to disc, as the

final, working version, and it can successfully be

reloaded and RUN. Note that if you simply LOAD and

LIST it, it will stop at the split, but on execution line 1

will restore the back end. Nole also that the split

program should not on any account be edited. Any

change must be made on the original version, and the

whole splitting process then repeated.

How the SPLIT program and the

modifications work.

To understand the process, it is necessary first to

explain the method by which an Applesoft program is

stored in memory. The start and end of the program,

and the separator for each line, is a zero byte, 00.

Each line begins with the address (in hex, low byte first

as always) of the start of the next line. The SPLIT

program jumps from one address to the next, checking^

to see whether each address is higher than where the

split is to start. When it finds such an address, it alters

the address at the start of the last complete line to the

end of the split (plus 1, for safety's sake), for example

$4001 (or $6001 for a split to the end of page 2)

where the next line is to start. The block of memory

from the first incomplete line (which will be a little

before the start of the split, and hopefully should be the

REM line that you inserted) to the end of the program is

moved up in memory by the Applesoft BLTU (block

transfer utility) to start at the end of the protected

area. Finally, all the 'next line* addrcsse s beyond the

split are corrected, and the Applesoft pointers adjusted.

The reason for the GOTO and the REM is that although

when LISfing, Applesoft uses the addresses to jump

from one lino to the next, during normal execution it

just works its way through one line, then carries on

from that position in memory expecting to find another

line of instructions. However, on encountering the

GOTO it uses the LIST method of jumping from line to

line via the addresses until it finds the line required.

The REM is simply a safety precaution to make sure

another line after the GOTO does not sneak in before the

split.

When a program is SAVEd and then reloaded, DOS 3.3

updates the next line pointers to point straight after the

present line, since the program may not be being

reloaded at the same address as it came from. ProDOS,

on the other hand, knows where the program was saved

from, and simply corrects the addresses if necessary,

thus preserving the split.

Thus when DOS 3.3 encounters the split, it "corrects"

the address of the last presplit line back to the end of

the line, and it is necessary to alter it again to $4001

(or $6001). This is the purpose of line 1 inserted at the

start of the program, so that the program can patch

itself back together before execution reaches the split-

Incidentally, the split program as a whole cannot be

edited, but it IS possible to edit the section beyond the

split. Simply alter the pointer to the start of the

program to $4001 by POKE 103.1: POKb 104,64: POKE
16384.0 (The last POKE ensures that the program is

preceded by a zero as required). Applesoft now for

gets about the first section of the program and you can

edit at will, then reset the pointer to $801 by POKE
103. 1: POKE 104, 8 when you have finished, before

SAVCing the program.

You could for instance modify APPLEPLOT in this

way, if say you want to set it up for a different type of

printer.

You can also store a graphics image in the HGR area

(or a section of machine co de for that matter) and bring

it up on the screen at will. The best way to do this is to

prepare the screen image first, then dump the whole

graphics area on to disc. When you have your

successful, running version of the split program in

memory, BLOAD the binary graphics file back into the

screen area before finally SAVEing the split program.

The graphics image will of course have to be displayed

using the soft switches rather than HGR.

The best in the North West
Computer City supports Apple2000 and

sends its congratulations.
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kcyzonc
NEXT TO NONE IN QUALITY

PRICE WITHIN YOUR
BUDGET

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER
80 column display interlace lor Apple lie (extendable)

Extended 64K 80 column display card - lit

80 column (normal-inverse) — 11+

Scriai communication card- II i & He
Serin! RS232 printer card -II-+- & lie

Parallel text/graphics printer card

"SPCCTRAGRAM" intelligent RGB colour card
for II + & lie

A channel 1 2 oil A/D converter - 1 1 + & lie

"DISC DRIVE ADAPTER" tor APPLE He

RGB Colour Converter tor Apple lie

RGB Colour Convertei lor Apple 11+ & //e

(Please indicate TTL OR Linear)

"SLIMFAN" Clio on cooling tan- 11+ & He
with mams suppressor & extra socket

£2500
£40 oo
£65-00
C45 00
£40 00
£35 00

£75 00
_ £7000
£1200
£6000
rfis-on

£35 00

DATA FLOW BOOSTER
FOR "EXTRA" LONC PRINTER CABLES
THIS SOLID STATE LINE BOOSTER DEVICE HAS
PROVEN CIRCUITRY USED IN PROFESSIONAL

COMPUTER SYSTEMS WORLDWIDE.
THE BOOSTER WILL RECEIVE PRINTER DATA AND
CONDITION THE SIGNAL BEFORE OR AFTER ANY

EXTRA CABLE LENGTH REQUIRED.

UP TO 30 METRES CAN BE ADDED TO YOUR
EXISTING PRINTER CABLE - PARALLEL.
CENTRONICS £40 SERIAL RS232 £60.

OTHER ACCESSORIES
RS232 Serial lo parallel convener with PSLT

HS232 Gender Changer 25D (shielded) M/M - F/F
RS232 Serial Surge Protector - M/F shielded
Parallel lo Serial RS232 Convener with PSU
Surge & Noise Protector Mains Socket - 2 way
36 pin Centronics Genderchanger (RiDbon) _

SOLID STATE DESK TOP
PRINTER SWITCHING DEVICES

"PRINTERCHANGER"
"1 MICRO TO SEVERAL PRINTERS'

Parallel 20/26 pin tor Apple 1 1 + .
lie. BBC - 3 way

Parallel 25 pin D sockets lor IBM PC 2 way
Parallel 25 pin D sockets for IBM PC - 3 way
Centronics 36 pi n sockets tor Apricot etc. - 2 way
Centronics 30 pi n sockets tor Apricot etc. - 3 way
Serial RS232 25 pin D sockets - 3 way
Serial RS232 9 pm D sockets 'or Macintosh - 2 way
Serial RS232 9 pin D sockets for Macintosh -3 way
Serial HS232 b pin Dm sockets tor Apple lie 3 way
Commodore Serial 6 pm Dm - 3 way

£6500
£10-00

£2000
£70-00

f800
£10-00

£6000
£7000
£80-00

£75-00

£8500
£6500
£5200
£5900
£5000
£4000

Split Programme Lisiling

"PRINTERCROSSOVER"
u2 MICROS TO USEEACH OTHERS PRINTER"

Parallel 20/26 pin tor Apple II * . lie, BBC
Parallel 25 pin sockets (or IRM PC
Centronics 36 pm sockets tor Apricot. Sinus, etc.

Serial RS232 25 pm D sockets
Serial RS232 9 pm D sockets tor Macntosh
Serial RS232 5 pm Din sockets tor Apple Uc
Commodore Serial 6 pin Dm

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 12 MON TH GUARAN I fcfe &
PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

POSTAGE Interface £ t 00, Switches £2 50,

Data convener, fan & RGB Colour convener £2 00

KEYZONE LIMITED
U14 Acton Business Centre, School Road,
London NWIO 6TD
Telephone: 01-965 1 684/1 804
Telex: 8813271 GECOM D

£70 00
P8S-00

£9500
£70-00

£6200
£6000
£45 00

8FP0-

8FE8-
8FF0-

8FF8-
9000-

9008-
9010-
9018-

9020-
9028-

9030-
9038-
9040-

9048
9050-
9058-

9060-

9068-
9070-
9078-

9080-
9088-

9090-
9098-

90A0-

90A8-
90B0-

90B8-
90C0-
90C8-
90D0-
9008-

90E0-
90E8-
90F0-
90F8-
9100-
9108-
9110-

9118-
9120-
9128-

9130-

9138-
9140-
9148-

9150-

91&8-
9160-

9168-
9170-
9178-

9180-
9188-

9190-
9198-

91A0-
91A8-

91B0-

91B8-
91C0-
91C8-

91U0
91D8-
91E0-

20 F6
85 73
74 8D
91 20
A5 3F
91 A2
91 18

A5 3F
85 75
B1 75

91 60
88 A5
75 65
01 B1
75 68
20 14

91 60
85 9C
85 96
06 A5
07 18

85 1A
85 1B
06 O0
93 D3
85 76
06 91

07 91

B1 75
91 A2
A5 EC
14 91

ED A2
A9 00
A5 1A
A5 1B
60 A5
20 6A
68 85

06 20
8D D3
C6 A0
A8 C9
00 AO
87 DO
A0 C4
D4 A0
DO CC
8D 00
CF C6
A0 C9
A0 D4
C1 D2
02 CF
CF CF
A0 D4
D4 8D
C1 C4
D3 AO
CE CB
A0 8D
C1 C4
AO 00
D6 C1
00 A0

8F 4C
8D TG
F/ 03
01 91

85 07
06 20
A5 3E
69 00
A5 68
DO OG
Cb 07
06 D1
FR A5
75 48
85 76
91 60
A5 75

A5 BO
38 A5
09 E5
A5 Ofi

A5 07
A8 A5
C1 C5
A5 FB
A0 00
75 48
75 85
DO E6
A3 20
20 24

A6 08

C1 20
20 24

85 AF
85 R0
33 48
FD A0
33 60

ED FD
D4 C1
D3 DO
CE A0
A0 C5
D2 CF
CF C5
CE C5
C9 D4
8D 87

A0 D3
D3 AO
C8 C1
D4 8D
C7 D2
A0 CC
CF A0
00 8D
C4 D?
C6 CF
A0 CI
00 DO
C4 D2
8D DO
CC D5
C1 CE

DO 03
03 A9
A2 00
A5 3E
A2 19
14 91

69 01

85 09

85 76
A2 1F

90 09
75 90
76 85

88 B1

DO DO
A2 65
85 9B
85 97
08 E5
76 90

65 AF
65 BO
94 C4
73 B0
85 75

18 B1
C8 B1

76 68
A2 83

14 91

ED A2
A9 00

14 91

ED 20
85 69
85 6A
A9 BA
00 20
BD 20
F8 DO
D2 D4
CC C9
C8 C5
CE C4
C7 D2
D3 A0
C5 C4
D4 C9
C5 CE
DO CC
CC 05
CE AO
00 8D
C1 CD
C1 D2
D3 DO
CE C5
C5 D3
D2 A0
D2 Cb
CF CB
C5 D3
CF CB
C5 D3
C4 A0

A9 E0
8F 85

20 14
85 06
20 14
20 01

G5 08
AS 67
A0 01

20 14

DO 2A
23 Ab
EC A0
75

A2 43
20 14
A5 76

A5 AF
7b 85
D7 85
85 94.

85 95
74 90
BD 20
A5 EC
75 65
/b 65

35 75
20 14

A6 ED
B2 20
20 24

A6 09

8E FD
85 6B
85 6C
85 33
A7 FF
91 F0
F5 60

A0 CF
D4 AO
D8 A9
00 80
C1 CD
CE CF
A0 D3
CE C7
C4 A0
C9 04
03 03
U3 D4
87 DO
A0 D4
C7 C5
CC C9
D7 AO
D3 C5
CC C9
A0 AD
C5 A0
03 RA
C5 AO
BA A0
00 00

A full listing is available from the

software library or for

downloading from BABBS
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Advanced Micro Products Ltd
200 Court Road - Eltham - London SE9 4EW

01 851 3311

We Specialise in Apple ONLY

Call us for prices on Apple equipment, software and peripherals

Due to forthcoming stocktaking wc wish to dispose of a large selection of

new and ex-demo equipment at very special prices.

Prices quoted are exclusive of VAT and delivery. Items marked with

ex-demo equipment with a 90 day warranty.

are

Apple Daisywheel Printer 600.00* Epson DX100 Daisywheel 350.00

Centronics 737 100.00* Epson P40 (Thermal) 65.00

Microline ML182 250.00 Microline 92A 190.00*

Epson RX80 150.00* Epson MX100 225.00

Epson Buffered Interface 40.00 Parallel Interface 40.00

In Line Printer Buffers 99.00 Accelerator //+ 50.00*

Bit Stick 500 50.00 Z80 Card 40.00

Epson DuoDrive + Controller 200.00* Hitachi 9" Monitor 50.00*

Apple Disk Drive 90.00* Apple //+ 125.00'

Apple Plotter 300.00* Steebek SB321 Modem 175.00*

Pace Nightingale Modem 105.00 Portman Modem 175.00

Access // 40.00 Quickfile //e 15.00

Visicalc /// 25.00 Prism 2000 Modem 70.00

AppleCentre Knightsbridge
28/30 Knightsbridge - London SW1X 7JN

01 245 6555
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Captain Goodnight

A role playing adventure

for the Apple //

A review by Len Cavanagh

This is a role playing graphic game from

BRODERBUND, where you as Captain Goodnight have to

save the Free World within 24 hours from the demonic

Doctor Maybe who lives on Doom Island. Dr. Maybe is

demanding 200 billion dollars in gold bullion, or he will

destroy the World with his Doomsday machine.

The game starts with Captain Goodnight landing at the

Base Commanders Headquarters in a Helicopter of very

strange pedigree. Captain Goodnight then gets his

Mission Briefing, which is to travel to the Fear Islands

locate and destroy the Doomsday Device before it can be

activated. To assist you in your mission you are

provided with the very latest F1 12-A/6B Jet Aircraft.

Once you have absorbed this information, moving the

joystick right causes Captain Goodnight to race off to

your Aircraft which is parked on runway 019, then

pressing button 1 allows you to board. All controls for

this game are on the joystick, and by pushing the

joystick to the right and up you are airborne ready to do

battle with the evil Dr.Maybe.

As you fly a scrolling landscape is seen below and

very soon you are over enemy territory. This is where

the fun begins. There are heat seeking Cruise missiles,

ground based Rockets and enemy Jets lo contend with,

also on the ground there are Radar scanners which it not

destroyed will trigger the Cruise missiles, which are

very difficult to avoid.

If for no reason of your own you find that you have

been shot down (joystick fault ??), then foar not, for it

would appear that Captain Goodnight is made of rubber.

because no matter how badly your Jet demolishes the

countryside in one of it's many crashes. Captain

Goodnight always survives and in a matter of seconds a

rescue cratt arrives on the scene and takes you to a

place, where lo and behold a brand new F112-A/6B Jet

is awaiting to carry on the mission. The only constraint

in this game is time, and a digital readout at the top of

the screen gives you periodic reminders of the time

remaining to complete your task.

Assuming you are a good pilot you will shortly reach

the coast and the Naval craft of Dr.Maybe, but by now

you are getting pretty good and these prove to be no

obstacle, and eventually you are once again flying over

terra firma, and in a few short miles you reach the

Araan desert where you automatically eject from your

Jet and parachute down. Captain Goodnight now

proceeds on foot with only his Laser gun for defense

against Dr.Maybe's robots, which require a lot of skill

to get the better of. On your route you will find Trucks

an Jeeps scattered around, some of these you can

commandeer, which speeds your progress, and in no

time at all you find yourself at a Submarine Base. After

clambering in to the Submarine you receive a message

which needs decoding, if you answer this correctly you

can then cast off for Odom Island, but keeping a wary

eye out for Minefields and Shipping. Land Ho !! but it's

back to being a pedestrian again and confrontation with

even more fearsome robots from Dr.Maybe, however

there is the occasional Truck available and an Overhead

Railway plus a Matter Transporter, and with all these

at your disposal there should be no trouble reaching the

coast again.

On reaching the coast a speed boat is conveniently

moored alongside the jetty, which you jump into and

speed off to Modo Island, unfortunately Dr.Maybe is now

very aware of your presence and sends his low flying

Bombers in to prevent you reaching land. If you should

overcome this hazard, it's back to blasting robots again,

and if perchance a deserted Tank is found then lite

becomes much easier, and with luck you should reach an

Airstrip where a very old Seaplane may be just what

you need to fly to DOOM ISLAND.

The grahics and sound were excellent

In conclusion I found CAPTAIN GOODNIGHT to be a

challenging and interesting game with plenty of variety

in the various scenarios. The graphics and sound were

excellent, especially the little touches, like if you leave

Captain Goodnight waiting too long he pulls out a Yo Yo

and plays with it. My only criticism is that there is no

Save Game facility, and it is just a little tedious having

to plough through the early parts of the game once they

have been mastered.

TITLE:-

AUTHORS:-

PUBLISHFR:-

REOUIREMENTS:

REVIEW-

CAPTAIN GOODNIGHT
Michael Wise, Lauren Elliott

and Geno Portwood

Broderbund

Any Apple][ series

Len Cavanagh

THE WORDSMITH
The creative writer's magazine.

Published bi-monthly and costing only

£6.75 per annum this magazine

contains many items of interest to all

those in the writing and printing field.

' A must for all Ihose writers who would like to

know how computers can help them

"

Send your cheque for £675 to The Wordsmith',

The Old House. Church Road. Kennington, Ashford,

KentTN249DQ
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THE AMAZING

POWERFUL FILE CONVERSION FOR
PRODOS, DOS3.3, PASCAL, CPM & SOS
^Special Release Price £16 includes VAT and P&P. Disc Size: 5.25 inch.

Requirements: Apple II, II+, //c, //c with 64K. Minimum two disc drives.

Instructions: Text file on back of disc. Operating System ProDos.

'The CHAMELEON is an extremely powerful File Conversion program. It

allows the free transfer of all filetypes between the various system discs. The

program is designed to be extremely 'user friendly' and only needs a few

keystrokes to operate. The option is given to change the filename if required.

CHAMELEON determines disc types without prompting, and with the Catalog option, allows

unknown disc types to be quickly indentified. Though primarily intended for transferring Text

files, CHAMELEON will allow the transfer of Binary and Data files. A Special Options Menu

allows the setting of various parameters. These include the changing of CPM type text files to

normal text files and vice-versa, changing of Appleworks text files to normal text files and the

forcing of the hi-bit of the byte either on or off. The integrity of text files on CPM transfer is

preserved to allow the use of Wordstar.

A unique option allows CHAMELEON to force the handling of the source or destination file as

either Binary, Text or Basic. This allows for instance the changing of Text files into Binary

Code tiles, allowing the running of files which have been downloaded by Xmodem.

Any number of disc drives may be attached, and all devices recognised by Prodos may be

utilised. On a He or extended //e. the /RAM drive is activated for use.

The CHAMELEON is available at £1 6 from P. O. Box 1 77, St. Albans. Herts. AL2 2GE.
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MICOL BASIC ( a structured compiled language)

A REVIEW by Dave Ward

Publisher : Micol Systems Canada

9 Lynch Road. Toronto. Ontano. Canada M2J 2V6

Price ! $49.95 * $5 (shipping)

Sys.tpm requirements

:

Apple ][
plus , Apple //e or Appi* He

At least 64K of memory with Applesoft in ROM
Single diSK ][

drive

Optional extras :

Two or more disk drives

80 column ca/d * Apple He, Apple He or equivalent

Videx or equivalent.

< Only these are supported if yours will not work then

you will have to use 40 column mode >

Ram disk for speedier development,

Hard disk drive.

Around five years ago a number of Applesoft basic

compilers were published which claimed to speed-up

program execution by upto 20 times. As far as I am

aware these have not been updated to the ProDos

operating system. Fortunately MICOL SYSTFMS of

Canada have published tho MICOL BASIC package which

operates only under ProDos.
" See highlighted box for MICOL BOASTS. "

I have been using MICOL BASIC for a couple of months

so here's an in depth look at the package. MICOL BASIC

is on a single 5.25" ProDos formatted diskette which is

copyable.

A comprehensive 250+ page manual is supplied in a

plastic spine binder. The manual, registration card and

diskette are secured in the pockets of a vinyl wallet.

The manual describes MICOL BASIC and assumes that

you have a reasonable understanding of Applesoft. The

enclosed diskette is intended as a master copy and you

should immediately make a copy using a standard copier.

HOW IT WORKS

Placo your copy of the Micol Basic system diskette

into the main disk drive and switch on the computer and

you will soon be greeted by the following screen :

COPYRIGHT (C| 198S HICOL SYSTEMS CANADA

APPLE XX STRUCTURED BASIC DEVELOPMENT RYSTKM
j

MENU

1. EDIT TEXT

2. COMPILE PROGRAM

3. LINK CODE

4. COMPILE, LINK A RUN

s_ RUN TIME HOOK

C. EXIT SYSTEM

Choose option 1. and you will find yourself in the text

editor which is probably where you will be most of the time!

The text editor is a 'line editor' which is simple to use but

q uite powerful.

Page 14

On entry you will see the following header on a blank

screen

:

UTOA(DO),CX>tMPj,CON 1
D(EL)

(
DIR.E(DrT) 1

F(IND)
(
L(ISl)^0(AD) iM(EM)

MERGE,NEWRUN
1
P(RlrJTj.R(EP).S(AVE).SET.EX(rr)10CK tZAP*

When entering these commands the characters in

parentheses are not significant. Below is a description of

them :

AUTO - Allows automatic prompting of lino numbers • it

is a toggle.

ADD - Lets you add a line. Prompts with number if

AUTO active.

COMP - Invokes the compiler just like choosing option 2

from main menu

CON - Converts numbers between decimal &

hexadecimal.

DEL - Lets you delete a line or range of lines.

DIR - Displays a directory.

EDIT - Allows you to edit a lino or range of lines.

FIND - Finds all lines containing your specified string

of characters.

LIST Lists the program or part thereof to the screen.

LOAD - Loads a specified text file.

MEM - Displays all volumes on line and free memory.

MERGE - Merges two text files.

NEW - Wipes the work area clean so you can enter a

new program.

RUN - Saves compiles links and runs the program in

the editor.

PRINT - Same as LIST but directs output to your printer.

REP - Replaces one character string with another

globally.

SAVE - Saves program in memory to a text file.

SET - Set a new ProDos PREFIX .

EXIT - Exits the editor back to the main menu.

LOCK - Lets you lock a file.

7AP - Allows you to delete a file.

MICOL BASIC supports almost all of the features of

Applesoft but because it is inherently a structured

programming language you cannot directly compile your

Applesoft programs without making at least two changes.

We'll discuss those later when we compile the LITTLE BRICK

OUT program from the Dos 3.3 system master diskette. First

though let's look at the main differences between MICOL

BASIC and Applesoft :

1> MICOL BASIC requires a text file with which to

work, so any Applesoft program will need converting to a

text file before compiling can commence.

2> Like other structured programming languages a

program name is needed as tho ftrst line : 10 PROGRAM
NAME_OF_PROGRAM [

Control A on the II+ gives the

underline character ].
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3> Unlike Applesoft spaces are Important so you must

add them. Also variable names can be of any length ( all

characters being significant ). Variable names can

consist of alphanumeric^, and the underline character but

must start with a letter. Beware GOSUB100 would be

treated as a variable you must enter GOSUB 100 if

thats what you want to do.

4> As MICOL BASIC uses memory -from $0300-$0330

and if your program uses this for a machine code sub-

routine you'll have to move it.

5> VTAB 20 must be converted to VTAB<20) to work

with MICOL BASIC. This also applies to HTAB.

6> MICOL BASIC supports genuine integer arithmetic

even in FOR-NEXT loops thus improving execution speed.

7> You must have only one NEXT statement per FOR

staiement and it must be followed by the variable name

: NEXT NUM . NEXT X.Y is not allowed and must be

changed to say NEXT X : NEXT Y.

8> The ? contraction for PRINT is not supported.

9> You are advised to place certain lines near the

start of your program if it is to execute property. The

program name must be the first line and any compiler

option lines must be next (these will be outlined later).

DATA statements must be placed next and lake care

since any numbers that look like integers and are less

than 32768 will be read as integers!! DIM statements

must be next and you are restricted to use only

numbers in dimensioning arrays - variables are not

allowed. Problems could arise if you use more than 5

dimensions!

10> MICOL BASIC allows you to define a boolean

variable-type. This can cause a problem if the Applesoft

program you are attempting to compile has a statement

such as IF NOT NUM THEN NUM - 99 ; since NUM is not

boolean you will get an error. Iherefore change the

statement to IF NUM = THEN NUM = 99.

11> MICOL BASIC supports a MOD statement. MOD
produces the remainder when one number is divided by

another - this can be very usefuE.

12> If you specify RND(12) the compiler will assume

12 is integer* and will produce a number between 1 and

12. This is a very nice feature - but watch your

Applesoft programs as it could possibly cause a problem

under some circumstances.

13? MICOL BASIC supports the following statements

which are neat and very useful :

A} BELL - PRINT CHR$(7) in Applesoft

B} PRTON - Switches your printer on.

C} SCREEN40 = Sets 40 column screen & switches

off printer.

U) SCREEN80 Sets 80 column screen & switches

off printer.

14>REM RFMARK WARNING COMMENT NOTICE con

all be used in MICOL BASIC to signify comments. Such

comments arc. of course, ignored by the compiler.

15> TRACE NOTRACE are supported plus DISPLAY

which can be used to show up to 10 variables. Debugging

is handled somewhat differently in MICOL BASIC and

your compiled program will be much larger since line-

numbers will have to be stored.

16> MICOL BASIC does not support the disk command

'PRINT CHRS(4)' instead it has its own special

APPLE 2000 - August 1986

statements. Text files and random files are supported

but any of your programs using disk I/O will have to be

modified before they can be compiled. These are listed

below !

A} BLOAD 10 BLOAD "FILENAME" : BLOAD FILES$

B} BRUN - 93 BRUN "FILEX" : BRUN F$

C} APPEND
D) DELETE
E} PREFIX
F) BSAVF - Is supported but is a little complicated.

G} CATALOG- A special file is present on the diskette.

To use these last five statements you would be advised to

read the manual where their use is well described.

MICOL BOASTS

BRINGS THE POWER OF S1HUCTURED, COMPILED

BASIC TO YOUR APPLE

High speed structured prograrrming language

Most sophisticated uruyiamming language ever developed (or the Apple.

Fasy to laarn Makes Applesoft obsolete.

Contains features only loiirvl in Monty structured Languages sucn as Pascal &

C.

long variable, names allowed.

Indentation to make loops stand out.

Suuaured loop control.

Block structuring & if. then. ELSE. ENDif

Improved tito- handling.

Encourages GOTO-lees programmng.

Very la&l wnutliny and linking;.

Fasy editing Mm the screen editor.

Irwwpensrve. toss than $50.00

Produces foci compact code,

Extra commands.

Superb debugging facilities.

Corrpiete diagnostic Inlormaian during ajmpfctliun.

Program chaining supported

Text files are supported and a maximum oJ 8 can be open

at one time. MICOL BASIC has a default setup !o only allow

3 tiles to be open at one time because of memory

constraints ; when a file is opened a 1 Kilobyte buffer is

reserved. This reserved 3 Kilobytes (3 buffers) can be

changed by the programmer.

Kilo numbers 1 through 8 are reserved for disk files ( -

Screen both 40 and 00 9 - Printer). Listed below are the

new statements; note that the numbers in parentheses are

the file/buffer number to be used and that only numbers are

allowed :

A) WOPEN (1) - 21020 WOPEN (1) "FILENAME" : WOPEN

(3) FILEN$ opens a file deleting the file if it already exists.

WOPEN (0) or WOPEN (0) "SCREEN*" sends output In lite

current 40 or 80 column scrocn. If the file/buffer number

is (9) output is directed to the printer.

B) ROPEN (2) - Similar to WOPEN bul only works with an

existing file which is opened for reading. It is, however,

possible to write to the file although this feature is really

only intended for random files.

C) CLOSE (1) - Closes the file using buffer (1).

D) INPUT (3) - Heads specified data from the file

associated with buffer (3). Unlike Applesoft you can input

from the keyboard, if you wish, whilst also reading data

from a file without having to PRINT CHR$(4).

E) PRINT (1) - Writes to file using buffer (1).

F) GET (2) - Reads a single data byte from the file.

G) EOF (3) - Boolean thai becomes true when the end-

of-file is attained.
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H} SEEK (3) - Used to SEEK a particular record in a

random access file. For example 21080 SEEK (3).21 ,

1000 : 21 refers to Ihe record number and 1000 to the

record length. Both numbers and variables are allowed.

If you know what you aro doing you can have records

within records simply by changing the record length!!

17> Now we come to the important features of MICOL

BASIC the structured statements. Like Applesoft FOR-

NEXT loops are supported but are much faster since

integer loop variables can be used. The variable name

must appear after the NEXT statement and this variable

cannot be altered by the programmer like you can In

Applesoft. The manual advises you not to 'jump' out of

FOR-NEXT loops and supplies the programmer with 3

other loop constructs :

A) 10 PERFORM 1000 UNTIL A = 14

100 PERFORM RAND UNTIL A - 14

1000 ROUTINE RAND
1020 A = RND(20)

1090 RETURN
As you can see the subroutine RAND is called until the

condition A = 14 is met.

B)

C)

50 REPEAT
60 GOSUDRAND
70 SS$ = "Anything*

80 UNTIL A = 14

50 WHILE Ao 14

60 GOSUB 1000

70 SSS = "Something else"

80 WEND
Note that B} will be entered at least once whereas C}

will only be entered if A o 14.

With all these loops to aid the structure of your

programs you will never need to jump out of bops

again! Jumping out of loops is terrible programming and

can cause disastrous problems. If you want a

demonstration of this see Hardcore April 1986 pp 35.

18> You may give sub-routines a name : 1015

ROUTINE EXAMPLEJNAME as might be expected you can

use : GOSUB 1015 or GOSUB EXAMPLE_NAME . This is

a typical feature of structured languages and is

extremely useful as it makes for modular programming

with its associated ease of reading.

19> As you might expect the IF-THEN statement has

been extended to include IF-THEN ELSE providing all is

on one line. A further extension has been added to allow

blocks of statements after THEN or ELSE ;

10 FLAG! = TRUE : COMMENT FLAG! IS A BOOLEAN

VARIABLE

20 SF FLAG! THEN BEGIN

30 PRINT " THIS WILL BE PRINTED"

40 PRINT "SO WILL THIS"

50 ELSE BEGIN

60 PRINT THESE LINES WONT;
70 PRINT - BE PRINTED"

80 ENDIF : NOTICE the use of BEGIN & ENDIF

600

700

800

20> MICOL BASIC supports more of the Applesoft

statements than most other Dos 3.3 compilers. The

ones that aren't supported are: CONT LIST LOAD NEW
RECALL RUN SAVE SHLOAD STORE , As far as I can see

nothing is lost by their omission.

21 > The & statement is supported but uses a different

location in 'Page3' so you will have to alter the & setup.

The reason for this is that MICOL BASIC uses this

vector.

22> Lores graphics is supported and can be very

much faster due to the use of integer arithmetic. See

listing 3 below ;

100 PROGRAM GRAPH

200 INI(A 2) : REMARK ALL VARIABLES WILL BE

INTEGER

300 GR
400 FOR X_COORD - TO 39

500 FOR Y COORD - TO 39

COLOR = RND(15) : NOTICE PICKS FROM 1 TO 15

RANDOMLY
PLOT X_COORD,Y_COORD

NEXT Y_COORD
900 NEXT X_COORD

920 TEXT

940 STOP

Observe how the indentation in the listing above aids

reading & debugging - you'll soon notice a missing NEXT'

This program can be entered by invoking the Editor

(option 1) from the main menu. Next type AUTO

100,100 followed by carriage return. After entering

ADD followed by return you will be automatically

prompted with line numbers starting at 100 and

incrementing by 100.

There appears to be a very minor 'bug* in the editor

since it won't accept the statement GR if the line

number is 99 or less. This can be overcome if you enter

a space after the GR!

23> Hi-res graphics are supported but you must still

beware that your program does not stray into the

graphics page to which you are writing.

24> Chaining is fully supported but does impose some

restrictions on the programmer. For instance the

dimensions statements must be in the main program. It

is good practice to setup all variables in the main

program so as to alleviate any problems that could

possibly occur if garbage collection is taken in one of

the chained programs.

25> Strings are handled very cleverly in MICOL

BASIC to prevent 'garbage collection'. In Applesoft

every time you change the contents of a siring the old

data is left as garbage and eventually the string space is

used up and all these old data strings have to be

removed ('garbage collection'). To prevent this

occurrence some compilers make you specify the

maximum length of strings before you compile the

program. MICOL BASIC doesn't and only produces

garbage if you replace a string by a larger one giving

Advanced Micro Products wish

Apple2000 all the best for the FUTURE
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Two for the Price of One?
DMS 20SIID

The DMS 20SHD 20 MByte SCSI Hard Disk has been designed lo provide an economical mass

storage device for the Apple Macintosh Plus computer and is a stand alone unit.

* Uses Latest SCSI Parallel Port and Protocols

* Economical low cost, designed and built by DMS in the UK
* Plugs Into the Macintosh SCSI port

* No Pre Boot Disk - It boots straight in with II FS & Finder 5.2

* Can be used as a shared disk on the AppleTalk Network using MacServc

* Housed In a robust attractive case

* Uses its' own Internal power supply operating off 240V or 1I0V

Why pay nearly £1500 for other hard disks when for a limited period, whilst initial stocks last, we are selling our DMS ZOSHD at

£75*0 + VAT. With MacServ* software - £950 + VAT. With MultiUscr Omnis 3 Plus (2-5 users) £1600 * VAT.

Send full remittance to DMS who will despatch your unii carriage free In ihe UK. Please add £15 for overseas carriage.

DMS SABRU

DMS SABRU

The DMS SABRU, Stand Alone Barcode Reading Unit reads practically all world wide barcodes

automatically. It sends the characters out via either a serial Or parallel port - enables it to be

used with most computers. Designed and built by DMS in the UK. No other barcode reader

combines all these features at the same price.

* Reads 8 & 13 digit EANA, 13 digit ISBN, 12 Digit L'PCA, 6 digit UPC- E (with or without

2 and 5 digit price addons), 14 ITK, Variable length 3 of 9, 2 of 7, Monarch,

Codabar, 2 of 5 Industrial, 2 of 5 Matrix, 2 of 5 Interleaved and Plessey

* Serial, DTK or Xon XofT at 300, 1200, 2400, 4800 Baud Kates

* Diagnostic Barcode Read Facility * Self contained with its* own CPU
* Metal Rodied, Sapphire Tipped, High Definition Industrial Barwand
* Scans forwards or backwards * Parallel Centronics Port 240V or U0V operation

The cost of the DMS SABRU including Wand is £460 + VAT carriage free In the UK. Please arid £10 for overseas carriage.

The DMS SEALER is ideal for all businesses. Use it to shrink wrap and professionally seal

your products. The cost of the DMS Sealer including I Roll of 14" Wide film is

£200 + delivery of £15 in the UK + VAT. Please add £30 for delivery overseas.

QUIK CIRCUIT

DMS SEALER

This is professional PCB drafting software for the Macintosh computer and outputs lo a

plotter. Create Libraries of Layouts and produce Multl Layer boards. The cost of Quik Circuit

software is £695 + VAT, carriage free in the UK. Please add £10 foi delivery overseas.

Complete Hardware/Software System - £4,595 + VAT. Why pay £11,000-4- for PC systems?

Coming Soon The DMS Point of Sale System - DMS POS
This is based around a MacPlus with our DMS 20SHD and DMS SABRU, Tally printer. Till and I mageWriter II printer lo provide a

FULLY INTEGRATED SYSTEM using Barcodes as data input for high speed Till use. The system includes the following features:

Open Ended Invoicing (eg for Hotels and Professional Practises), Fnini or Sale Invoicing supporting up to 25 Macintoshes and

Tills for Multiuser supermarket use. Facility to give detailed Till Messages + VAT Analysis (for cash and carry) or abbreviated til!

receipts (for generul stores), Message Lines on the receipts for advertising, Sales Invoicing & Ledger, Telephone Sales, Statements,

Stock Control & Movements, Alternative Stock Group, Back Ordering System, Reports of Slock Movements through each till (for

high volume restocking procedures), Purchase Ledger, Nominal Accounts, Aged Debtors & Creditors, Job Costing, Agents

Commission, Vat Returns, Itulance Sheet and Management Accounts, Handles 25 Bank Accounts and 10 different Credit Cards. Cut

and Paste Results to other software e.g. Excel, 2 Years Accounting on Line to ease year end procedures, supports up to 32,000

stock items and 32,000 accounts (depending on disk storage). Total ease of use.

Complete system cost - £6,300 * VAT (2nd User System - £2,600 + VAT). Versions being prepared in French, German, Danish,

Swedish, Spanish. and Italian. This is todatc the most powerful software system on the most powerful micro.

The above items, plus the rest of the DMS product range, including our RGB Colour Cards for Apple fit + Apple //e, Data Capture

Devices, PresfaxCS) KeyPad, 10 Cards etc. are available direct from us. We have been established since 1973 and are the largest

Apple only dealer in the North - 5 minutes off Junction 31 on the Ml. We stock the full range of Apple equipment and have full

showroom, training, workshops and warehousing facilities with inhouse programmers and engineers. We would be pleased for you

to visit us - telephone for directions. Send a SAF. for further details. Wc reserve the right to alter specifications without notice.

DMS Electronics Ltd, Brcilon Court, Manor Road, Wales Village, Sheffield, England, S3 1 RPO. Tel: Worksop (0909) 773399
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garbage

lo their

you the besl of both worlds. You may stop

collection altogether it you Get your strings

maximum length on their first assignment.

26> MICOL BASIC provides you with extensive control

over how your program is compiled. These are termed

'compiler options' and are entered as a line or lines

immediately after the program header line. The options

available are listed on next page :-

AJ Variable type declaration.

You can specify that variables are either string or

integer regardless of the last character in the variable

name. See listing 1 below. Line 20 specifies that all

variables starting with A.B or C will be integer

variables whatever other characters follow. All other

characters except those starting with the letter 2 will

be string variables. This can be useful in that you can

specify that all the variables

integer, if appropriate, with the

in speed
Listing 1

in your program are

accompanying increase

A} LOMEM Start ot program

B) VAR Start oi variables

£} SVAR Start of string variables

D) ARR Start of arrays

El SARR Start of string arrays

F| HIMEM Just below ProDos buffers

10 PROGRAM COMPIl.FR_OPTIONS
20 INT(A-C):5TR(D-Y)LIST.PRINTEn

30@L1ST,PRINTER
35@
40 A = 35

50 D = "Hello"

60 Z = 1.033

nb. (©informs the compiler that directives follow.

B) Program & variable space allocation

$0900 - 2304

$6E28 = 28200

$7210 = 29200
$730A - 29450

$7530 = 30000
$87FF = 38415

You can alter the positions of these adresses providing that

they are in ascending order. For instance you may require big

arrays - anyhow the larger the variable space the smaller the

program!

C} Compiler options

LIST This causes the program to be listed during compilation.

PRINTER Sends the listing to your printer.

CODE This produces an 'assembly listing' of the machine codo

generated by the compiler.

CHAIN Used to tell the compiler that your program will chain

another.

UNCHAIN Must be specified in the program which is chained to

tell the compiler which program is to chain it. You must, of

course, have compiled the program that chains it I

VAR2 Normally MICOL BASIC would treat variables such as

NA$ and NAMES as different, Dut with the VAR2 option

specified would bo treated as the same - just as in Applesoft)

This is useful when converting your own programs.

NOGOTO This option will prevent you from using the GOTO
statement in your programs !! GOTO can cause problems &

mako listinge difficult to follow unless you are a disiptined

programmer.

QUICK Normally the compiler compresses the code generated to

save space but this increases the 'run time". Specifying QUICK
produces a slightly faster program but its bigger.

LINE Provides line number reference in your program. This

takes up a lot of space 7 bytes per line & more for FOR-N EXT loops

etc. Useful when debugging your programs.

ERROR Almost as prodigal as LINE option & all it allows you to

do is RESUME after an error

Compiling Listing 1 produces tho following:

Listing 2

3 [0]2304 $0900 40 A = 35
4 [0 ] 2343 $0027 50 D - "Hello"

5 [0 ] 2352 $0930 60 Z - 1 .033

NO ERRORS IN COMPILATION
SYMBOL TABLE DUMP
SIMPLE VARIABLES

1033 R6F3735 I6F2AA I6E28Z R6E32
SIMPLE ARRAYS

STRING VARIABLES
D 7210

STRING ARRAYS
20

2

4815

60

25785

BYTES SIMPLE VARIABLE SPACE USED
BY I bS SIMPLE ARRAY SPACE USED
BYTES SIMPLE STRING SPACE USED
RYTFS STRING ARRAY STORAGE USED

BYTES CODE GENERA I ED
BYTES UNUSED IN PROGRAM

LIST,CODE,PR INTER and then compiling produces the

following listing of the program and 'machine-code*

generated.

Listing 3.

3 (0 ] 2304 $0900 40A = 35

ORG $0900

LDA#$00
STA $1A

IDA #$09

STA $1B
LDX#$FF
TXS
I nA #$FF

STA $73

LDA#$87
STA $74

LDA #$28

STA $69

LDA #$6E
STA $6A

JSR INIT

LDX #$02

LDA #$00

LDY#$80
JSR IASS

4 [0 1 2343 $092/ 50 D = "Hollo"

LDX #$04

LDA#$E8
LDY#$83
JSR SASS
5 (0 ] 23 $2 $0930 60 2 = 1 .033

LDX #$0F

LDA#$0A
LDY #$80

JSR RASS
JSR END

NO ERRORS IN COMPILATION

COMPILING AN APPLESOFT PROGRAM

A) Make sure you have a copy of the program on a ProDos

formatted diskette if not use the Convert program on you

ProDos utilities diskette to copy one over from a Dos 3.3

System Master diskette so that it resides on a copy of your

MICOL BASIC diskette.
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B} As you already know MICOL BASIC requires text

files to compile so you will therefore need to make the

conversion. The first thing is to find a line number not in

use. I chose 223. Enter this line as follows :

223 PRINT CHR$(4)"OPEN LBO.TEXTM:PRINT

CHR$(4)"WRITE LBO.TEXT": LIST : PRINT

Clin$(4)"CLOSE":STOP

Then type RUN 223 when the program will write itself

as a text file on the diskette. Boot up your MICOL BASIC

diskette and when the main menu appears choose 1 for

the editor. Then type LOAD LBO.TEXT. Choose the RUN
rather than the CO(MP) command! You will be prompted

to save the file - just pross the Y key. The file will be

saved then the compiler loaded and an attempt made to

compile it. You will immediately get an error telling you

to read section 4.2 of the manual because you haven't

got a program header. You will then be prompted

CONTINUE(Y/N) opt for N when you will soon be

prompted COMPILE ANOTHER FILE(Y/N/E/L)? choose E

to get back into the editor and thon typo in the following

lines :10 PROGRAM BRICKOUT
DEL 223

Now try to RUN the program again until it actually

compiles links and runs. Before this happens you will get

about 45 errors - most of them HTAB & VTAB with a

few boolean errors.

By now you've probably been wondering why on earth

choose RUN rather than COMP. Well after a compiler

error choosing E re-loads the editor then your program

and places the cursor on the line close by the error!

Also you are 'forced' to save your amended file before

the compiling process gets underway!

Unfortunately this program uses a machine code sound

generator starting at $0300 (768 decimal) which must

be moved. First use the REP command to change all

occurrances of 768 with 868. Also you will need to

change all the addresses poked in the subroutine starting

at line 7000 and the third last location has a zero poked

into it change this to 1 00.

The compiled version is very difficult to play because

it so fast and masochists may make it faster yet by

specifying that all the variables are integers!!

27> Working with a 'ramdisk' makes program

development a breeze - you can edit your program then

run it ( remember that run forces you to save the

amended program then compiles links and runs it). After

it has run you will be left with an Applesoft prompt but

no apparant way of getting back to the editor. Well

MICOL have thought of that and have reserved the &

(ampersand) command for that purpose : thats why

MICOL DASIC programs use a different ampersand

vector! Enter & then press return and you will be asked

what program to BRUN (be careful because MICOL BASIC

appends .BIN to it). You would normally type MENU

here and magically the main menu appears so that you

can soon return to the editor to carry on with your

program development.

SPEED AND PROGRAM SIZE CONSIDERATIONS

Compiled programs tend to be larger than their

Applesoft counterparts. The Dos 3.3 compilers produced

programs which were generally between 2& 2.5 times

the size of the origional program. A large proportion of

this was due to a "run-time-library* which had to reside

in ram memory. MICOL BASIC cleverly places its rather

large 'run-time-library' where the Applesoft/ProDos

interface (BASIC.SYSTEM) resides thus leaving about

the same space as was left for Applesoft. MICOL BASIC

also compacts its code and takes up. in general, about

50% more space. Using a few small programs I will

show the effects of compiling various programs on size

and speed

:

Program Program Size Speed in seconds

in bytes

A/8 Mi col MS Micul Micot

Integers

Tl Normal 47 87 14.1 10.6 4.0

Quick 93 10 00 33
T2 Normal 57 90 30.4 11.5 4.8

Quick 96 10.9 4.2

T3 Normal 1657 1890 138.7 11.5 4.9

Quick 2696 109 42
T4 Normal 55 96 31.0 14.0 6.7

Quick 106 12.7 5.5

T5 Normal 57 104 42.6 22.4 9.0

Quick 114 21.1 7.7

T6 Normal 71 104 39.6 24.2 17.5

Quick 114 23.0 16.3

T7 Normal 1258 90 138.8 11.5 4.8

Quick 96 10.9 4.2

Quick refers to the MICOL QUICK option - see compiler options

Program listing T1

:

900 PRINT CHR$(7)
1000 FOR M-0TO 9990
2000 NEXT M
3000 STOP
9000 RCTURN

The other listings are obtained by adding the lines listed

below

:

Program listing T2 add:

I500 GOSUB 9000

Program listing T3 add :

1500 GOSUB 9000

5000 A -

5001 A =

5199 A-0
Program listing T4 add

1500 A = 0.0

Program listing T5 add

:

1500A =A+ 1

Program listing T6 add

:

1500 A$- "Hello" + there-

Program listing T7 add

:

1500 GOSUB 9000

5000 REM
5001 REM

To Apple2000 Best Wishes from

P&P Micro Distributors

The original Apple Dealer
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Apart from MICOL BASIC programs being a little larger

than their Applesoft counterparts the listings above

show the advantages of a compiled language. MICOL

BASIC lets you use as many comments as you feel is

necessary without increasing the size of the compiled

program - in Applesoft RbMarks make the program

larger and slow it down in most cases. You are

encouraged to use subroutines in MICOL BASIC because

such 'calls' are very very fast whatever the program

size . This leads to modular programs that are easy to

write read and debug. What is more MICOL BASIC has all

those extra structured statements which add to the

readability of your programs-

Small Quibbles

The first quibble I have is with their use of "page 3' of

rarn memory <$0300-$03Fr). Many Applesoft programs

have small machine code routines which they call and

these are invariably in page 3. Why couldn"t MICOL have

placed these and the new & vector in page 9 and moved

LOMEM up a bit. Page 3 is taboo : many readers I am

sure would agree but perhaps for different reasons!

The second is with the MERGE command in the editor

which is really only an 'append' since the lines you

'merge' must be larger than those already in the editor.

VERDICT

MICOL Systems of Canada have produced an excellent

structured language development system that also

happens to be upwards compatible wilh Applesoft • well

almost. Most of the 'boasts' referred to above prove

reasonably justified. Any Applesoft programmer will

within a very short period of time be at home with this

system. For a little less than $50 ywu get excellent

documentation, a good programmers development

system which has a very fast compiler.

MEMBERS SMALL ADVERTS

For Sale

128k 80col ifQ with 2 Disk Drives. Phillips Monitor and stand.

Silentype Printer and Paper

Joystick l/o. Mouse & Mouse Paint

T.V. Card.

50 Disks In boxes inc Pascal 3.0. Practical*;.

5-C Macro Assm.

£1 200 the lot (inc manuals)

Phone'riauiUM. (t.™p -':m:i;;: :,.

Office hours. P.L.Martin

For Sale:

Nightingale Modem. MasterCard and Data Highway.

Would bo interested in a swap of some kind. I am looking for a

good editor/assembler program and some extra memory for

my lie.

PM Cock (Murnb No 1562) M <
!,:i fflM

For Salo:

Mac External Disk Drive (400k) with 30 blank disks £150

Contact Martin Bloom on
I I

SPECIAL OFFERS
TO BASUG MEMBERS

PROGRAM GENERATORS
from the Specialists !

WRITE YOUR PROGRAMS IN PLAIN ENGLISH

orany other European language.

CORP {4 disk system for Europlustfa lie

A Bargin now at £4!>.0O

CODEWRITER {3 part system forf/e only)

Was £125 and now only £49.00

ADVENTUREWRITER WITH GRAPHICS

Latest version, unbeatable at ...£29.00

DIALOG Authoring System

WITH GHAPHlCS.tests and scores etc

...Onlv £29.00

FILEWRITER, REPORTWRITER &
MENUWRITER (Codewriter sections)

,..£19.00 each

Send us your cheque for return mail-free delivery now of,

any of, the above; otherwise £5 will get you our {refund

offer) demo-disks and sample programs:

ETCETERA Ltd., 2 Valdemosa, L'lslet X-

Roads, Guernsey - GB (tel 0481 44955)

Letter to the Editor

Dr Nigel Strudwick

Cambridge

Dear Mr Panks,

I am writing to you in your capacity as editor of Hardcore, in

response to your appeals for comments. In general the current

format is satisfactory and good-looking, but I must say that I

have my reservations about the quality of some of the

grammar and punctuation of the articles

However, in the spirit of "getting involved", I do not propose

just to moan; rathor, do you require the services of an

additional sub-editor, proof-reader or whatever as I should like

to be able to "do my bit" and help improve the magazine ?

Sincerely yours

[Reply]....

Thank you for your constructive comments on OUR journal, I

welcome your offer of help and will by now have contacted you

to discuss in what areas you can assist.

We always need the extra hands to improve the things we do.

any member that can help share a task should contact Sheila

Hirst by phone or post.
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Than a Fat Mac... Than an IBM

MultiRam cards turn your existing Applo //c or //© into

powerhouse computers.

Vast and Fast
The MultiRam CX Card adds up to SI 2k to your Apple //Cs

own 128k giving il more memory than a Macintosh and as

much memory as a 640k IBM. Easy and fast installation

requires only a screwdriver.

The MultiRarn™CX Card

in ii ii i

III llll

I

Ram Disks.
Compatibility

Each MultiRam Card comes with ProDOS and DOS 3 3 RAM
disk software to turn MultiRam memory tnto hugh RAM
drives with speeds over 20 times faster than floppy dnves.

For those thai want to add their own RAM. each card comes
with a hi-res RAM test urility for easy RAM troubleshooting.

The MultiRam™ //e Card

JWBMMj

The MultiRam //e Card adds up to 768k on a single card and

can easily be expanded up to 1.5 megabytes. Simply insert it

i n your auxiliary slot and go.

AppleWorks Punch

Put your expanded Apple to work immediately with an

expanded AppleWorks program. Our software gives

AppleWorks up to 425k Desktop in the lie and up to 568k

Dosktop (1,137k with piggy back card) in the //e. Create

databases with up to 5,350 records, 4000 mor© records than

normal See the date and lime on screen and automatically

insert It in a database dale field using any ProDOS compatible

clock card. Speed up AppleWorks by loading all of the program

into memory and never access the program disk again - not

even for printing!

You can put a RAM disk into memory lo use along with an

expanded AppleWorks Desktop and switch between

AppleWorks and program on the RAM disk at lightning fast

speed.

Our AppleWorks software is doslQned to work with other

AppleWorks utility software like Jeeves and Pinpoint to give

you the most powerful AppleWorks combination poss ible.

Programs like FlashCalc, Magic Office. SuperCalc 3a.

Locksmith and other current programs will recognise

MultiRam memory and others are being written or modified to

do so.

MulliRam cards are designed lo work with all hard disk

drives, accelerator cards, the new Apple UnlDisk 3.5 dnve.

and other complementary hardware.

16-Bit Power
Shift your Apple into high gear with the optional 65C316 CX

Kit for the lie or MultiRam //EX Card lor the //e options

bridge the gap between today's Apple and tomorrows

promised Apple.

The 65C8 16"X
_
options bring three unique benefits to your

//cor//e:

(1 J Software for the 65C81 6 runs A or more times faster

than existing Apple Software.

(2) 65C816 software is more powerful and easy to use as the

65C816 can directly address 1 6 mega-bytes of memory

(both "X" options can use all added MulliRam memory).

(3) Because the 65C816 works like a6502 until shifted in lo a

16-bit mode.'X" options a/o 100% compatible with today's

software.
rt

MULTIRAM f?E with 2561c. El 79
Special Introductory Offer " MULTIRAM CX with 256K. £229

£*± DEALER HOT LINE (021) 356 3828

Rosco Ltd P&P £3 + VAT per card

289 Birchfield Road, Birmingham B20 3DD. Tel (021) 356 7402

Telex: 334303 TXAGWMG
•This offer ends 31 st August 1986 __w*s
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OMNIS
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP NEWS
A new idea from Blyth and Apple2000 for all OMNIS Users.

Once again the response from readers has indicated

the neccessity of providing this Omnis/Apple2Q00 S.I.G.

We have received a large amount of mail from exsisting

and potential users with queries and suggestions about

setting up and enhancing Omnis applications.

Please feel welcome to participate in this joint venture

between your club and Blyth. Just contact Keith Chamberlain

at the Apple2000 P.O.Box.

A BIT ABOUT BLYTH

Blyth Software has, in six years, become an

International Company. From it's Suffolk headquarters the

Blyth team develope. manufacture, package and dispatch

Omnis 1,2 and 3 for an increasing range of hardware. The
technical Support team offer a help-line to all registered

users of the products.

New Product News.

MAIL MASTER €99.00 excluding VAT.

MailMaster is a mailing list management system
designed for businoss use. It is supplied as a library to work

in conjunction with Omnis 3 and Omnis 3 Plus on the

Macintosh and Macintosh Plus.

Some features of MatlMastor:

"Multiple Contact names can be stored for each company
and allocated to one of four user defined departments.

-Companies can be allocated to one o1 eight user-defined

types.

-All reports, letters and mailing labels can be printed

selectively by type, department, company code, county or

grade.

OMNIS 3 PLUS

Omnis 3 Plus is a major revised and enhanced version

of Omnis 3. Here is a selection of a few additional features:

»»Ten segments per datafiie giving around 160MByte maximum
datafile.

»You can now 'exit and go to another application' with a new

command.

••A new time field. Two new date fields, one from 1900-1999

the second from 1980-P079.

»Son limit is now memory dependent and can be greater than

30,000 records.

-Dutton margin can now be removed to give a display of 70

characters.

>-You can now link fields to obtain a text block with word

wraparound.

»Omnis 3 Plus will now support Macintosh fonts.

Exsisting Qmnis Users can follow an upgrade path to Omnis

3 Plus.

Strategic Developers Program.

S.D.P. is a comprehensive software developers program

which was brought into operation jointly by Blyth Software

and Apple Computers.

The objective of S.D.P. is to make contact with people

who are professional in their own fields and believe that

they will be able to create vertical market software designed

to address specific management problems within their own
industry. For example a Partner in an Estate Agent's

practice set about creating an Omnis based application for

the management of his Own company and today is marketing

the product nationally and making substantial profits.

Blyth Software can onsuro excellent exposure for

software created in the marketplace through its dealer

network and Omnis Business Directory. Blyth may, in some
cases, even consider direct marketing of the product.

In some situations we are able to offer, on loan, a
complete Macintosh system with software, thus enabling the

Developer to produce and market his product first. After

such time he can make the necessary investment to acquire

his own hardware, which as a registered software developer

with Apple, he may be entitled to purchase on their

commercial terms usually only avoilablo to an established

softwaro company.

There is not enough space to provide full details here

nor can we give evidence of the numerous successful

projects which have been brought about, so if you would like

to find out more, please phone our offices for an application

form.

Mr David Ainslie

Christchurch

Dorset.

\ am using Omnis 3 on an Apple //e and I would like my
staff to be able to search the database without actually

accessing the search format. For example, they enter a
value such as 'Smith* and all the Smiths are output in a
report. Please can you help?

Answer
There is a method of achieving what you require. Here

is an example which you can modify to suit your needs. If

you had a file "FILEA" with two normal fields 'ANAME' and
'ACODE', define screen 1 with these two fields with normal

attributes. Create a file 'FCONST with fields 'CNAME* ,and

CCODE' which is a sequential field. Define screen 2 with

these two fields. Set up a calculated search "ANAME' =

'CNAME'. Then define a sequence for S.

G2/M CONST/F01TI/E?/Gt/M FILEA/AS SEARCH/S/RTS;Y/N

Define a sequence for Y with just a message 'RECORD
FOUND'.

FILEA is normally the main entry file eg Client Details.
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OMNIS
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP NEWS

A new idea from Blyth and Apple2000 for all OMNIS Users.

Technical Enquiry

Mr George Gray

Milton Keynes

I have developed an application with Omnis 3 on

the Mac 512k. I have designed a report with two

records across the page and would like to list the

records from top to bottom like a telephone

directory, rather than the present method of listing

from left to right. Is there any way of achieving this

? t

Answer

Yes, here is an example sequence which will list

by county.

APPLE2000 uses OMNIS 3 ibni; tthe
Macintosh and Appte 'JIa to ., maintain the

membership records and to
:;
provide the

FORCE accounts. We have found both

programs excellent and in the next Issue
will explain how our membership records

were changed from
:

Omnis on the // to

Omnis 3 on the Macintosh.

We would like to register our thanks to the

OMNIS Team for providing the software,

advice and for the support they give to our
group.

Initially, decide how many detail lines will be

printed per page. The figure is arrived at by adding

the number of lines within the heading to the top and

bottom margins and then subtracting this figure from

the lines per page (the example has 50 detail lines).

This means that 1 00 records will be printed per page.

Set up the report parameters as normal, i.e. 2

records across page, etc. The procedure will read in

100 records at a time, storing the sequence numbers

in field #1. The first record for this report will be

printed in the left-hand column, alongside this the

51st record will be printed. On the next line would be

the second and the 52nd record, etc, etc.

1. The report can only be printed in indexed field

order.

2. The procedures uses the sequence number of

the records. If the file does not include a

sequence number, then add one (this does not

use up any additional disk space).

3. Set #12 to the number of detail lines printed per

page (line 5 of the sequence).

4 With slight modification to the sequence a

search format could also be included.

THANKS TO ODETTE AT BLYTH FOR
PUTTING TOGETHER THESE PAGES

KEEP SENDING YOUR QUESTIONS
IN.

Commands
Select Output (prompted)

[]

Select Report [RCOUNTY]
Set main file to FCOUNTY
* Set #12 to number of DETAIL lines per page *

Calculate a 12 as 50 (0 dps)

Calculate 813 as (0 dps)

Repeat

Clear: Main file # fields from 1 to 1 The array

Calculate #P as 1

Find on CSEQ vith exact match [#13]
NextonCCODE
Repeat

Calculate #1 as CSEQ (0 dps)

Calculate #13 as CSEQ (0 dps)

Calculate #P as#P+l
NextonCCODE

Until #12*2<#P!(CSEQ=0)
Calculate #14 as CSEQ=0 (0 dps)
Calculate #11 as INT(#P/2) (0 dps)

Calculate #P 85 1

Repeat

Find on CSEQ vith exact match [#1]

Print record

Calculate #P as#P+#ll
Find on CSEQ vith exact match [#1]

Print record

Calculate #P as #P-# 11+1
Until #P>ttll

Unul#14
Print totals

-:!i!

o
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DISC ZAPS AND ALL
THAT (Part 4)

by EWEN WANNOP

Make it Grow with Branches

Those of us who cut our teeth on DOS 3.3, first saw
Prodos as a confusion of pathnames. We never seemed to

get the right one entered, and could never seem to get even
a simple Catalog of a disc in another drive. Forever was the

message 'PATHNAME NOT FOUND' being displayed.

However, beneath tho seeming difficulty of such normal

commands, lies a powerful operating system. II leaves DOS
3.3 way behind with its speed, versatility and power.

Evolution of ProDos

To explain the evolution of Prodos, first let me take you

through a bit of history, When Steve Wozniak first wrote the

routines for Apple DOS, there were only single density 5.25

inch drives around. With a maximum of 40 tracks on these

drives, there was a practical limit to the amount of data on

each disc, and so a limit to the possible number of sectors

that could be accessed by DOS itself.

This served us well for a time, until we tried to hook on a

hard disc drive. We could only format the hard disc as a

number of volumes the size of a normal 5.25 inch disc,

rather than formatting the drive as one large disc.

The reason that only such a small number of sectors was
available to the DOS system, lay in the way that tho Disc

Map and VTOC was constructed. This meant that there was
simply no room to expand this map beyond the 40 tracks.

DOS had some other limitations as well, the catalog

structure allowed only a few file types to be defined, and no

other information could be stored apart from the filename.

It was because of such limitations, and also because

Pascal discs had already allowed a more flexible approach to

disc structure, that Prodos came into being.

To be more accurate, SOS came into being first, and

Prodos followed. SOS is the operating system for Apple ///

machines, and Prodos is an extension of this system. In fact

Prodos can read SOS discs, and some Prodos discs can be

read by SOS. The main difference between the two is that

SOS files have different file type values.

Prodos allowed much more information to be held about

each file in its directory entry, and mote importantly, its disc

map allowed volumes of any size to be mapped. It was thus

possible to build a single volume of any size on a hard disc,

regardless how big the hard disc was.

The actual information at sector levol on a Prodos disc, is

written in exactly the same way as any Apple disc, whether it

be DOS, Prodos, Pascal or even CPM. This means that our

DISK MANAGER program will read any disc sector on any

of these disc types.

However, there the similarities end, and we find the

individual structures of the different discs vary.

Disk structures explained.

Held in the information embedded on each sector, is the

track and sector number of that particular sector. As we
read each sector spinning under the head of the disc drive,

we must process and store the information gathered.

ThiQ takes some time and when we are ready to take in tho

next sector, we will find that it has already passed

underneath the head and we must wait until it comes around

again.

For this reason. DOS does not read the sectors in

ascending order, but uses an interleaving technique to

achieve the fastest sector by sector read. It does not use

the actual sector numbers on the disc, but uses a lookup

tabic to determine the actual sector to be read, from the

target sector given.

SOS, Prodos and Pascal discs use a different interleaving

table than DOS, and CPM uses yet another. This means that

Prodos sectors are not compatible with DOS sector

numbers.

Using Disk Manager under ProDOS

DISK MANAGER is written under DOS 3.3, so to access

a particular sector on a Prodos disc, you will have to

determine the actual DOS sector required from Table 2.

Just to complicate things even further, SOS, Prodos and
Pascal discs, store information in Blocks of 512 bytes,

rather than the 256 byte sector of DOS. So to read a given

Block on a Prodos disc, you will need to actually find the

track required, and then read in two sectors in turn.

Prodos discs start with Block at Track Sector 0, the

Blocks then ascend numerically till the limit of the disc is

reached.

Because each Block is 512 bytes long, you can only got 8

Blocks on a track. To lind the actual track and sector of an

individual Clock, take the integer of the Block number divided

by eight as the Track, and then taking the remainder refer to

Table 2 for the Sectors. The two DOS sectors are tho low

and high parts of the block respectively.

TABLE 1

Track - )nteQ«>r iPrnrtos R!nrk/Hl

The remainder Is Lhe Prodos Block within that inri.

TABLE 2

Piodos Block.: 50 51 $Z 53 S4 55 56 57

Dos Sectors : 50, SE SO, SC SB, SA S9, 58 57, 56 Sb, S4 S3, S2 51, SF

Having now explained how to use DISK MANAGER to

look at Prodos discs. I will give a brief rundown on the

layout of these discs. This will allow you to have a first

look at your Prodos discs, but I will nood to leave till

next time a more detailed look at the Prodos Directory,

as it can be quite complex and overwhelming at first

sight, but this is of course its great strength and power.
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I shall be referring to the Prodos Block numbers, use

the above Tables to calculate the actual Track and

Sectors required. These are the usual Blocks that

Prodos uses. It is possible for them to be in a different

place on the disc, bul for the moment we will assume

we have a normal Prodos disc in our drive.

BLOCK is the boot-strap loader for the file 'Prodos'.

If Prodos itself is not present on the disc, then a

message is given: UNABLE TO LOAD PRODOS

BLOCK 1 is a boot-strap loader for SOS. If the disc is

booted on an Apple ///, then a search is made for

'SOS KERNEL'. If found this is loaded instead of Prodos.

This Block may not be present on all Prodos discs.

BLOCK 2 is the start of the Directory. The Directory

normally lakes up four blocks. Blocks ? • 5, but can be

of any size.

BLOCK 6 is the Disc Map. For a 5.25 inch disc, there

will only be this Block allocated for the Disc Map. For

larger Volumes it can be of any length.

BLOCK 7 is the first Data Block of the first file on a

normal Prodos disc.

BIOCK 279 is the last Data block on Track $22 of a

5.25 inch disc.

Each file is constructed in exactly the same way.

Unlike DOS, only the directory entry is changed to

denote different filetypes. There is an Index Block

associated with each file longer than one Block, this is

analogous to the Track Sector list of DOS. The Directory

entry holds considerable nformation on the file, with

entries such as filetype, access rights, date and time of

creation etc.

The Directory itself can include entries to further

directories, these are stored in the same manner as file

entries. It is thus possible to nest sub-directories to

any depth. It is this possibility that of coursa is Ihe

power of Prodos, and hence gives us the need to use

Pathnames. Discs are referred to by Volume Name, not

by Slot and Drive, and sub-directories are then

referred to by their Directory Name. A Pathname thus

actually tells us the route that Prodos must take down

the tree-like branches of the Directories to find an

individual file.

I think that this is a suitable point to leave you this

time.

Coming in the next episode

Next episode will cover the actual construction of the

Prodos Directory. I his will give you the clues

necessary to change filetypes. to enter times and dates

and to unlock and lock files. I will also give you an

introduction to the MU. This is not a Mysterious Language

Insight, but the very powerful tool of the Machine Language

Interpreter lurking within Prodos.

PRIZE CROSSWORD
by Tom Wright

I Mil
i a a m m s

j a am
- ..... .

Across

2. Often hearfl gentleman of Westminster

4. Continuously equidistant

6. Slider in organ controlling set of pipes

7. Outsold 1-2-3 in February

1 1

.

Golf dub tor long strokes

12. Gunpowder

13. Billot fare

15. Pictorial drug in slab torm

17. Found on most public roads

22. Break or cut stone

23. Change size

25. Put Basic information on Diskette

29. Encountered in spoken and wrillcn forms

30. One of Uio ways in which variables are organized

31. Dive deep

32. Two ways

33. A two-rail raifway line

34. Collects information into serviceable form.

Down
1

.
Usually done by an: error handling routine

3. Take apart and analyse

5. Set of writing symbols

8. Printer control card by Rosco

9. Go back

10 Ascertain the truth or correctness.

14. Part of diskette often reinforced

16 S«?n on railway wagons
18. twine

19. Watery map
20. You put this on the Apple II

21

.

One cycle per round

77. Four-wheeled vehicle

24. Programs stored in ROM
26. Set counters with this

2/. Appearod m a recent TV. series

28. Several on a violin

Send answers to P.O.Box. First correct solution

receives goods to the value of £12.00
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An Update on the

Bulletin Board
by Tony Game (Sysop)

BABBS is out of hospital til

Much has happened to Babbs since my last report. We
had an incredible number of hardware problems which

seemed to come one aftsr the other in a nightmare

succession. However hopefully these are all behind us

now. Apologies to those loyal users who found

themselves having to re-logon again and again, as one

thing after another deleted the files. Your patience was

appreciated.

The most significant development has been the

replacement of the Dacom modem by a new, all singing

and dancing WS3000. This now supports all line speeds

from 300/300 to 2400/2400, including 1200/75. As

with most innovations, there have been teething

problems, but the set up is now working well, and you

should have no problems in coming on at any baud rate

up to 2400.

Since almost everyone has V23 which is 1200/75,

the Prestel standard, many of you will be able to use

this speed. Naturally your terminal program must

support it, and most American based packages don't

unfortunately. However lucky users of Data Highway do

have it. and should certainly use it, since reading at

1200 is a very different thing from reading at 300. The

75 baud sending in is no problom, since very few

typists can exceed this speed anyway, and most people

will notice no difference when typing in. The one proviso

is that you should not try to upload messages at this

speed, since this takes a very long time.

Basug area (or room as it is called on Babbs), is now a

closed user group for 'APPLE 2000' members only. Do

use it for your suggestions, problems etc. It is one of

the fastest and best ways of making your presence in

the club felt. If you just use that one room, and

download the new messages into your buffer before

leaving, you will find it only takes a very short time.

Then you can prepare your answers off-line, call in

again, and send them up automatically which again ie

very quick. Used like this Babbs is nol expensive as so

many people think, and considering how quickly you are

likely to get a solution to any problems you may have, it

is very good value. I use this just as an illustration let

me hasten to add, because there are rooms ranging from

Pascal to Hobbies to Insults, and your participation in

any of them will be very welcome. Furthermore if the

existing list doesn't present scope for your pet interest

do let me know and, if there is enough support, another

room can be opened.

Some of the rooms are inevitably little used at

present, but I hope they may find supporters eventually.

Esperanto, and Disabled Users are a couple that are

unused as yet. If you know of anyone who could benefit

from the Disabled Users area, do let them know it is

there. If you Speak Esperanto then a message from you

might well set the ball rolling. At the moment the only

Esperanto there is the computer language Basicode!

It is intended that all the listings that are published in

'APPLE 2000' shall be present on Babbs for you to

download, and so save you the effort of typing them in

with

the inevitable dreaded syntax errors! You will find

these listings as files in Basug room. Many of the other

language rooms, and also Adventurers, have files for

you to download, and the list will gradually grow as

material comes in. To wet the appetites of those of you

addicted to Infocom adventures, there is a "cheat" file

for Hitch hikers, which an Italian caller has uploaded for

us. In order to download files you will need to use Ward
Christansen protocol, or X-modem as it is often called.

Consult your terminal program manual to find out how
to do this. As always if you run into problems do leave

me a note and I will try to sort things out.

In the month that the new Babbs has been running we

have had 1500 callers, from Australia to Iceland, and

Babbs welcomes them all, and hopefully presents an

image of a forward looking, and active club. Do join us

and help to make sure that this image is not only

maintained, but constantly improvod, so that your

bulletin board remains, as it has always been, one of the

very best in the country.

'COMPUTEREYES'

VIDEO DIGITISER FOR APPLE ][+,//e and lie

COMPUTEREYES produces high resolution digitised pictures from any

video source: camera, video recorder or video disc. An image is

digitised in less Irian 5 seconds and may be stored on disc for later

use or dumped to a printor. I he menu dnven sofiwa/e also includes

options (or simulated 4 and 8 level grey scale image capture.

Optional Print Shop and Newsroom enhancement discs arc availabSe to

allow the use of COMPUTEREYES images with ihese popular graphics

utilities. Also, a Double Hi-Res option to support the capabilities ot

ir»«c and l?8K//e.

COMPUTEREYES requires no external power suppty and is easy to

install and us©. Applications are extensive. Including business and

personal artwork, information storage, scientific rocordmg and

security. The system manual shows how the routines can be

incorporated into your own programs.

COMPUlhHbYbS is also avaiiaWe for IBM PC, Commodore W/i?a and

Atari.

Pnces <exc VAT): COMPUTER EVES C129. Enhancements C14 each.

System Source Code £30

Stem Computing
3 Blackness Avenue. Dundoo DD2 1ER Tel: Dundee (0332) 651 13
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MACTEL
The Independent Macintosh

Bulletin Board.

0602 81 7696 300/300

24 hours a day

SPECIAL OFFER

TO APPLE 2000 MEMBERS

Used in universities, industry,

and the home

METACRAFTS

the language of the 80's

Mctacrafts FORTH is the most comprehensive and efficient

implementation of the FORTH language available for Apple II

computers in the U.K. It is extensible, powerful, transportable,

compact and ultra efficient definitely the perfect replacement

for outmoded and inefficient BASIC.

£32.50 incl.VAT + p.p. buys this system -

including compiler, screen editor, debugger,

assembler, utilities. DOS, FORTH-79. 170 page

manual.

WAS E79.00

HURRAY FOR THIS SPECIAL DEAL

ORDER FROM THE P.O. BOX.

,

PERIPHERAL CARDS SOFTWARE

VISION l-ORMAI 80 Ennanrwi C99

Flashcaic E69

Cotoui Modulator t sound 1or//o £29 dOASE III C299

pal tor use win colour TV lot it £42 Ormbeta/ DalaJde Software POA
HeMWuTion(flOfnl/;n) £28 Systematica (per package) £219

Resolution 04 (80 COl & 64k HAM) CM Decatnion £9

B0 column tor II £39 Super Expanfler £19

40/80 Slot Swtteh for 00 column II Super Expander 80 £29

AUTO Sott Switch fur 60 column II Super Expander 90.2 £39

NIrWAUTO SCREEN 80 for II £44 Screen Director lor Apple ill £75

DMSC12flGB!<Vllar//0 £45 PKASOIIIlOf ApDBIIl £19

PP.INTER CARDS ACCESSORIES

Paragraph cards an CP/M. Pascal.. DOS Graphic Mouse * Software £50

and Prcoos compatiWfl witn lull graphic Numeric Keypad la* //e £24

dump facilities Powar Supply £69

AC Cooling Fan r?4

PARA-GRAPH £44 Joystick (for !(«//©) £30

Printer Cwdf 16"k £70 Disk Double 1 C4.96

Printer Caro * 64k £90 Diskettes - WaDasn SS/SD (10) £13

SoriaVCommumeal on £48 Diskettes • DatalHe SS/DD ( 10) £19

PACT Sorial Prinler £22

RS232 Sor«lCaWo (2m) £14 DISK DRIVES

MEMORY EXPANSION Apple II compalble drrve

(Japanese TEAC mechantem) £99

16kHAMCAHO:Forll £33 Apple lie. comnattole disk drive £109

I28K RAM CARD For II £95

80COLUMN * 04k Tor //» £56 MONITORS
•MULTIRAM //e 256k £170

•MULTIRAM //o 51?k £210

•MULTLRAM//e718k £259 KAGA
MULTIRAM lie 256k CV29 17* Hi-HfcS (green or ammr) £109

bMULT1RAM//CM» £209 12" Colour Irom r?r»

OMULTIRAM RGB 256k £219 DATA SWITCHES

oMULTIRAM RGB 512k £259 ParaM. an 36 Bnes switched.

MULTIRAMRGB1MB £799
Two way commun cation

a TnB oner closes 30th Aug. I960 no 2 £40

1to3 £50

INTERFACING 5 CONTROL
I I O-l £01

crossover £69
EEE-488
Cock Card (bat1*ry back-up)

£70
£59

Printer Sutler 64k £149

Z80 Circuit Emulator £199

A to D (16 channel 8 M) C-69 Serial, two way comunoallon

A 10 IM3 10 A (8 bit) £65
VO Caro (4 ports/2 linien>) £59 110 2 £39

C Tester £99
1 to 3 £49

PAL Programmer Card £200
1t0 4

Crossover

£50

£60
Logic Analyser Card £299

OTHERS
i(-t-h, coaxial and other types avaJiawe on

280 CP/M (II or //A) £35 request /S^^rtl
Disk controller

EPROM wller upto2764'S

EPROM wilier up lo 27128*8

EPROM writer up to 272256's

PRINTERS

bPSON
LX80
FX85
FX105
DX100

KAGA
KP810 (80 Column NLO)
KP910 (132 Column NLO)

DEALER HOT LINE

(021) 356 3828

Rosco Ltd
289 Birchfield Road, Birmingham B20 3DD

Tel: (021) 356 7402. Telex: 334303 TXAGWMG

"Apple" is the Trade Mark of Apple Computer Inc.

_
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CELTIP
COMPUTERS

Ccltip Computers, Campion House,

Franchise Street, Kidderminster, Wore
DY11 6RE

, Kidderminster, Worcs.,
tel: (0562) 744377

Celtip Computers were founded in 1979 by Tim Yates &
Andy Starkey, In those days you could nip down to

Microsense in Hemel Hempstead, buy two Apple ][+'s

and you were an authorised dealer! Since then the

company has moved from a part time business operating

from Tim's house to its present level.

Celtip are the only authorised Apple dealer in Hereford &
Worcestershire. They are Apple only dealers selling

mainly to small & medium sized businesses in the local

area, although customers range from one man bands to

multi-nationals, from Canterbury to Preston-

Over the years Celtip have gained an enviable

reputation for personal & prompt service. Many of their

sales come from personal reccomendations or from

existing customers upgrading or expanding their

systems. As well as selling & supporting Apple systems

Celtip otter a Laser printing service tor Macintosh owners

which is used by, among others, an author of economics

text books, an estate agents, the English Skateboard

Association, and a local G .P.

Celtip have had close ties wfth local users groups and

have supported meetings by the Midland Mac Club.

MidApple & Apple 2000. They were also prominant at

Apple Show '86, The Midland Mac Fest, and Apple

2000's AGM. Many of their customers have since

become Apple 2000 members.

If you are are in the Kidderminster area at any time pop

into Celtip Computers for a chat & a coffee. They'll be

pleased to see you.

Turn your Apple //e* or //c into...

HN INFORMATION APPLIANCE!

fl NELD CONCEPT FRUM INFORMATION APPLIANCE INCORPORATED

IN CALIFORNIA - A COMPLETELV NELU APPROACH TO COMMUNICATIONS

v WORD PROCESSING AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT „

Don't take our word for it - reed what Guy Kewney says in

the June issue of Personal Computer World!

* Apple //e needs a

printer in slat 1, a

super serial card and
modern in slot 2, on
extended 80 column
card in slot 3 find at

least one disk drille.

TniDENT MICRO SLKUICES
THE BR0RDUJELL

DURSLEV
GL05'. GLIt 4JF
TEL. 0453 46493

"..and for those ofyou without those things, it's

almost worth huying them just to run this program " - Guy Kcwncy, PCUJ
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TODAY
FRIDAY, AUGUST 1 , 1986 18 PENCE

GRAPHICS SPECIAL REPORT

REPORT BY OUR
CORRESPONDENT
N.HUNTER

GRAPHICS AND
LAYOUT BY
LKNEZOVICH

INFORMATION FROM TODAY NEWSPAPER

PLAY SPOT THE MAC
TODAY !!! EXCLUSIVE

EDDIE SHAH is renowned for having dragged the

UK newspaper Industry into an exciting present by

his perceptive use of advanced technology.

His colourful TODAY has already established ilself as the

worlds first fully electronic newspaper using satellite data

links, laser typsctting and electronic terminals. Entrepreneurial

Eddie Shah and his production team arc currently using several

dozen 512K Macintosh machines to speed up the daily edition

of his excellent TODAY newspaper.

HOW IT WORKS
Oui-ol-Offica fBportuf

keyboard linked to News desk
phone lino

Sub - editors
ohook and ed* copy

PiclU'M Via

portable

iransrmttO'

More than thirty Macs have already been installed in several

departments, and the Chairman has a MacPlus for his own use.

Much of the burden of typing in the Secretarial department is

carried by Macs used as work processors. Three 512K Macs arc

linked to two Lascrprinters in the Graphics Deparimcnt and

assist in the composition of type styles and sizes.

Mike Williams. Head of Graphics told APPLE 2000 that

they are very happy with their 512K Macs: "They use standard

software - MacDraw, MacPaint and MacWritc for producing

limited quality graphics. We use

commercial artists for high quality

artwork. The software was chosen

after a careful evaluation in preference

to other packages such as Jazz or

Chart. MacDraw for example, is used

wiUi MacTablet to produce the

diagrams of Bridge and Chess Gaines

which we regularly feature."

"The Macs are particulary useful

for moving type around and filling

type blocks into areas around

graphics. Changes of typesize or

typeface can be accomplished quickly

and this enables the fast production of

high quality typesetting with our two

Lasers which are networked to the

Macs".

It is reassuring to see that Macs

have been chosen to work alongside

the most advanced technology used in

newspaper today. As further Laser

fonts become available and more

sophisticated imaging sylcms arc

made compatible with the Mae,

APPLE 2000 readers can expect to sec

more and more Mac generated copy in

their morning newspapers.

It will be fun trying to

SPOT IT!
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If your business needs
software that can grow with
YOU...

IF YOU'D LIKE TO DEVELOP
YOUR OWN APPLICATIONS WITHOUT
LEARNING PROGRAMMING....

IF YOU WANT SOFTWARE POWER
WITHOUT COMPLICATIONS....

Up to date, accurate and comprehensive
information is today's prime business need.

The better the information available

on people, products, customers and
suppliers, the easier it is to apply your

management skills to any enterprise.

Most microcomputer software

addresses itself to this need.

None succeeds quire like Omnis 3-

Omnis 3 is a powerful database

management program. That, in itself, is

not unique; but the important Omnis
differences open up exciting possibilities.

With Omnis 3 you can determine

how your software works. Rather than the

software telling you how your business

has to work.
You can set your information out in

the form you want it. You can define the

relationships you want between your bits

of information. You can set down the

instructions your staff will work with. And
you can determine the report format.

Now for the real magic. Suddenly
Omnis is no longer a database. It's

become the complete software system for

your business: designed around your
business. By you.

If you can design a form, you can use
Omnis 3- However, for particularly

complicated applications, we have a

national network of trained dealers and
consultants ready to help you.

Should you think your business

information could be handled better, there's

no better place to start than Omnis 3.

Omnis 3 is available for Apple, IBM
and compatible micros.

If the potential of Omnis 3 makes
your mouth water, your computer dealer

will help you discover the secrets of the

black magic box.



Discover the secrets
©f the black magic box

SOFTWARE
Bluh Software Ltd, Mitford House, Bcnhall, Saxmundham, Suffolk IP17 1JS. Telephone 0728 .5011



(TYPE)SETTING THE RECORD
STRAIGHT.

PC User Group Chairman Ian Fraser claimed a 'first'

when his Group of IBM PC enthusiasts produced the

'first* in-house magazine to use desktop publishing (PC
Business World, 10 June 1986). What a pity they didn't

ask BASUG -Apples premier UK User Group!

"We have been desktop publishing for the past six

months" Jim Panks, BASUGS's Chairman told us this

week. "Our magazine Hardcore has been Laserwrittcn

since before Christmas, so we were a bit surprised to

hear of Mr Fraser's claim so late in the day."

"Our December issue was shipped six months ago, and
we have now published four full issues of Hardcore with

the new technology. We are planning a really special

fifth bumper issue which will be out in August",

"I guess we are so far ahead of the IBM users in

desktop publishing, they didn't even know we were in

the same game" remarked Panks wryly. "We enjoy the

benefits of the Mac's bit-mapped screen which has a lot

lo do with making full-page layouts practical. Each issue

we produce gets better and better, and our members
are delighted with the improvements.*

BASUG use a 51 2K Macintosh with a range of text and
graphics programs set through Aldus Pagemaker
software downloaded to an Apple LaserWriter for their

bi-mnnlhly magazine Hardcore.

(This is a copy of the press release we sent to all

computer journals - PC Business World needless to say
forgot to mention it !'!)

APPLE SOFTWARE
EXCHANGE

Exchange your boring old APPLE
][ software:

a ARCADE GAMES ° STRATEGY GAMES °

o ADVENTURE GAMES a UTILITIES etc... °

From ONLY C2.00 per exchange

(originals with full documentation only, please !)

For full details, please send an SAL enclosing a

list of the software you want to exchange to:

APPLE SOFTWARE EXCHANGE

8 Coombe Terrace.

Lewes Road,

BRIGHTON
East Sussex BN2 4AD

RECKONING WITH THE FORCE
or

Who hasn't read the Manual?
by Ewen Wannop

BT Gold, or as Apple ?000 members know it, THE
FORCE, is not the friendliest of Systems BABBS, our

very own Bulletin Board, must take the iaurels for that.

Beneath that ever present V anonymous prompt lurks a
number of facilities waiting for you to use. You will find

most of what you need to know about these, in the pages
of the Force Manual obtainable from the software

library. The rest you can get from the INTO files.

To see a list of the INrO files, type at the V prompt,

INFO INFO. However, as I have gained some experience

through solving other peoples problems on the Force, I

felt some of these functions could be explained in simple

language to those who are still foxed by it all.

THE 120 TRAP.

For some obscure reason, the Dialcom software used
by BTG, will not accept more than 120 characters in

any one line before a carriage return is encountered. In

practice, most times you will enter a carriage return

after each 80 or less. If you exceed 120 however, you
are rewarded with a bleep for each one over the limit. A
carriage return entered at that point will truncate the
line to 120.

Entering text online therefore usually presents no
problems, but if like me you prepare text offline for

transmission, it is easy to have missing or garbaged
text as a result of unsuitable files. An word-processor
will not necessarily put returns at each line end. That

old standby Applewriter II, and in fact many other word
processors including those for the MAC, do not format

each line with a carriage return, they only put one in at

the end of each paragraph. You must get in the habit of

actually typing in a return at each 'inc end as you go,

and not let ihe line wrap round on the screen.

Some programs will format each line with returns.

My own program Data Highway, enters returns at each
line end when using the <E:ditor. It also enters returns

into a <L>oaded file when <V>iewing, and you may
<S>ave the formatted buffer to disc after viewing for

later transmission.

So, the moral is, keep it to 120 characters or less.

THE V PROMPT.

Just to get you all into the swing of things let me
introduce you to a few of the many commands. There
are many more of them than this however, but you will

need to get INFO on them to see what you can do. At the

anonymous V prompt there are a number of commands
available. You will all know of course MAIL and

PASSWD, but did you know these others:

CONGRATULATIONS to Apple2000

from:

SYSTEMS

Makers of Snapshot
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>WHO Just in case you had forgotten who you were.

Returns AN OTHER (<S84-4>BSG999)
>F Gives a list of all the files you have, will show you how
your block storage is being used FILENAME 001 is one block

used ...

>DEL FILENAME Will delete that file. Do not delete files called

NUMB. MAIL.riLC. CID or PARAM.INI. or any files named like

this, "FILENAMfc". All others are fair game to reduce storage
charges. Telex users should delete the file INPUT, as this is a
copy of all your Telex's sent

>L Also gives a list of files, and tells you who you are

>P Gives a wierd and wonderful list of data. Good to impress
your friends trial you know what you are doing on the FORCE!
>R ? Gives a list oi all ths useful programs you may <R>un that

arc on BTG.

>R NAME Runs one of these programs.

=»U Tells you how many people are on System 84 at that

moment
>TY FILENAME If the file is an ASCII file, this will type out its

contents to the screen. Look at NUMB. 'MAILSAVE* or

PARAM INI

>ED Enters the dreaded Editor....

THE DREADED EDITOR.

Most of you will prefer to use your own word processor
rather than use the clumsy editor provided by BTG. ft is

clumsy, because of course you cannot use proper screen
handling when dealing with a scrolling stream of data.

BIG use an editor similiar to that of the CP/M ED. If you
know that particular monstrosity you will have no
problems, lor the rest of us it is a mine field coated in

treacle. With a little patience however, you will be able

to use it for some simple editing. The editor is line

based, and uses the concept of a pointer pointing to the
current active line. This pointer may be moved about in

various ways to move you back and forth through th

text.

I will -follow through a typical creation of your
PARAM.INI file, I ho completed file will set up the FORCE
on entry, so you do not have the interminable 'MORF'
printed while reading your MAIL Af| the text in

brackets is descriptivo of your actions or what you will

enter. Your screen should look similiar to this as you go
along.

>ED (return) [enters the editor]

INPUT [asking for you to INPUT copy]

MAIL NOMOR HARDCOPY (return) [your input] (return) [blank

lene to finish INPUT and reenter EDIT]

EDIT [main ED prompt]

T (return) [this will move the pointer to (tie TOP]
[ B (return) would take it to the bottom]

P10 (return) [prints the next 10 lines of the buffer]

00001 :WAIL NOMOR HARDCOPY BOTTOM
T (return) [takes you back to the Top]

N1 [lists the next line which will be line 1]

[if more than 1 will advance by that amount each time]

O0001 :MAIL NOMOR HARUCOPY [the listed line]

C/NOMOR/NOMORE/ (return) [<C>orrects the spelling

mistake in NOMOR]
00001 MAIL NOMORE HARDCOPY [the corrected line]

T (return) [back to the TOP]
P10 (return) [see that all is well]

00001 MAIL NOMORE HARDCOPY BOTTOM
SAVE PARAM.INI (return) [save the correct file as
PARAM.INI]

File already exist. Ok to replace?

Y (return) [if the file existed already]

>F (return) (will list all your files]

PARAM.INI 001 17/06/86 19.29 ASC DWR
MAIL.R1F 00 1 23/01/86 1 6:43 UFD DWR
APPLE 2000 - August 1905

NUMB 001 01704/85 06:44 ASC DWR
>TY PARAM.INI (return)

MAIL NOMORE HARDCOPY
> [back to the prompt having created the file PARAM.INI]

It is not really so bad after all. Just remember that

there is a pointer to the current line. You can put it to

the top <T> the bottom <B> or move it around by any
number of lines at a time <Mxx). Print any number of

lines from that point <Pxx> and change anything

<C/OLD/NCW/>. You can also move the pointer up <Uxx>
or go straight 1o a line wilh <xx>, <Dxx> deletes a
number of lines from the pointer on. You can insen a
new line <l(space)NEW TFXT> and finally <OOPS> which
ignores the last command or change you made.

FINAL WORD.

This is not an exhaustive list of all that is available,

there are lots more things you can do. Remember INFO
INFO will lead you to lots of help files. To read one type

INFO HELPNAME. If you have problems, contact or MAIL
John Lee the Sysop (BSG001) for system help or Seth
Proctor Force Admin (BSG100) for billing help.

Explore

Remember JOINING the FORCE is

now FREE! DETAILS from the
P.O.Box.

COMTEC
COMPUTER REPAIRS

* PAST TURNAROUND - NORMALLY 2 DAYS
* 3 MONTH WARRANTY
* COMPETITIVE PRICES ON ALL APPLE
REPAIRS AND UPGRADES

EXAMPLES
Apple ][ + or //e Power Supply £32
Apple

][
+• or lie Motherboard £32

Apple Interface cards (most makes) £25
Disk Drives - cleaned/aligned £25

Please ring for other prices

or post equipment for free estimate.

Quantity discount available.

Prices include P+P and 15% VAT
Also

MACINTOSH UPGRADES
128k to 512k

128/51 2k to MACINTOSH PLUS
RING FOR MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES.

COMTEC, ST GEORGE'S MILL,

3 ST GEORGE'S STREET, MACCLESFIELD,
CHESHIRE, SK11 6TG

Tel (0625) 34691
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TRAIMSWARP TM

Compatible with lie and 11 +

Get TransWarp.™ The fastest accelerator you can buy for your
App/em//e,//or/l+.

A cinch to useComputing at warp speed !

It's an experience you shouldn't miss. And with TronsWerp
you won't have to. Because TronsWerp will run your software up
to 3.b times tester- leaving other accelerators in the Stardust!

No more yawning while your Apple TM slowly rearranges toxt
or calculates spreadsheets. With 256K of ultra-fast RAM
TransWarp speeds up oil Apple software - including
AppleWorks. Supercalc 3a, Visicaln. and all educational software
graphics and games. And it's compatible with all standard
peripheral cards (such as RamWorks and Apple memoiy cards).
Profile and Sider hard disks. 3£" UniDisks. 80-column cards,
modems, clock caids. mouses and more! You name it

TransWarp accelerates it. There's even a 16 bit upgrade chip
available should 16 bit software become available for the Apple.

J recommend Applied
Engineeringproducts
wholeheartedly.

"

Stere \Xbz>iiuh, tlx' creator

ofApple Computer

An important difference
TransWatp'a not the only speedup card on the market. But it's

the only one that accelerates your Apple's main memory, ROM
and auxiliary memory. And with more and more programs
residing in auxiliary memory, buying anyone else's accelerator
makes less and less sense. TransWarp even works with most
D.M.A. devices including the Gwyft IM card.

There's one more difference. Since TransWarp doesn't use
memory caching, it accelerates afJ software - and not just most
of It.

Simply plug TransWarp into any slot in your Apple 11,11 1 or
lie - including slot 3 in the lie. Instantly you'll be computing al
speeds you only dreamed about befoie. And should you ever
wish to run at normal speed, simply press the ESC key while
turning your Apple on.

Since TransWarp is completely transparent yon won't need
pre-boot disks or special software. It's ready to go right out of
the package I

Speed = Productivity
Imagine the productivity gains you'll achieve when your

programs are running over three times faster. TransWarp is so
powerful .you Apple will make IBM PCs™and even ATs T"look
like slowpokes - whether you're planning taxes, plotting charts
or playing games I Take a look at a few of the features that set
TransWarp apart:

•3.6 MHZ G5C02
" 256K of ultra-fast on-board
RAM

•Accelerates main and auxiliary

memory
• Low power consumption for

cool operation

Satisfaction guaranteed !

Give yourApple the TransWa rp advantage. With our risk-free

15-day money back guarantee, you have nothing to lose but
wasted time.

"Totally transparent operation
with all software

• Plugs into any slot, including
slot 3 un the Apple lie

" Accelerated 1 6 bit option
available

UK DISTRIBUTION
BIDMUTHIN TECHNOLOGIES

P.O. BOX 264, HARROW
MIDDLESEX HA3 9AY.

TEL: 01 -907 8516
TELEX: 8950511 ONE ONE G (REF: 22554001



Comparison between RamWorks
and Ram Factor

RamWorks RamFactor Z-RAM

Computer Ite lle/ll+ lie

Slot Aux Any (except 3) Internal

Ram Disk based Eprom based Disk Based

Software Standard ,Yes Yes Yes

00 Columns built-in Yes No N/A

Battery Back-up
Option

No Yes No

AppleWorks Expansion All Versions V1.3 (or later) All Versions

Maximum number of

records in DataBase
1 5,200 5,300 15.200

Maximum number of

lines in Word Proc.

15,200 5,300 15,200

Expands Clipboard Yes No Yes

Printer Buffer Yes No Yes

Auto-segments large

files

Yes Yes Yes

Memory Upgrades
Available

Yes Yes Yes
(256to512Konly)

If you have a lie or a II+, then the choice of Ram expansion is

self-evident; however, if you have a Ite then the choice could be

between RamWorks and RamFactor.

Both cards are equally compatible with modern software, however

RamWorks offers far greater power and benefits for AppleWorks.

Also, because the RamWorks (and Z-RAM) benefits are supplied on

disk then upgrades are readily available. (The disk performs a

once-only modification to AppleWorks). Another point to consider is

that using RamFactor you will require a separate 80 column card, so

taking tip two slots.

If your prime requirement is to run AppleWorks, then RamWorks is

the best choice by far.

However, if you need to switch between various operating systems

or require battery back-up of data or wish to convert your He to 16

bit operation as soon as software is available, then RamFactor would

be the choice.

Ordering Information

TransWarp Accelerator £279.00
16 Bit option [chip) £89.00

?56KRamworks £219.00
5l2KRamworks £269.00
1 Meg Ramworks £369.00
2.5MegRamworks P.O.A.

RGB Option for Ramworks £129.00

256K RamFactor £239.00
51 2K RamFactor £289.00
1 Meg RamFactor £369.00
4 Meg RamFactor P.O.A.
16 Meg RamFactor P.O.A.

Battery Back-UpOption £179.00
65C816l6BitCard £159.00

256KZ-RAM £359.00
512KZ-RAM £419.00

640K lie

(Fitted with 51 2K Z-RAM) £899.00

Memory Upgrades
256K RamWorks to 512K Upgrade .... £60.00
512K RamWorks to

1 Meg Upgrade £140.00
256K RamWorks to

1 MeqUpgrade £199.00

256K RamFactono 512K Upgrade .... £60.00
512K RamFactor to

1 MeqUpqrade £100.00
256K RamWorks to

I Meg Upgrade £150.00

Clocks
lie System Clock £79.00
TImemaster II H.O. Clock (lle/ll+) £129.00

Low Cost Options (software)

Ram Drive lie (Dos 3.3 & ProDos) £29.00
Ram Drive lie (Pascal) £29.00
CP/M Ram Drive £29.00
Visicalc Expander Disk £29.00
AppleWorks on lit- Disk £29.00

Other Hardware
Viewmaster 80

(8QCulCarUfQ[ll+) £139.00
2-80 Plus card -Inc CP/M (lle/ll+) ... £139.00
Powerful Power supply tor lle/+ £76.00
12-Bit. 16-ChannelA/D Converter ... £319.00
8-Bit 8-Chan A/D + D/AConverter ... £199.00
Phasor Music Synthesizer £179.00

Other Software
Pinpoint (llcor Fnhanced lie) £69.00
Pinpoint Spelling Checker

(ReqsPinPoint) £69.00
Pinpoint Ram Enhancement Kit £19.00
PinPoint Modem Enhancement Kit £19.00
Pinpoint Printer Enhancement Kit £19.00

Simple Mail-Merge for Appleworka .... £29.00
Graphworks - Graphs

(tor Appleworks) £79.00
ProFiler - Database 30ftware £99.00

SuperCalc 3a -

Spreadsheet software £170.00

"Bundles"
Dark Star Shuttle +
512K RamWorks £369.00

Pinpoint + REK +
S12K RamWorks £319.00

640K lie

(Fitted with 612KZ RAM) £899.00
lie 4 TiansWarp +

1 Meg RamWorks P.O.A.

Add £1.00 P&P Per Order.
Add VAT AT 15%

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY

A

TEN-DAY NO-QUIBBLE
MONEY BACK IF NOT

DELIGHTfcU OhFER. PLUS ONF
YEAR GUARANTEE.

BIDMUTHIN TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. BOX 264, HARROW, MIDDX. HA3 9AY
Tel: 01-907 8516 Telex:895051 1 OIMEOIME

G (Ref: 22554001)
Also available from your Local Dealer

ORDERING IIM FORMATION
Add £1.00 P&P por order

Add VAT at 1596



I'VE FLIPPED - A user's view
By Richard Wilday

Yes it is as good as they claim. At first sight the one
MEG. board seems a bit extravagant. Rut if you realise

that you can use it to act as two extra 400K disk
drives, for my purpose its worth its weight in gold
plated contacts.

I first saw the board about two months ago being
demonstrated by Dave Ward and asked whether it might
solve my software problem that I had discussed with
him on previous meetings. The answer was to give it a
try!

The software in question is part of my configured
Apple //e which works in conjunction with a plotter and
a graphic tablet to produce cut-out vinyl letters and
symbols. This is marketed in this country for an
America Company by Spandex Ltd. There are four

separate programs for the most part these are written
in Basic. This would not present a problem was it not
for the annoying fact that a dongle resides in slot 2, and
part of the programming is embedded in this black box.
It's annoying because its unnecessary. Firstly because it

takes up a very valuable slot. Programs that require a
printer and the card must be in slot 2 (i.e. Pascal) can
not be run on the machine. Secondly there is no need for

it, as the programs themselves, which are copyA, are
useless without the additional equipment which can only

be obtained from the manufacturers.

The four programs consisting of Job Save, Job

Display, Logo Plotter and Logo Stringer have to be
loaded into the Apple each time they arc needed which
due to their length take about 2 minutes each time. I

have increased the speed of this slightly by adding a

faster DftS and removing unneeded parts of the
programs, but anything more ambitious than this

produces disasterous crashes.

So there was the problem could the Flipper improve
things? Davo explained that the card could be divided
into a number of work areas, up to four by coincidence.
So we loaded each of the areas with one of my plotter

programs and Voilat I could access each of the programs
within 10 seconds, and the Apple would then operate as
normal accessing the disk drives for work disks when
needed. The work areas were then backed up onto the

Flipper's own formatted disks. These can then be loaded
at the start of a working day taking about 4 minutes,
and thats it! With the the programs on the Flipper the
Apple can still be used as a standard machine (except
for that dongle) at any time without interfering with the
loaded programs. When I need tho plotter programs or
change to another, I just control, open applo, reset and
PR#7 (my Flipper is in slot 7) and there arc my four
programs.

This saves me on average about twenty minutes each
working day which is a -

FLIPPING GREAT IMPROVEMENT !!!

Personal advice

onpersonal computers

IZ—KJSfCllHii — i w-^i.'——0'--r^—

*

An Apple '

He " can make a world of difference for

you.

It's small enough to go anywhere you want and big

enough to do anything you want.

But you don't have to tike our word lor iLjusl ask any

of the more chan 400,000 people around the world who
have already picked an Apple lie personal computer for

themselves.

Apple 11c

128K RAM and 1 6K ROM. Built-in Disk Drive.

80 column and 40 column formats.

£475.00 + VAT.
(Complete with Free Mouse during August)

From Holdens Computer Services,

191-195 Marsh Lane,

Preston PR1 8NL. Tel 0772 561321

m Authorised Dealer
_ 'i IK

. JIC IfJlil tlUK* l AjTll I
!
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The only serious

challenger to the IBM
world, Apple,

"

Computer Weekly 10th July 1986

eltip

omputers

MacRambo

Hereford &
Worcestershire's only

resistance Centre
Campion House, Franchise Street,

Kidderminster, Worcs., DY1 1 6RE
Telephone (0562) 744377



CLUB NEWS I LOCAL GROUP
by Tom Wright NEWS

Your committee met again on Sunday, 22-6-86 at Bewdley

Safari Park would you believe, no not in the monkey
enclosure. The reason for choice of this venue was that

we have to ensure that Ivan Knezovich is able to attend

and he is very hard pressed for time during the summer

season. Fortunately costs worked out to be the same for

this venue as for the more usual Lulon one, and Ivan

provided very pleasant facilities not least of which was

the opportunity to watch him putting his sealions

through their paces during one of our break periods.

A very busy day covered a great deal of ground and

was mainly occupied with development plans for the

new group image, ie APPLE 2000.

Nick Hunter is doing great work on the P.R side and

has picked up and corrected a spurious claim by I.B.M

that their user group is the first to produce a user

group magazine via Desktop publishing, cheeky lot ! but

then you wouldn't expect I.B.M to be up to date properly

would you ?

Irene Flaxman is maintaining a close check on the

group's finances and judging from her reports it looks

as if we continue to maintain recent progress.

Ewen Wannnp and John Lee ( the new Force Sysop )

have invested a great deal of effort in updating the

Force, and their efforts have already staned to produce

visible changes. If you haven't looked in lately you might

get a surprise ( eg BSGNEWS etc ).

Keith Chamberlain has been busy updating the

database and things on that front are obviously well

controlled, puts in a lot of hard work does our Keith.

Graham Attwood's activities have included some

excellent work on the software library which is being

continually updated and improved, tor the time being

however his other activities will have to remain

classified, but watch this space!

Among other things the committee decided to buy a

hard disk for use in the production of the magazine. For

some time BASUG ( as was ) has been seeing the steady

improvements in the magazine which have been achieved

as a result of Jim Pank's efforts. Apart from the wear

and tear on his equipment however, Jim has been

struggling with a severe production bottleneck in the

form of 400k drives which have resulted in the

magazine requiring an enormous amount of Jim's time,

hundreds of hours per issue in fact. The only way to

eliminate this bottleneck was to go to a hard disk so it's

a worthwhile investment for everybody. Jim will be

upgrading his Mac to Mac+ standard at the same time so

we will all see a less tired James at meetings ( is that a

good thing I ask myself ? ).

We all hope to provide you with some pleasant

surprises in the near future and will try to keep you

informed.

ssBasssaa

The last two months have been busy for me, in

between chairman Jim bashing me on the head with his

blue pencil, the committee threatening horrible things if

I didn't start to use a modem, writing bits for the

magazine, a committee meeting, several enquiries about

this column, work for my own local group, work for my
professional association, and not forgetting earning a

living, this column has been gradually pieced together.

Ail together now, ah shame shut up and get on with it

Wright.

I have received a number of enquiries from Apple

users who were seeking group locations or wanting to

start groups. All enquiries have been answered ( if.you

have written and not yet received a reply it's either

inthe post to you. or the enquiry hasn't reached mo yet

). One enquiry included seeking access to BABBS and

potential guest speakers for a group.

Several enquiries concerned Apple's new machine but

all I was able to say was that like the enquirers, I hope

Apple extract their digits and get it right this time.

You will find a revised telephone number for the

Liverpool contact Irene Flaxman together with two new
contacts one of them for the formation of a new group

included in the list of group contacts.

CAMBRIDGE - NEW GROUP OPPORTUNITY km Archibald

is interested in the formation of a group in the

Cambridge area and would like to hear from any other

Apple users in the area. As a new local group

opportunity please tell everybody that you know, even

if ( perish the thought ) they are not Apple-POOO

members. Ian can be contacted on Venue.

format and frequency of meetings will be agreed as soon

as sufficient people get together.

BRISTOL As uncle Ewen described rt, the last meeting

of B.A.U.D was the one year'th anniversary of the

resumption of this eight year old group. About a dozen

people turn up at meetings which are held
(

scouts

honour ) at the Bristol Maternity Hospital on the 7th of

each month, unless that date is a Saturday or Sunday in

which event the nearest Friday to the 7th is chosen (

must be a clever lot in Bristol if they understand that ).

Meetings are not rigidly organised and everybody

enjoys themselves chatting. A charge Of #1.00 per head

is made at each meeting to cover hire of the venue,

coffee and other goodies. If you're in the Bristol area

give them a ring.

WEST MIDLANDS MidAppfes June meeting was marred

by the announcement of a member's death two weeks

prior to the meeting, however despite the bad news Bob

Salher of Dark Star provided one of the most

interesting demonstrations that the group has seen. The

Snapshot card was shown to be extremely versatile and

supporting software, particularly the Shuttle was most

impressive Rob told the group that while the Snapshot

card is not currently compatible with any of the II

series accelerator cards. Dark Star are attempting to

negotiate with accelerator manufacturers about the

modification that would be required to achieve

compatability. good luck to them, great products

MidApple's July meeting will include a Communications

presentation by William Watson, and the August meeting
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will feature a Printer Fair. The group's members include

a range of business and leasure Apple users.

MANCHESTER Max Parrot tells me that the group's

last meeting was fairly successful with 20 members
attending. The group will not be changing its venue

which will continue to be: STAFF HOUSE. UMIST.
SACKHfcLD STREET, MANCHESTER. M60 1QD. Tho group

meets at 8.00pm on tho last Thursday of each month.

Anybody going along for the first time will be excused
the attendance fee of #2.00 which is otherwise payable.

There is no annual subscription to pay. Membership
interests comprise a mixed range of Apple and I.B.M

(

please excuse the bad language ) and meetings are

informal.

I IVFRPOOl As you saw in the June issue of Hardcore

the first meeting of the Liverpool group was a great

success thanks to the efforts of all concerned including

Computer City and Symbiotics. Unfortunately Blyth

Software cancelled at the last minute, and Apple U.K did

not put in an appearance. No meeting was held in June
but Irene Flaxman tells me that the next meeting wilt be
on 17-7-86 at the Widness shop ( 78, Victoria Road ).

Main topic will be Desktop publishing. Sounds as if Apple

users in the Liverpool area have a good group going,

why not give them a ring and join in ? Personally I can't

help wondering if Apple's failure to arrive is a sign of

the real measure of their commitment to better

relations with user groups. Good job that the business

and leisure EQUIPMENT BUYERS in the groups have
people like Owen Hargreaves, Symbiotics, and Irene

around.

CROYDON GROUP To prove the point about informal

meetings, Croydon's June meeting included a
presentation on PageMaker by Peter Jarman ( not Omnis
3 as previously reported ). apparently everybody found

Peter's presentation interesting and enjoyable. July

1 /th will see a guest speaker presentation on

alternative languages. The group has an interesting

newsletter which features a competition for designing a
paper/card model via a spreadsheet/word processor.

Although there is not normally a meeting in August

member's opinions about this are to be canvassed in the

newsletter so check with Graham.

LONDON MACINTOSH GROUP This group normally has

about 30 people at each meeting but there are another

30 with interest in the group, membership comprises a

mix of professional backgrounds. Topics for past

meetings have included Word Processors, Public Domain

Software, Graphics, and a Hallsy's Comet package ( by

the British Museum ). The June 10th meeting included

talks on languages and ResEdit. During term time the

group meets at the London University Institute of

Education, August and September will be at the London

School of Economics. St Clements Building, Houghton

Street. Room S50 on the 5th floor. October onwards

will see them back at their present venue. If you are

interested in the group please contact MAurcen before

going aFong ( to make sure that you turn up at the same
place as everybody else ). At time of writing the next

meeting will cover Desktop publishing including a

demonstration by somebody called Jim Panks. The
September meeting will be on Communications and the

speaker will be Paul Beaumont.

LONDON APPLE II GROUP Still homeless and searching

for a venue. Abe Savant will be happy to provide you

with the latest details.

LEICESTER GROUP < LA.U.G.H.S ) Bob Bown tells mc
that the pub which hasObeen their normal venue is being

rebuilt and is not available to them at present.

Apparently nobody thought to notify the group properly

which caused problems when they last attempted to

meet. The group normally meets on the first Wednesday
in each month and has about 20 members.

ESSEX Pat Bermingham informs me that the Fssex

group has acquired 3 to 4 new members during the last

couple of months. There are approximately 15 members
whose interests mostly lie with the Apple II series.

Guest speakers and demonstrators are obtained from

dealers in the area. Pat is sending me more details about

the group which will always have a welcome for new
members.
HERTS & BEDS GROUP The June 3rd meeting attracted

Apple II and Macintosh users to a demonstration of the

Macintosh Development System for assembly language

programmers ( by Norah Arnold ). The failure of the

Visible Computer to become visible ensured a

lighthearted continuation of the evening. The August

meeting will be a games evening and anyone attending

should try to take along their best computer game, and a

machine if possible. I remember that the invisible man
used to use cold cream to become visible sometimes, is

that of any use to you Norah ?

That will have to do for now as I can sense Jim's

pencil heading for my head again. Anybody who hasn't

been contacted this time will be before the next column,

or better still, why not let me have a tew written

details. If you want to actually write a piece about your

group just use tho average size of each of these

paragraphs as a guide. Hope it's been interesting, please

talk/communicate with me so that I can help you talk to

each other, nb several contacts have said that they

would like to see more program listings and tips in the

mag, so if you've got ANYTHING what about letting us

see it ? Happy Chatting - Tom Wright.

C.I. CAYMAN £|n
NUMERIC KEYPAD FOR I/O ... £39

latest design, plugs directly Into port on He mother board. 16

16k RAM CARD £29

64k/80 COLUMN CARD //e C29

128k RAM CARD £89

80 COLUMN Videx Compataible for ][ * £39

ACCELERATORS : for ][+ £99

different timing for //e £150

Z80 CP/M board £29

RS232 serial £29

PRINTER INTERFACES:
Parallel (Centronics/Epson) £29

Grapplor compatable £39

Grappler with 64k buffer £79

Extra Founts card £49

(gives letter quality with a dot matrix)

Replacement keyboard for ][+ £49

Replacement keyboard for //e £59

HD power supply for ][+ and //e £49

Tan ][+ or ffo £29

Apple repairs • phone for quote.

021-705 7079

B91 3LXC.LCaym an Ltd. P.O.Box 77, Solihull, West Mids
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MacChat
Edited by Norah Arnold

Non HFS 800K

If you wish to initialize a non-HFS 800K floppy you can do so by

starling up your machine having an internal 800K drive and new
ROM's with the old Finder 4.1 and System 2.0 Then choose

"erase disk". You will nol be given the choice of double or single

sided, but you will get an 800k non-HFS floppy which appears to

work perfectly.

On the other hand, a 400K disk can be initialized with HFS by

holding down the Option key as you either erase or initialize the

disk. Obviously in this case the start-up system must use HFS.

COBOL on the Mac

Micro Focus have announced Mac COBOL(TM) and the

suggested retail price in the USA is $495. Mac COBOL comes

with two thick volumes of documentation, a User Guide and

language reference, and is the first high performance

integrated COBOL Compiler on the Apple Macintosh (TM).

Mac COBOL is a fully integrated high level certified ANSI 74

compiler for the COBOL programmer and takes full advantage

of the features of t he Macintos h and allows the user to switch

programming tools with a single click of the mouse and get

instant response tJme.

The Mac COBOL Programming Tools consist of:

EDIT, a general purpose text editor

COMPILE, a high performance, high level GSA certified ANSI 7

COBOL compiler.

GENERATE, generates Micro Focus intermediate code to

68000 object code.

RUN, allows execution of applications which have been

generated.

BUILD, creates distributable, executable modules which

combine application programs with Micro Focus Modules

Macintosh ROM routines can be utilised directly from COBOL

The Micro Focus Application Support Modules are a group of

sub-programs which have been developed by Micro Focus to

enable Mac COBOL applications to give high performance when

executing on the Macintosh.

For more information contact Micro Tocus Limited, 26 West
Street Newbury. Berkshire RG13 1 JT (635)32646.

Anecdote

Inside Macintosh

The latest anecdote says that Seymour Cray is using a Mac to

develop his new Cray while Apple is using a Cray to develop

their new Mac.

After my comments in the last issue about the hardcover

version of Inside Macintosh, I received the following letter.

Norah Arnold,

MacChat, Hardcore.

With regard to page 37 of the June 1 986 Hardcore magazine:

we are official UK suppliers of the Addison Wesley 'Apple'

books, so I am writing to bring you up-to-date on Inside

Macintosh.

Yes, there was a problem with the hardcover version: but all

copies were returned to the USA for replacement. We have

been supplying the (error-free) reprinted edition for two months

without complaints.

Yours sincerely,

Paul G Smith

Bacchus & Smith Limited.

Thanks Paul, now those of us who can afford the hardcover

version can buy it knowing that everything has been put rig ht.
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Upgrades

I received the following letter on the subject of the MacPlus.

Dear Norah,

I have some initial problems on working with my new MacPlus,

and I expect you do too. It seems to me that it would be useful

for us to make another collection of such problems for the next

issue of the magazine as you did for the latest issue, and also

to publish the solutions if we find them.

The programmer's switch If set in the usual position prevents

the Mac from working at all. However I continue to find it as

useful as ever, so I have to balance it in its usual position and

push harder than before to make contact. On the keyboard it is
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now impossible to print t ho grave accent ' above a vowel. It is

also impossible to print the tilde - above the vowels and letter

n/N. I do not know whether this is the result of the fact that I still

have an old English keyboard. If so Apple should warn both
customers and dealers. I suppose I shall have to get the new
keyboard.

The old Apple Font Editor version 2.0 scorns not to work; also
Fontastic version 2.0 appears at first to work, but when you
start modifying fonts it starts eating up part of the font in

apparently random fashion wit h catastroph ic conseque nces.
However AHsys has just sent me a leaflet on their latest update
so I have immediately sent off my $8 for it and shall report

back.

Microsoft Word 1 .0 crashed twice for no apparent reason; on
the basis of previous experience I assumed that I had managed
to corrupt the System. Replacing the System from the origmar
System Disk seemed to eliminate further problems for a while,

but then I got a further series of unexpected crashes. It is still

not clear to me wh ether J have corrupted something or whether
there is a bug.

Microsoft Basic 2.0. 1 don't know if it was a bug already on the
old 51 2K Mac. but now with the MacPlus I find that if you try to
save a program by Command-S (instead of selecting Save from
the file men u) the whole program hangs up and you have to
restart with the programmer's switch.

There also seemed to be some problem with the decimal version
2.0; I found it rejecting the first line of every program as bad
syntax.

Slide Show Magician: the original Slide Show program refuses
to work. Every time I try, using the original master disk (from
which I removed the System). I am accused of trying to make a
pirate copy!

On preliminary tests namStart version 1 .21 crashes when it

starts to copy tho System (Bomb ID = 03). Dr. Who v. Daleks
does not work. Froggerdoes not work.
The following I have used satisfactorily so far;

Revision 1.0, Laserbase. Alice. Othello

ChrisWalker London 1 July 198G.

Well, I can help with tho RamStart program. You can find a list

of the patches in this issue Using Fedit's Hex Modify and Write
Sector commands the job takes no time at all.

Some people find that applications with associated 'help' files

or similar, crash under HFS because the applications cannot
find the file they need. An application will probably be able to

find it's associated files in one of three places.

T
.
In the same folder with the application

2. In the System (or "blessed") folder

3. In the root directory

AH of these places will not necessarily work for all applications.
(ie. one application will be able to find its help file only if it is in

the same folder, while another will only find its help tile if it is in

the root), but one of the th ree locations probably will probably
be the correct one.

I think that your programmer's switch should work perfectly if

your Mac has been upgraded correctly.
I had heard that there

had been occasional problems with the switch when the first

upgrades were done in the USA, so I made sure that both parts
of the switch were functioning before my machine left the
premises of the dealer who did the upgrade. It worked OK then
and has not caused any trouble since.

Softstrip

Much interest has been aroused by the Cauzin softstrip reader
and strip producer. While many purchasers who had been
looking for a way to cheaply distribute code have been pleased
with the performance of the the strip producing software, they
have not been so happy with the licensing materials that come
with the product. These state that Cauzin has to be paid
royalties on anything anyone distributes that was printed by
their prog ram.

However, quite recently Cauzin have started advertising a
program that will permit anyone who owns it to generate low-
density Softstrips on an Imagewriter I or II. As you might
expect, the strip-printing application is distributed in Softstrip

format.

ResEdit Pig Mode

According to Stove Costa of BMUG, Pig Mode is a heap
frag/nenter designed to reveal errors in ResEdit. This makes
the program run a bit stow since code is being moved around in

the heap a great deal.

Mac+ Monitor

A common query is, "How do I get back to the Finder after
pressing the interrupt switch?" It seems that there are several
ways of doing this, so try keying in one of the following and you
might be lucky:-

G 40F6D8 (CR)

or:- SM F000 A9F4 (CR) G FOOO (CR)
or;- PC D0O0 (CR) SM PC A9F4 (CR) G (CR)

Apple News

Apple Computer Inc. is reported to have greatly cut the number
of ou tlets that sell its pe rsonal computers, the reason being
that it only expects a moderate sales growth tor the next
several years. The theory appears to be that it can sell more
computers by limiting them to strong dealers capable of

sophisticated marketing. The distribution cutback would help
these dealers by eliminating competition from weaker outlets

whose deep discounts have been driving Apple's prices down.
Apple officials disclosed that the company cancelled its

contracts with about 600 of the 2,600 U.S. outlets currently

authorized to sell its products, saying that the remaining 2,000
stores represented about 90% of its U.S. retail sales. This fits &
in with the recent creation of 'Apple Centres' in the UK. X
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NETWORK NEWS

Contributed by Sak
Wathanasin

My Mac Broke!!!

and Dr. Ralph Martin

Sexy?
From: KURAS%BCVAX3.BITNFT@WISGVM.WISC.EDU
Subject: New name for SCSI port

I read somewhere (I don't remember where) that many
owners of Mac Plusses aren't referring to tt leir SCSI
ports at "scuzzy ports* as owners of that other PC's

do. The Mac owners' machines have "sexy ports"

instead. How about a re-education campaign to get all

Mac owners to change the nomenclature of their hard

AppleTalk

From: BKV (8278)

Subject Applet alk Question

II
I
be moving to the Western part ot the country in about a

week and will be opening my own business. I would like to use Z
or 3 Macs in this venture via AppleTalk but am unsure as to

how to go about it The business is video and audio and I've

found a programmer who wrote a terrific template that uses
Omnis 3 , I'm using a Plus and would like to have other Mac(s)

hooked into the system via AppleTalk connectors. Do they all

have to be Pluses or can one be a Plus and the other(s) 512K
Macs; does Omnis 3 have to be present in all of the Macs or can

it just be in the Plus and the others act as terminals; will I need
fileserver software, such as MacServe or will multi user

Omnis 3 be enough'' All Macs will be accessing an Apple HD 20
for starters. WilT I need any additional hardware? Hope these

questions aren't too dumb, but I just need some clarification on
a multi-user Mac sot-up. Thanks Brad

From: MACINTOUCH (8282)

Subject: HE: Applctalk Question

Brad, 1 ) You can use Mac 5 1 2's and Mac Plussee together on
AppleTalk. but you must run the same System/LaserWriter

software on all Macs. 2) Omnis must be present on each Mac
The way tt works is that you buy a multiuser version of Omnis
that is a kit allowing you to use it on up to b Macs (bigger kits

are available) It's cheaper than buying 5 copies of the single-

user Omnis (which wouldn't work, anyway). 3) Omnis will

work on OmniNct (high speed, recommended). MacServe (not

quite out yet, but also well thought-of at Omnis/Bty th), and
HyperNel (not out yet) It worked on OmnlTalk, bui that was a

bad system that has been dropped. The 3Com solution turns out

to be as slow as other AppleTalk solutions -- as I understand it.

3Com uses the fast ethemet only for external communications,

not (or communicating between Macs. See the review of the

SServer in "InfoWorld" a month or three back 4) For

extensive multi-user applia lions. OmniNet seems to be the only

way to go. For low-load applications, M3cSorvo or HypcrNct

should be ok. MacServe gives you the advantage of boino, able

to choose any hard disk, so yuu can choose one with fast access

times (such as the Bernoulli box or AST 4000) for better

network performance.

Rtc Ford

From* woody@>Juliot.Caltech.Edu (William E. Woody)
Subject: The value of a thing...

You really never know the value of something until it's

gone.

.

About three million four hundred seventy thousand

years ago (subjective time; objective time is about four

days), my Mac broke. MY MAC BROKEHI

When this happened. I realized that there were only two

classes out of my five class load here at the California

Institute for Technologists which didn't heavily depend
upon my having the Mac. But of the other three...

I now wonder about aimlessly, looking for something to

do. Class work and games are jus! not the same without

the poor Mac. Even writing mail to this mailing list is

just not the same without the Mac; it misses a certain

umph! creating a letter to send.

I even consoled myself by going down lo the local store

and buying more floppy disks, as if the poor Mac was
well, and not sick with a life threatening desease. How I

miss her! I even thought of sending flowers but I didn't

MacNifty

From barry@jtids UUCP
Subject: MacNifty Sound Digitizer Review
This past weekend I bought the MacNifty Audio Digitirerwith

the software called SoundCap for the Macintosh. Absolully a
fantasic purchase for only a list of $130 Here a re the

features and my review.

The application needs 51 2K or greater. SoundCap comes with

an A/D converter which they call the BOX which can be tiooked

to either the modem or printer port. The input to the BOX is a
standard RCA connector. The sampling rate is fixed at 22KHz
but the software does filtering to allow 1/2, 1/3,1/4 the rate

to allow sam pies up to -GO sees on a 5 1 2K Output rate is

continuously variable. An oscilloscope is included to allow you
to see the input waveform in real time. This can be used to set

the input level as lo not allow clipping The echo box command
acts like a Digital Delay Line unit. The delay time can be
entered in milliseconds from, as they claim. 0.0001 seconds to

1 5 secondsl The echo level and regen level amounts can take

values from O to 2.0. Using the Mac's external sound port,

you can put this in your amplification system as a great effect.

The feature that impressed me the most was the spectrum

command which is a real time updating bar chart that displays

amplitudes for many sample frequency ranges (ie. spectrum

analyzer). This is accomplished using FFT (fast fourior

transform) and as the resolutions increase Ihe lime between

updates increases, but is fast none the less {what do you want

for $130?).

Once a waveform is sampled into memory, much digital signal

processing can be used. The following is a summary of their

'Sound Effects'.

1 Silence - allows you to zero any selected part of the

waveform

2. Backwards - allows you to reverse the selected wave.

3. Amplify - increases volume (amplitude) by any amount.

4. Reverb - Digital delay like the echo effect (as mentioned

above)

5. Ramp Up - Fade into sound.

6. Ramp Down - Fade out of sound.

7. Scratch Bar-pitch shift of sound.
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S. Flange - add flanging effect to sound (programmable)

9. Noise- makes psuedo white noise.

10. Mix - Mixes sounds for ovcrdub cttcct.

1 1 LowPass - high frequencies above the Nyquist limit for (ho

selected sample ratio are eliminated

12. DownSample - reduce the ami of space that a sound takes

up in memory.

To make the work easier, you can zoom in and out of the

waveform display, You can also cut and paste {in normal Mao
fashion) sections of the waveform. Because of the memory
limitations, the Undo command is unimplernented in all of the

/unctions so save good copies These samples are very large

so the biggest problem is disk limitations. To save to dibk.

there is an option to comproGG the data files.

They have included a few "Goodies" all in the public domain!

1

.

SOUNDINIT - makes your sounds play on boot up.

2. BfctPINIT replaces the system beep with any small

digitized sound.

3. Type Writer - Install digitized old fashioned type writer key

sounds so that when you type, you here key clicks, space key

and return (shhhhhhhhhhhk bell).

4. Sound Play - allows you to play digitizod sounds without

needing SoundCap program.

5. Sound->Video - put digitized sounds into VideoWorks.

I would have liked to have had the capability of drawing in

sections of the wave to change or add to the existing wave. I

don't real5y see the difficulty of adding this options since

programs like the public domain program Sound Lab and
Concortware etc. have this ability.

Summary-allows digitization of external audio signal at 22KHz -

ability to play back sounds on Mac or externa! sound port -

oscilloscope implemented to see real time audio signals

digital delay with delays ol 0.000 1 to 1 5 sec - use as effect

box - real time audio spectrum analyzer.

I have probably missed a lot of clover uses tor the program,

bu t as they say in the docs—experiment!

(Disclaimer- 1 have no connection to MacNJfty or Fractal

Software except as a satisfied customer My opinions are
solely mine etc )

Barry "fingers" Kirsch

MacWait

From: chuq%plaid@SUN.COM{Chuq Von Rospach)

Subject: macwait crashes system

I've been able to verify this on rny system, and it has been

mentioned on CompuServe as well, so I thought I would warn

everyone that the MacWait program (which installs an INIT

resource that causes the hands to move on the wristwatch

cursor) can cause your system to crash sporadically. On my
machine (512. Old ROM) the symptom is a sudden vertical bar

across the screen, followed by a complete freeze of the system
(reset time).

I haven't seen a specific reason for it, but it ONLY happens

when that INIT resource is installed, and it is timing dependent
It only happens when the wristwatch is on the screen, and
based on watching the crashes I had tonight closely, seems to

be because the cursor gets updated while the application is also

doing something to the cursor (moving it, for example). I pulled

the INIT out after two crashes tonight, and it hasn't bothered

me since.

My guess is that something is causing a memory compaction

with a dereferenced pointer, making everything go whammo.
It seems to happen a lot more often if you run a ramdiskor
have a smallor amount of memory, so beware. My advice:

Macwait is cute, but not worth losing data over,

chuq

This is

electronic publishing

entering text on the Mac

graphic design on the Mac

page layout and paste-up
with PageMaker*

camera-ready copy from
the LaserWriter*

printing offset litho

multi-level networking

We at Inprint do it

all the time

Ring 01 935-7140

Inprint Limited

39 Chiron
i
Street

London wim ihj

• ..-l'..':-

INTO THE FUTURE WITH Cipplc 2000

- ^J^
CONGRATULATIONS

t

A new Omnis Bulletin Board has been started in the

U.S.A run by Sysop Jim Garvey. Has a special technical

assistance section and all normal features.

Call (61?) 894-2609. ?4 hours. Select Command
<P>review for access . Read the READ ME File first.
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DEVELOPER'S

FORUM

The File Protect Bit

How can I set the Protect bit using ResEdit? I can set

most of the (ile bits in the Get Info box, and the File

Protect bit is displayed there, but when I click in the

check box it doesn't toggle. Is there some special option-

key combo I have to press? Some magic certified

developer's password that I must chant in order for

Apple to let me mess with things I shouldn't touch?

Setfile. etc.. doesn't work properly under HFS, and

that's why I need lo use ResEdit.

JimWeinrich

HFS directories dont support the same file info bits.

I'm pretty sure the file protect bit is gone, making it

impossible to use old techniques for defeating copy

protection hassles on programs such as MS Word. The

zap programs such as HDUtil and MacZap handle h

though.

Ric Ford

No disk editor I have seen gives access to them w/o

dire straits, but set the byte two before TYPECREA and

the byte immediately after to $C1. That protects, locks

and renders invisible the file. Set the first of those lo

$C9 for bozo, if necessary. Fedit 3.52 doesn't allow

looking at the volume directory, but you can find the file

with an ascti search for the name or type/creator

string. If you're doing this on the Plus with floppies

eject tho volume BEFORE quitting to the Finder.

Otherwise, for some unexplained reason, the changes

are not recorded.

Oppcnhcim

Beware of PMSP

I just discovered a feature of HFS that every

programmer MUST watch out for. If you get back "no

error" from a FS call, the file that you accessed will

either be in the folder you thought it was or in the

blessed folder (where the System and Finder are). Most

of the time this is ok but if you assume that success

means the file is where you thought it was--watch out.

I have a program that copies files and was amazed

when I was copying out of the System folder, the

"from" copy disappeared after the copy. To get rid of

the destination file before copying, I was deleting it and

ignoring any "file not found" errors. I hit the floor

when the delete succeeded even though there wasn't any
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destination filelll This behavior is caused by the Poor
Man's Search Path or PMSP. Here's a description of how
PMSP works from Mac Tech support:

The PMSP is used for any call that can return a fife not

found error, such as PBOpen, PBCIose, PBDelete,

PBGetCatlnto, etc. It is not used for indexed calls (that

is. where ioFDirlndex is positive) or when a file is

created (PBCreate) or whan a file is boing moved
between directories (CatMove). Here's a brief

description of how the PMSP works.

1) The specified directory is searched (specified by

dirlD or WDRefNum or pathname); if no file is found.

2) the volume/directory specified by boot drive (low-

memory global at $210 is searched IF it is on the same
volume as the specified directory (sec #1 above); if no

file is found, or the volume/directory is not on the

same drive,

3) the blessed folder' is searchad IF it is on the same
volume as the specified diroctory (see #1 above); if no

file is found

4) InfErr is returned. Technotes will be forthcoming

about PMSP. As you can see, you have to be really

careful when doing things like copying. 1 looked at the

source for Util in net.sources.mac and, if you try to

copy out of your blessed folder, you will destroy the

file you're copying when Util opens the "new" file and

truncates it (assuming that there is no "new" file).

G Marsh

INIT Mechanism on the Mac Plus

For those with a MacPlus you can avoid having to install

INITS into the system file. Technical Note #57 says on

page 18 that: "When the system starts up, it looks for

files with types INIT and F1DEV in the system folder. If It

finds any, it looks in those files for resources of type

INIT If it finds any of those, it executes them."

I found this handy since I don't really like installing

INITs in my system file (hate mucking with it and having

to fix up everything after a new version of the system

shows up). In this case I merely used the resource

editor to create a new file with just the INIT resource

of interest in it. I then used the GET INFO part of

RESEDIT (v1.0d7) to set the type and creator. Once you

are done, put the resulting file into the system folder

and the INIT will be run upon startup. If you want to stop

that INIT from being installed, merely remove the file

from the system folder and hide it in another folder. I

think this is preferable to modifying the system file

itself.

David Gelphman

A Quickdraw Bug?

I have found what seems to be a QuickDraw bug. If you

have a funny-shaped window, like an apple, and you

drag the window upwards, then it redraws the window

very quickly. If, however, you drag the window

downwards, it redraws the window very slowly; the

delay is unacceptable.
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Apparently, a region is stored as a linked-lis! of

horizontal scan lines. When you move a window on the

screen, the Window Manager calls Copy Bits to copy the

window contents. Normally CopyBits runs from top to

bottom, using the scanlines of the region in order,

I lowever. if you are copying from a grafport, like the

screen, to itself, then CopyBits may have to copy the

image from bottom to top so that it wont lose

information during the transfer.

This is potentially a problem for regions. CopyBits

must traverse the linked list of scan lines in reverse to

handle this special case. And here is where the ROM
goes bad. Instead of making an array of links and

accessing it in reverse order, or instead of putting all

the links on the stack and popping them in reverse

order, CopyBits simply goes through the linked list

again and again for each scan line. Its algorithm takes

quadratic time instead of linear, and QuickDraw turns to

SlowDraw.

Rut, you might object, what about the extra space that

the array would take up? Well, if you are really

concerned about space, you can check to see if there is

enough distance between the stack and the heap to store

the array, and if there isn't, you can use the brain-

damaged algorithm. But this issue will come up very

rarely; the extra array is necessarily smaller than Ihe

region that CopyBits is dealing with, so there is usually

enough room.

Not that being low on space should stop QuickDraw. My
friend and I found a totally different CD bug which

wastes 'both* time and space. When you till a polygon

on the screen, it converts the polygon to a temporary

region and then fills the region. It will convert the

"entire* polygon to a region, even if most of it is off

the screen. So if only ten percent of your polygon is

actually on the screen (or equivalently, in the

GrafPort), Quickdraw uses ten times more space and
time than it needs. If you dont have enough space,

that's just too bad; you usually got a system crash.

Some of our polygons were plenty big enough to cause a

crash; I ended up writing my own clipping routines

(Ugh!).

I am currently working on a magnifying glass desk
accessory, with a magnifying-glass-shaped window,

and I find this bug extremely annoying. Any comments
from Apple?

Greg (greg@harvard.UUCP)

RmveResource Problems

The problem with indexing calls to RmveResource is

that the index values are updated after each call to

RmveResource! After you removo tho resource with

index 0, the resource with index 1 becomes resource 0\

Your next call then deletes what was previously

resource 2, ad infinitum. This is obvious once you

realize what is going on. but it took me days to figure it

out. The correct way to remove all resources of a given

type is:

SetResLoad (FALSE);

for (i = CountResources(theType); i > 0; i--)
|

resHandlo = GctlndResourceftheType, i>;

if (HomeResnie(resHandle) == resRefNum)
{

RmveResource(resHandle);

}

)

SetResLoad(TRUE);

UpdateResFile(resRefNum);

This way, the index values rernian the same despite the

calls to RmveResource.

Andrew Shebanow

(shebanow@ernie.BERKELEY.FDU)

"Contributions for this column should be sent to:

Developer's Forum, c/o N. Arnold. P, O. Box 177,

St Albans, Herts. AL2 2GE, or on the rorce to

BSGQQ9

Software
Supplements

Information from American developers suggests that

Applo arc renaming the Software Supplements to avoid

confusion. Instead of naming them "Month Year
Software Supplement", the new terminology will be
"Volume N Issue M".

Tho following table shows the corresponding names:
May 1985 Volume

I Issue 1

December 1985 (two shipments)

March 1986 (not released yet)

Volume I Issue 2

Volume I Issue 3

Developers have also been issued the following warnings

about the files that were part of Volume I Issue 2 in the

USA (don't forget Apple UK are about a year behind):

System 3.1.1 was issued with an Installer set up for

3.1, so the Installer doesn't work (this has been widely

known for some time).

Font/DA Mover 3.1 is not compatible with the

combination of 128K ROM and a System of release level

less than 3.1; It can cause damage to the System file if

used in that configuration, so be sure to use 3.1 or

higher System release.
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Two Views On

MacAUTHOR

MacAuthor

A Product and

Company Review

by Alan Day
As a mathematician, I am extremely interested in a

good WYSIWYG word processor that can handle

subscripts, sub-subscripts, formulae, etc. with some
ease. Roughly a year ago I heard about MacAuthor by

Icon Technology Ltd. and thought that it might do the job.

I sent for information, both by mail and by a personal

friend who was in England that summer, and true to

their letter of 21 Aug 85, I received a 1.03 b-test

version along with a packet of documentation in

September, after remitting $316.00Can for the

privilege.

Great!! My unbounded joy ended upon attempting to use

this product. The standard Cut/Copy/Paste was not

implemented. The program could not open or save work

as TEXT files. In fact the list of "not yet implemented"

features included Edit Album, Insert Title, Insert Date,

Insert Page #, Open Album, Make a frame, and Align to

Grid. The"Dear b-tester" letter ended with the

following' Warning Dont forget that this is still a pre-

release version and although we have made some effort

to remove bugs there will still be problems that we
would like to hear from you about. Don't yet rely on

MacAuthor for serious work.

Now the reader of this might ask what was I to do with

this b-test? I certainly asked myself that question. My

answer was to use it for correspondence since I

definitely did not want a 25 page research paper to

vanish into thin air. I then diligently prepared a non-

graphic letterhead Stationary Pad with the letterhead

extending 7 1/2 inches across the page (with 1/2"

margins). I had to write Icon anyway to tell them that

their Read Me file had not printed properly. I had never

seen a System Bomb ID = -1028 before and had no idea

how I had caused it at first. With a bit of experimenting.

I found out that it was caused by horizontal scrolling out

of the viow window. My paragraphs, you see, had 1"

margins so when the text had to scroll off the page.

MacAuthor lit the fuse.

Oh well, a minor inconvenience, I'll just try to forget

about word wrap and save very often. Then if I forget

to manually scroll the page. I'll only lose a sentence or

two. I lah! The Bomb forces you to quit the program and

your previously saved file becomes completely

unopenable (unless you want to see more bombs whose
numbers at this time escape me).Since I am a computer

neophyte and had never done b-testing before I was

rather unhappy with what my money had bought. I

studiously watched the word wrap and eventually

produced a letter to Icon that ended with: "I trust that

my contribution to your working capital will help keep

you afloat until the full product is available. The

possibilities of more investment from my University

and the users' group here have faded until a workable b-

test or final product becomes available."

I did mention in this letter of 30 Sep 85, that their

product had soma potential - the 7 levels of sub- and

superscripts as well as the overstrike capability

worked fine. The ability to set up your own Style

options with command key equivalents also seemed nice

until I asked for Symbol, Bold, and Undorlino together. I

had set up a command key for each of the above and

wanted them all together. It seems that these were not

toggles though since I could get only one of these at a

time. To get all three, f would have to set up a new
menu har entry. Thus for the 8 toggles in the MacWrite

Style menu, I would need 2power8 = 256{!) entries in

my menu bar in order to capture all possibilities.

Scrollable menus do not exist on a 512 Mac.Actually the

above was the suggestion (2power 3 entries) from Icon

when they replied on 7 Oct 85.

I quote two paragraphs: "Our approach to b-testing has

been a little unusual in that we have been more

concerned with the users reaction to the concepts of

MacAuthor - which caused us to introduce multi-level

superscripts, word count and a redesigned style editor.

As a result we have concentrated on the features side

and left bug removal until all these were in place.

Thanks again for your letter. Please feel free to ask for

the return o1 your $316.00Can, although you may like

to defer judgement until you see Version 1.04."

I deferred, and received in due course Version 1.04. The

great change was that now one could paste TEXT files

into a MacAuthor document. Okay. I can still play with

it. bring in an old research paper as TGXT, and

reformat it with all the standard mathematical

paraphcnalia. After pasting, I started searching for my
old subscripted i's and j"s to change them back. As the

search started to scroll vertically off the page I

received my first System Bomb ID - 39 (or was the

first one 49?). Again I was forced to qurt and again my

document went into limbo. But you ask what about all

the other features added to 1.04 that were not in 1.03?

the answer is 0.00!

MacSerious THE MAC Software House

wishes Apple2000 a bright future.
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The new name in hard
disks for Mac Plus.

When wc didn't sec a hard disk we
wanted to buy for our Macintoshes,

we used our disk system knowledge to

build our own. When we still didn't see

one as good, we went into production.

Now you can benefit from our experience

with a Qisk 21 megabyte disk.

Fast
Qisk transfers data to Macintosh Plus

up to fourteen times faster than other hard

disks. Of course Qisk can't speed up the

processor of your Macintosh, but take a

look at these typical times to duplicate a

380K file with the Finder:

floppy 54 i
"

i

HD20 35 r
Symbiotic 17 1 1

(seconds)Qisk y 1 1

Plug & Play with SCSI

SCSI is an important new standard for

microcomputers. You'll be able to connect

more disks, tape streamers, new products

like CD-ROM or low cost laser printers, all

through SCSI. Bui you'll want products like

Qisk which use the standard Apple SCSI
cable system, and products like Qisk that

let you see and set the SCSI unit number
from the front panel, especially if you
plan to use them with different machines.

British
Whether you want technical support and

advice, or speedy manufacturer's repairs,

you are best off with a product designed

and built in Britain.

Slim
Qisk's case is just 6cm high, with colour

and styling to match Macintosh. Put it

underneath, or anywhere up to 21 feet

away. And slim means it's easy to move
around. Leave it somewhere safe when
you travel with your Mac, or take it on its

own from Mac to Mac. And you'll be glad

you can physically prevent access to your
data with the Data Protection keyswitch*.

A legal requirement for some users.

Pre launch offer

At £1295 plus VAT, we think. Qisk-21 is the best

value for money hard disk for your Mac Plus. But
place an order quoting your BASUG membership
number before the September launch, and you'll

get a substantial discount. And if you don't think

Qisk is every bit as good as we claim, you'll have
fourteen days to return the disk for a full refund.

Please send: further details of Qisk-21 I I

booklet "Mac, SCSI & hard disks"

name:

company:

address:

send to:

Computer Capability Ltd. 38 Norlhcott. Bracknell,

Berks RG 1 2 4WR telephone 0344-482435

from Computer Capability



At Ihe new year, an article appeared in MACazinc

extolling the virtues of this great new word processing

program. It lauded the frames for graphics, the 698

page documents, and other wondrous things that I had

not seen. Since tho great Version 1.04 that I had

received contained none of these goodies, and since Icon

had had my money since September 1985, I was not

amused. On 23 Jan 86. 1 wrote a letter to Icon

suggesting that they should provide me with a working

copy of MacAuthor, a copy that obviously this reviewer

possessed. Furthermore, I suggested that, if I did not

receive same soon, I would do my damnest to expose

their misrepresentation of the product.

Now that indeed produced a response! f quote from their

letter of 9 Teb 86: "The version of MacAuthor used by

Jim Mangles for his article was the same version that

you have received although ho did look at the test

software that was written for the Album. We too

thought the article was a bit over the top -
1 have

written to all those who have enquired about MacAuthor

as a result of it with a copy of a paper written by Keith

and myself which sets out just what the product can do.

I was surprised to learn that you had paid us over five

months ago and have written to our bank for a

Canadian dollar cheque to refund you, as clearly you are

not happy with the deal you got. We will however

continuo to support you. as we value your comments.
-

Re my money: I was also surprised since he mentioned

the $316.00Can in his 7 Oct 85 letter. I have as of 6

May 8G not received any cheque. Re MacAuthor: The

aforementioned enclosed paper (produced with Version

1 .05 by the diagram on page 6) states that the program

will become available "During the second half of

February (1986!)". If "support" is supposed to mean
"get", I have not yet received it either.

I am sending this diatribe to all Macintosh magazines, all

BBS's and all MUG's that I know about. If my attitude

towards this company is naive and stupid, please let me
know. If you can provide information on MacAuthor that

is complimentary, please let me know. I am willing to

collate all replies and post these to anywhere I am able.

Alan Day 120 Academy Dr. Thunder Bay Ontario

Canada P7B 5E1

uucp: watmath!thunder!raday CIS: 76505.13

i

MacAuthor

A review by Peter Korn

MacAuthor. from Icon Technology Limited, is, as they

claim, "More than a word processor". MacAuthor is a

combination word processor, page layout program,

math text processor, book-processor.

First the features of tho program:

1

)

Automatic word count (shown at the bottom left of

the current window). The word count is recalculated

after every decent-length pause in keyboard entry.

2) Page layout much like the first version of Ready-

Set-Go (I havent used any of the later versions, so I'm

not qualified to compare). You make a text or graphic

"frame" which is a unit all to itself, which can be moved

about on the page. This allows columns, text and

graphics on the same line, etc.

3) Multiple super- and sub- scripting; also to the point

of sub- and super-scripts having super- and sub-scripts

respectively.

4) Strike out text (text with a line through it) to show

revision information.

5) Multiple headers and footers. Also right/left page

specific.

6) An about window that gives you almost a page of

info about the current document (the active document

window); Including things like total time wasted on this

document; number of times edited; #pages. words,

lines, and characters; # words typed this and last

session; start date/time of this and last session; and

tho time spent this and last session.

7) The program is a TRUE WYSIWYG editor; more so

then MacWritel II you specify left and right margins

(especially the left one), you will see white space on the

left. If you specify a 1/2 inch top margin, that's what

you'll see on the top of every page. You'll also see the

headers and footers (of course).

8) You can to kerning.

9) Multiple documents can be open at once (up to

four).

1 0) You can create your own specialized characters

by using an option-backspace combination (type-over,

basically).

1 1) Multiple document styles available (comes with 5:

memo, letter, article, script, blank). I haven't figure

out (yet) how to add my own.

1 2) Paragraph "scripts", where you define a "type"

of paragraph (such as a quote), which you can then

invoke whenever you want. Each type of paragraph that

you define goes into the Paragraph menu, from which

you can invoke them. You can also assign command-key

combinations to these paragraph scripts from within tho

program (though there are a limited number of command-

key combos available).
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Two Views On

MacAuthor
(continued)

I his paragraph setup defines the left and right margins.

the tab settings (of which there are many sorts),

justification, and the font.

Which brings me to the next section, the not so nice

features":

1) You cannot change font from within a paragraph.

2) You cannot do footnotes a la MS-Word (must do

them by hand).

3) All paragraphs below the one you are currently

editing disappear from the screen, and only re-appear

during the above-mentioned pause, during which the

words are recounted. This one is a biggie! If I am just

quickly adding something to the middle of a document, I

don't want to HAVE to wait 3-8 seconds after I finish

typing in that one sentence before I can go back to a

portion of the document farther on. Turning off

"automatic repagination*' doesnt seem to change this.

4) I get the impression that one can do with headings

what MacAuthor allows you to do with Paragraphs; ie.:

set up "heading scripts". I don't know for sure because

I refuse to look it up in the manual (you should 'never*

need a manual with a non-dalabase Macintosh program),

and I cant figure out how to invoke it (if it docs indeed

exist).

5) The Mac-like interface isnt as Mac-like as it could

be. For instance, I should have an I-beam whenever I'm

over the text of the document; there is no "about

MacAuthor" option under the Apple menu, only an "about

<current document name here>" entry (nice idea, but

have both, and not just the latter); placing the margins

and tabs on the ruler isn't done by dragging, but rather

by clicking on the desired thing (left margin, right

margin, tab}, and then clicking next the ruler where you

want said item to be after this though, you can drag

the icon around along the ruler to change the position, or

drag il off to remove it); many of the "dialog" boxes

are actually windows without scroll bars (c'mon folks,

for dialog use a dialog box); etc. etc.

6) Because of all the many things that it's doing

(keeping track of the page length, number of words, etc.

etc.), editing is just a tad slow. Being a fairly fast

typist, I will make a correction, and type away, only to

find that MacAuthor must first re-draw the (heretofore

hidden) paragraph(s) below tho ono I'm working on

before it will acknowledge that I've typed in other

information. This also happens when I've finished a

paragraph in the middle of my document, and go to

scroll. Nope, MacAuthor must first re-draw the

paragraph(s) below the one I just completed.

And, of course, the bugs:

I found tho program to be pretty bullet-proof-it didn't

ever crash on me. However, there are a number of

things that need to be changed to the extent that I feel

they should be called bugs (undocumented features...).

1) MacAuthor doesn't believe that the system disk can

be write-protected. It gave me the wierdest errors...

2) MacAuthor blithely assumes that you'll always

want to print; and therefore doesn't allow itself to be

run unless the system disk contains a "printing

resource".

3) MacAuthor is copy protected. Version 5.2 of

Copyll Mac (the tatest, as of this review) won't copy it.

Summary:

The program is pretty well thought out and consistent.

Furthermore, it's the ONLY word-processor on the

market (to my knowledge) that allows super-super-sub- -

scripts (and variations on that theme), and the only one

that allows style sheets.

MacAuthor is the only WYSIWYG word processor out

there (MacWrite is pretty darn close though), for those

that go for that sort of thing. Personally I find that

even a 68K at 7.xx Megahertz just isnt enough for a

true WYSIWYG editor-it just takes too much time to do

all the stuff that needs to be done.

However, it is in need of a version 1.1 to correct a few

fairly minor things. A version 2,0 with a spelling

checker, theasaraus, and other such frills (grammcr

checking, word analysis, etc.) would be most

appreciated. I'd also like to see MacAuthor read

MacWrite, MS-Word, and ThinkTank files. Finally, they

need to re-write the code that updates the paragraphs

below the current one (along with an option to NOT have

that feature )-as it stands now, it's far too slow for

my tastes.

But. if you need style sheets, sub-sub-super-scripts,

the ability to create your own characters without

having to use a font-editor, and kerning, then this is the

program to get.

t
Note

As MacAuthor is a British product which has aroused highly

conflicting opinions, we would like to hear the views of any

member who has purchased MacAuthor. Write to the P. O.

Box and tell us what you think of MacAuthor. N A.
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Macintosh Plus

with

KanjiTalk™ (TM)

Apple Computer Japan have introduced the Japanese

Macintosh Plus personal computer complete with a state-of-

the art Japanese operating system. Two years in

development, the KanjiTalk(TM) operating system gives

Japanese users access to the thrco traditional Japanese

alphabets plus the English alphabet.

Alexander van Eyck, General Manager. Apple Japan has

said that KanjiTalk is unequalled in the Japanese

marketplace because of Macintosh's ease-of-use, advanced

features and powerful graphics. KanjiTalk offers immediate

access to a powerful library of Macintosh software which

can bo easily translated (localized) from its original language

to Japanese. Perhaps more important, KanjiTalk also

provides a development environment which allows local

software developers to create Japanese software products.

Apple Japan has begun to ship fully localized versions of

Apple software, including MacPaint, MacDraw and

MacProject. EgWord, a powerful Japanese word

processing program from FrgoSoft. is available at launch.

A localized version of Microsoft Excel, the powerful

integrated spreadsheet program, will be available from July.

Historically, the Japanese personal computer market has

been driven by word processing applications. Now,

according to van byck. the emphasis is beginning to shift

towards spreadsheets and data bases. Apple Japan think

that from a timing point of view, they are announcing the

right product at the right time. The market is demanding

powerful, diverse software solutions and with KanjiTalk. third-

parly developers can localize and ship those solutions irt a

fraction of the normal time, giving them a unique window of

opportunity. The suggested retail price for the Macintosh

Mac In Japan

The 1?8k Macintosh (Fnglish) was first introduced in

Japan in April, 1984. In May, 1985, Apple Japan

introduced a katakana (phonetic) keyboard for the 512k

Macintosh. EgWord. a powerful word processing

package was introduced in September, 1985, by

ErgoSoft. Several other third parties have also

introduced various other versions of Japanese

Macintosh software.

Apple Japan is offering a variety of upgrade programs

for existing Macintosh owners.

Main Features of

KanjiTalk

Japanese input/output using existing software Since

"KanjiTalk" supports Japanese language input and output at

an OS level, selected software developed in the United

States and Europe can be easily localized in Japanese. In

addition, new software which follows Apple's development

guidelines can also be localized for Japan. KanjiTalk

application tools also facilitate the conversion of application

software from English into Japanese.

The KanjiTalk utilities are built Into the Macintosh's Desk

Accessories so any function can be used any time without

turning off (or rebooting) the software. In addition to the 16

x 16 dot font, KanjiTalk is equipped with a 24 x 24 dot font

for producing enhanced quality output. KanjiTalk comes with

print drivers for Apple's Imagewrrter II.

Japanese software developers can easily access and utilize

KanjiTalk development tools to develop unique Japanese

software products. Accurate sentence-level conversion

Through phonetic input, the Macintosh can execute kanji

conversions, making it possible to convert up to 40

characters at once. KanjiTalk features three separate

dictionaries with different conversion levels-a basic

dictionary, special dictionary and users' dictionary.

i

5 Volt Supply

A gadget which takes a 5 volt supply from the mouse port in

order to power a Thundcrscan. Con/us transporter or a

Baud Buster, is available from Vistec on 0332-833330.

^T^TwMtat4% dsf
f!«i\SPmm
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The MacSerious Promise
We are dedicated to helping the serious • or not too

serious - Mac user qet hold of the software he or
she needs ../and which no-one else supples this

side ol the Atlantic. It you can't find it elsewhere,

try MacSerious. II we don't have it In stock,
;
&

.:...;: well get ii for you il It exists. ;..'

Easy3D

•

... mokes rrtuking 3D
graphics so easy, &
its only £90.00!
Build your own sky-

scraper, 3D logo, or

archilectural rend-
ering. Orwhatever
you fancy.

And it all

happens
with lightning

speed. Then pop
it into VideoWorks for movie
magic. Also compatable with MacPaint,
PageMaker, LaserWriter, etc., etc.

There are461 programs
listed and described in our

Summer Catalogue.
Why don't yon write or

J*

hone for one?
ude » the MacSerious

MiniMagazine, and a listof
78 disks full of public-

domain& shareware
software. These programs
are available free, buta
£750 servkecharge for

duplication, etc., will be

cha

Statview512+ £325.oo
Tbc miU advauicd. must cumpictie tmjvc

ututi raJ package available (« the

Maoritosh todayy

fAartmt

'Tempo
InutfytM maaai

£90.00

man aaaiBgaaBaiagBk

Mac Zap -the one
essencial disk utility. No
more un-backed-up disks

£19.95

Mac 3D at£1 79.00
is a powerful 2 & 3D object-

orienied graphics package. Now
version 1.1 adds autodimensioning

and lalhe-iike shape-sculpting tools

to it's 22 shaptrtoot palette,

power reshaping, hidden line re-

moval, 360° rotation in 3 dimens-

ions using the unique circular scroll-

bar, moveable camera, enhanced
pattern editor, lull text features.

LaserWriter support, and much,
much more.

Shipping & Handling
lntheUK:£2.007order

(1st class mall)

W. Europe. £3.50 order

(normal mall)

Call for costs by other

ways or to other places.

• Iiib tun locrriQl rpm Pir

Cricket Graph £174.00
Vuituviviiuj: pftacnuu on quality
graphs wiih powerful feature* has: 36 bat

ptaerns A plot symbols: adecom o( loan.

anyu>c*re; up to 2O0O* pom! data arts;

inv..,,^:.^:- " 1>B1*,
•'."', M1JJ

-.'.
I

: ,* '--'.. Graphic Macroa; Colour

p!oino£ * much, much more.

Executive Office /
7ft* Cwtpbu Inugraud
Ttfanqgtmua Sysum £295.00
A fc/i*m)-f*t. lyidwmrU Utr-cituqtdhd

0'tcuKo ofte* m jriag&nwx program that

rol only grws you ivuytirg you neirJ. bu is

by tar, r* w,f, t bccirnrw sotoiari to

irBtfittnri artUM
Fite Management. Word Plocessair*
Cateulabe-ni a Tablai, Report Geooaaon,
DnDonic WorkihKL Gfapfsci Dcl y\ i

tt**U*fgt ao iroVdod

It* .-...< u mo ..-./ .hii Van' or 'Aref
7Xvi'< hm • q^.Uw«fw <» ».m

FilevisioN
Now ita here - Ihe Mac's moit veraaiik file

luaniKcil Up id 32,000 :r< nj\ file* up to

4Mby*. 4,000 chnuBn pet record. 99
inforinrjor. (icldi& I6daia types wiQi

2,000 characters per field - A graphics, of

cnurae. , but now ynu ran rnn'n pat* Irnm

MacTaiDia MacDia*. A full LasuWiitu
sta^portts provided. £3d5.60

.

Gropn Dotoaoio Special Macro

Super Crunrn U'oricincrl

10

r~rr

r.i

D

I J DOW ;ic;c. i-~'.TU.^.

- In* mesr pewerrjl macros

liaar-deMMffi keen bhcrb
J cirr.-nnons. mcdeJin*:

wp'toOM'.bco'ibOlVliJ
"

eea lolh « yow

iata^v««i"gp»FWr̂
'laiagra'uid dalaraisat

ud~.ta~.ti A«"X34i60

[tuncnr-ompaniont

aeon
CasBfll

£39.95

Can you manage
without a dak

catalogger/labeller

much longer?

Fully Mac. &

hard disk compatible

Silicon Press C74.95
The colour print solution for the

Mac. Silicon Press is a utility for

Crmting labels, cards, or full page

.youts - whatever size you want -

in colour in ll« ImageWriterll.

Text A Graphics can be mixed
freely. & labelling information can

be merged (rem most database

programs. Tho LaserWriter is

fully supported.

fMac itnnTtTT
. . . Hare -• am i™«n«

MacAuta - fn olimaB ctocuraW aediai

sristn n dotKtl maikv if row wam tg

writa ploys, sdantSc pop«rs, pc*ms,

AncHtnl Gitmk, t»e»V»cal maruali . . v •frt*

a lursv-you Iaum b yota Aim Ftnaj, you>a

gorg to do it ba&ex. e«*. rjadw wlh

M*A^tK( £100.00

The Games Department
Maciiwov^ Choo Choa 04.95

Aibomc CI 9.95

Enchanted Sccptcn KM 95
rLabnc* of Power— £44.96

DriiVu ..'>,'•.

Rttttr £39.95

StCTw Kinrf. TKe M .
.t _.J3750

AVkrwtoaKUt O7S0
_ and th«t 0MMf*

M.T(,n!t ...J49.9&
UacCoUk a truly superbXk*
SimuLttui'.- so iimLmx yuull

think you're really there

MouseWrite £199.00
ia a ;> "T ..*,: .' word proceaaor with

RTLcairy. lndiuka mail merge.

Htf fti'i rW wrtin «|«m J
**"< Bead nb >•**

MarSpin £90.00
A rwoluUorury tool for graph-

ical dd la diulysiy usinjj 3D ui>-

pldy via rotdliun & 4D vU
animation, MacSptn makes it

easy to visualise & discover

trends, patterns, associations, ot

outliers.

All offers subject
to availability.

We reserve the

right to adjust
s without

notice.

UK residents add
15% VAT to all

prices

fntroduanff

Interface
JJic ifatabase thai tfiinf(s

it's aspreadsfieeL

fnutHhr.e is the. only program
tfiat Ut's you define your
database xAsuaily by drawing
connectors between fifes.

Reports are freeform - place

jidds & pictures n/fiercver

you [ify, access multiple

fifes &etAer reports,,.

'bridge the gap between the

prr.tty programs e*f the

verierprograms,' £125,00
1'aragenesis •
-an electronic ae*ni software avarm wiai
Schematic Knlry (£775,04) and Digital

MacroSeopr (iiOSo.M). ThuWauip-
end professional ayskrn. with lin.Lzr to

Riahnp Graphic*' QuiHi Pirruil rrngnm
(£454.00), nukiDjf it cbc mow po werful

ayaiem of it's bod on any micro.

EZ-Drart £1750.00/
- Uic fim (uJly ptDtemjonal CAO gyitem lor

tse Mac. EZ-Draft ia aaralicanily more
powHlut than any carter (AIJ»y»ierrui

available oo crucioa. and ideal tot all '•;<*

rn ojnroinging A trchiteetuiml drawipge and

lechmcal iIluEHruau. Opatmil rJ7-CA.M
conpletea ifaaaystem. neaM call for full

'Ml* Special F.ducinnrial rrioe.

-cauabovSiptcuiiarran&tmi'tfs

nr etiAihiaM nfPm&*wiit * F7,r)nfl

OK? TV.*B°m

Fontographer V 2,0
- ihc only profeaaioriat laacr font
adilnr available lor "

'-.• Mar today
When youi design ia ready, bt c^n be
frinlcn on the LaaerWriter, or any
cwScript"1 computable device.

(Vif twj—orti ojm-o-ile chartc ten
andam replta or aJd new
eAararffrs to the built in iyntj,

Maiimitfyour IJMa-rWnler power.
Bitmap are made automatically, ami
can bo Hrw^eunod with an tracloaed

copy of FONTasiic, the famous
bitmap font od aor (also available on
H'sown)

Fontographerr£37S.0G

FONTafitic £44.95 /

The MacSerious

Top 10
June 1986

i MeicZap
V Easy 3D
3 FONlastic

4 TML Pascal

5 Mac 3D
f> Silicon Press

7 Acrpc«nry Pak 1

8 Fontographer

9 Mac Colt

10 Macinooga Choc-Choo

* File.... Edit.... Goodies!

Don't forget

Instant An!.
ReaUy-lo-usc Grapliics /

iTJiini Symbol*. Umax Food & Dnnk.
Ouplay& Border i.ml\ !>«]" jy

Alpnabeu. HunncM rrrni
- j.,-; I -. *

;...- '.v ; .

TML Pascal .,£90.00
is too cheap. We could be selling it

for 2 or 3 times, the price-. Thia

ama/jng sysipm will rompile BIJ1M
Lisa a> Macintosh Pascal, permitting
Ihe creation of •tand-alone, -double-

click-able applicatiunx and DAV
Complote acc«8 lo the Toolbox is pro-
vided. Including OuldtDriw, Macln-
Talk speech, printing aerial drivers,

Applafalk I AN, ..-,((>-• s.\ \ ; float.

inR point lypcs ate supported. MDS
and C routinas ean ba< linked Thia ia

a complete development system in-

corporating mult i -window editing,

Linacr/Librartan, Resource Compiler
(RMaker), and executive batch pro-

rv«ing a* wi-11 a« the I'aval C'nmnilrr
with fl auplitatiun ft D.A. rxainutes.
Worlca with Mac XL, 512K Mac,
MacPhis. HF3. HD20". and extended
menvory oyslems. An optional lib-

rary of procedurea to managr your
main, event loops - MatEapiesa - ia

available at a-vtra coaL Can yew *fk>'d

NOT town thopnyrtm?

Ifyouaoc V bcoidc an iKm.it rocana

>w; have a dema ivjIiWd. Com is 15.00
kact nic P«P. rafuadafeto cat purcbaaa.

The interactive

disassembler.
When you'vpgot

MacNosy, Ihoro

arc no more
SGcrors.

£80.00

LightSpeed C £\60.00

Hoi from the Preaa! A complete
high- performance C programming
environment providing in a single

integrated Uanntoda-dyle applica-

tion, a multi-file text editor. hi£h per-

formanoe native code compiler, ultra-

faat linker, and tutoma'k make facir-

rly, aa well aei full Toolbox and Unix-

compatahihty lihrary «a tpport

AcompletelmptcmeniHilonorthcC
lansTUaje* *>' defined by Kernishan 4
Ritchie's The C Proya/nmirta/ frfrie

Wtfpe (1978) plua morai recent foaturoa

a* dearnbed in C: A Keftroia Mm-
ml (Harbison it Steele 1964) and

special features to permit proper tup-

P>rt of the Mac environment,

erforrnanct U what cauola;

I igrrKpeM C fompila* Up to 1 / (irru^

faster than Cosulair C, 14 tlmei faster

than Mcgam** C, and 12 tunraa faster

than Aztec C
Cenoraled coda ia between 70* !-

90% of tha wr nmefuced by (hew
other compilers, and execution time

varies between 63* ard 95%. Call

(or Kill details.

Dolors.
Distributors I

Sond for our

InrbPak.

MacSerious- fA» Mac
software source for tha UK
& F'.impn I at iir, halp you
get the producta your

cuetomara want.

TM

titled

^•'- >:::
- ' :-: ':! IMC

MsacSerious
Softupare

«

36 Queen Street
Helensburgh G84 9PU
Phone 0436-78131

Germany: Triorcrstrarjc8, 5517 Winclwingcn Phone 06583-1371

France ; 75 Rue de Moulin de Pierre, 921 40 Clamart Phone 01 -46-42-43-52

Netherlands: Graatseweg 99. 651 285 Nijmegen Phone 080-239520



Personal

BIBLIOGRAPHIC
System

reviewed by Richard Wilday

This program is, as far as I can tell .unique, in that it is

the only program at the moment of its type for the Mac.

It is as its name implies a program to write, store and

manipulate data on Bibliographies, or in other words

book listings. The program is on a single disk and is

really just a very specialised database. The large lose-

leaf manual is well laid out and easy to read with many

illustrations to show what the screen should look like at

that particular stage. Part of the manual consists of two

tutorials. The tirst uses a Sample data file found on the

disk to lead you through a typical series of records. The

SGeond tutorial goes into greater detail and shows you

how to build your own data file and punctuation file,

more of this later.

You start a new database by selecting "New Database"

from tho Kile menu and name the database in the dialogue

box which is displayed. Click on the Save button and the

PBS will create lhe new database. A blank workform

will be displayed, ready for data entry. The

'Workform', of which there are twenty different types

is the name given to the field layout. The reason for this

number is to cater for the information that would be

used to describe a Book being different from that used

to describe a Journal or Music Score ext To display a

different workform, you select the name of the

workform from the Citation menu. After completing the

data for a record, click on the Insert button. When you

have finished inserting records, click on the Done

button. The fields are variable in length. The upper limit

of 32.000 characters or about twentyfive 2S0 word

pages of text is the same as the limit of the record

itself. The records each of which are numbered in the

order in which they are entered can be edited in tho

standard Macintosh manor (cutting, copying and

pasting). When you have finished editing, you click on

the Update button to have the changes made permanent.

I ho Search facility as you would expect in a program

like this is particularly strong and can be done in

various ways. First you can search alphabetically

through the database, or search by record number, each

being selected from the Search menu. You can search all

the characters in the database or confine a search to

just specific fields. Also you can search 'Index fields'

which are particular words that you have previously

tagged in a field. You can look for specific records or

groups of records and have them displayed in their

existing workform layout or the other way is to

retrieve records and have them reformatted into a new

workform and their own bibliography. This search

supports

Page 52

wild cards and Boolean logic (and. or, not).

The program basically has two parts, the database

which stores all the records for your bibliography and

bibliography itself which is stored as a text file. To

format this from the database it has Us own menu and

setup page. You can choose the portion of the file

(entire, remainder, current record, or records selected

by means of a text search) to be formatted and the

fields can be set to standard, bold, italic, and/or

underlined. The way in which the final bibliography is

displayed is determined by the 'Punctuation Fite' This is

a special text tile, with certain lines that are required

and others that are optional. It takes the information in

a workform and adds the information needed to make it

a proper bibliographic citation. You can create your own

file or use one of the throo found on the disk, which are

the official ones for the American Psychological

Association, the Modern Language Association, or

Science Magazine. To print a bibliography is done in the

usual manner from a printer and page setup menu.

One additional feature of this program of particular

interest to those with modems is the facility to

exchange records with other programs. You 'Import* or

'Export' items using the File menu allowing you to use a

structured text file format for PBS records in order to

exchange them with other programs. You can also use

this feature to perform merging operations between

databases. The 'Export' of any item causes the selected

records (as indicated in the Bibliography menu) to be

outputted into a specified text file with each field

preceded by a tab character and each record terminated

by a carriage return character.

The 'Import' of an item expects a specified text tile

formatted in the same manner as that produced by the

'Export' and will add the records found to the current

database. Using this you can download records from

external databases, such as Libraries, Universities or

Museums, into a file with any communications software.

These records can then be formatted for use in the PBS

database with the companion program 'Biblio-Link*.

Since I reviewed this program a new enhanced version

has been released by Personal Bibliographic Software

call 'Pro-Cite'. Some of the new features include: all

variable length fields; twenty-two document types,

including two user-defined workforms; unlimited Key

word searching; sorting on all fields; automatic deletion

of duplicate records; scan in-tcxt references. This type

of specialist program has limited interest, but for those

that need this sort of program it must fulfill all their

needs.

MacSoft congratulates Apple2000 on its

new approach and wishes the group

every success.

t
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The School Manager

Two Programs In One

reviewed by the author, Bill Pearce

My aim with Mac TimeTabler has been to devise a fast

and flexible system that is easy to understand and

operate, capable of coping with the largest of schools,

and with any complication within any school timetable.

After some 30 years experience in teaching, mostly in

large Secondary Modern and Comprehensive Schools, I

am only too well aware of the complications and

frustrations of timetabling a large education

establishment.

This program incorporates ideas and suggestions from

other teachers with a long involvement in school

timetabling, and from the computer staff of a Teachers

Centre. We reckon to have covered pretty will every

eventuality. The final feature added to School Manager

is Mac ClassCover. This aims to maximise flexibility

and will surely dispel the 9am blues,

Mac TimeTabler is a program which enables you to

create a fully integrated set of timetables in record

time. All the school resources of classes, subjects,

staff and rooms are coordinated. Double booking is

eliminated. School geography can be accommodated to

reduce change-over time waste. Data is transferred

automatically between related timetables. It's oven

possible to arrange special facilities. What used to take

days, even weeks, is done in hours.

Mac TimeTabler - Main Features

Allows selection of up to 10 days in a cycle

Allows selection of up to 8 sessions in a day

Will handle up to 160 classes, 160 staff. 160 rooms,

80 subjects and 80 option groups

Instant transfer of staff and class data - fits the

teacher to the class

Cookings log for each resource - eliminates double

booking

Copy facility • any block of data can be duplicated

within the timetable again and again

Cut facility - allows easy selectbn and deletion of block

data

Option Groups facility - caters for the usual option

group arrangements - can also be used for set subjects

and sixth forms - all relevant timetables (class and

staff) updated instantly

Automatic substitution - all relevant timetables are

updated when a resource list is edited

Print options - printed reports of free resources (staff

and rooms) option groups, etc.

Mac ClassCover - Main Features

Automatically prints a request for cover

Accesses current staff lists and timetables as set up by

Mac Timetabler

Provides you with a list of staff available for cover

Makes your selection of cover staff easy and sensible

Automatically records the number of covers provided

and required by each member of staff

Provides printed reports of cover arrangements.

The screen dump below is from Mac TimeTabler. More

information on these programs may be obtained from

Computer City, 051-420-3333.

t
Timetables Printoptions Edit Lists Go to

MONDAY
HIS HIS ===
102 102 —
BG BG *==

TIESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
:== MAT MAT -— 109 109 -
**m TTS TTS -

PRINT THIS WEIABLE

— FRE FREMAT MAT
>« 103 103 109 109

HSJ HSJ TTS TTS
CLASS 1A PRINT IIIIN NIL I ABLE

=== === FRE FRE HIS HIS ==- — — HIS FRE ===
»< — 103 103 102 102 «- «= — =« =« === 102 103 ===
«« — HSJ HSJ BG BG — === === === === === BG HSJ ===

LIST OF CLASSES
1A IB \C ID IE
2A 2B 2C 2D 2E
3A 3B 3C 3D 3E
** *** *** +# *
+ ** *. + + *** + 4 + **,*.

+ ** --- 444 -_- **.*

+** *** *** *** **+
8A RB 8C 8D 8E

-* I1MHI ***** **«*
* ****************
* ..-*...**..„.-.

... ****** ****** *#+ «

44 + 4**4*4* ****** «#4 +
*+ *+*+*+ + ****** *#
4*4 * ***** ****** *#4*

• * ***#***#*+**#**

*** **• **#** - ... - ****
*** **» **#»***** **»*
*** *•* -,.*«,..*. . M -

*** ** f *«4***HM **4*
++ 4 + ** ****** ***** - ** -

*** ** ***** + + «•*+ **
*+* **+ ***** +«** ***
*** **+ ------- - * « -

YOU MAY SELECT :

a timetable

an insertion poinl

Cyi'Y c itirc cniry

a MENU opiion

PRINT THIS TIMETABLE

XpfT PI |^UT| enlirc entry

--—-.-.-.----,. .---.. ...-.-..-.--.--- ----.-----•-.
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New
Library

Disks!

29 New Macintosh Disks

Almost all of these new disks have 400K approx of public

domain software, with no Systems or Finders.

Desk Accessories
Disk 28:- A collection of the latest DA's including

DevTools 1.1 .Keeper, Toggle Mouse Scaling, Skip

Finder 6.1 , Zoomldlc, Function Key Runner, etc.

Icon Collector

Disk 29:- Icon Collector, Scientist's Helper, BEditor, Disk

Labeler, Clean Up, Make Paint, etc.

Mixture

Disk 30:- FVision files, Basic, DASampler.Autolog.

MEdit

Disk31 :- MLdit, Index, Fontsie, Font Disp, LWutils

Librarians

Disk 32:- Font Librarian, Disk Librarian,PRAM, Icon

Exchanger 2.0, Hard Disk Backup, Menu Clock

Utilities

Disk 33:- Fedit 3.05, Continuity, Volumes, Iconmaker

TeX Preview

Disk 34 :- TeX Preview with Rico Maths

Strange Fonts

Disk 35:- MacBraille + fonts, Kawasaki. Kutaisi, Sea
Critics, Dcr, Diacritics. Demotic.etc

Graphics

Disk 36:- Billboard, Dynamo, Diatom, jxEarth

Shatter Comics

Disk 37:- The Fantastic Shatter Comics Demo.

Camera Simulation

Disk 38:- Camera Simulation, Smile 1 .5, Mouse Trap,

(Continued on page 59 ->;

Company

LASER OUTPUT IN COLOUR !!!

Colour your LaserWriter outpul In a range

of 35 different colours, including gold and
silver This can be done cheaply and easily

and give outstanding results that bring life to

your Macintosh wealed printing - You will

be amazed at the quality obtained

The colours actually blend with the toner

from 1he LaserWriter so the finished product
can be used as would an ordinary Laser copy.

As a add«d bonus pholopies of the actual

output trom the LaserWriter can bo coloured

rather than the actual oupul enabli rig you to

keep your original and photocopy it whenever
you need a colour copy -the coloured

photocopy retains the quality of the original.

Several colours can be combined within

one copy and the finished page is up to tho

standard demanded by professional design

studios for finished visual and prml simulation

work.

Among the multitude of uses are:-

Letterheads and logos : Advertising Mockups
Business cards . Presentations

Eye-catching labels ; Advertising

All of the above can include

briiliant gold and silver

giving qualily usually only previously

available at great cost

This equipment Is available now !!

free leaflet and samples available

upon request

Full installations! and support is guaranteed

acSoft
The Source for Quality Mac products

Desktop Publishing

We« can supply any programs needed foi

Desktop Publishing including:

Pagemaker ; Ready Set Go ; Silicon

Pross (accurate print setup)

:

Fontographer ; Specialised Laser

Fonts etc. We can also supply cameras
and other equipment for digitizing graphics.

Wo are now supplying Hardware including

Macs, LaserWriters etc call for details.

A3 paper size Laser Printer

Available now!

A high volume laser printer completely

compatible with the Macintosh - contact

us and we will send you a sample of the

output

Modems

Full range of modems available as under:

WS 2000 Basic modem but offering more*

features than comparable modems

WS 3000 Upgradeable Modems

V21/23 1200 baud half duplex

V22 -1200 baud full duplex

V22 BIS - 2400 baud full duplex

All of the WS 3000 series are upgradeable:

V21/23 to V22 230.00

V22toV22BlS 178.25

Modems are manufactured In the UK and

are very highly recommended

12S.00

339.25

569.25

747,50

HumanForms™ C49.5Q

Now anyone can construct drawings nf human
figures in an almost infinite variety of positions

even if you cannot draw you will find it very

easy to use. demo disk available

Details on these and over 700 other Mac
Products available free from:

X MacSoft 1
Bridge House : Wellington

Somerset :TA21 0AA
,

= Or contact us on

(082 347) 3625
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ZBASIC
An Interactive BASIC

Compiler

reviewed by Joe Gillespie

To those of us who have progressed to the Macintosh

via Apple ][s or other home micros, the absence of a

built-in BASIC is probably the only thing missed. The

non-appearance of Apple's MAC BASIC has left Microsoft

BAS IC as the standard for people who want to write

their own programs in a familiar and easily understood

language. Fxcellent as it is, MBASIC suffers from two

major drawbacks. Firstly, it is pretty slow compared

with Pascal. C or Forth because it is an interpretive

language converting each statement into machine

language line by line as it runs. Secondly, it can not

produce 'Stand Alone' double clickable programs that

have their own desktop icons. If you write an MBASIC
program and want to give (or better still, sell it) to

someone else, they too have to have MBASIC which

makes it a non starter as far as commercial

programming is concerned.

Zedcor Inc. of Tucson, Arizona have recently introduced

ZDASIC (pronounced Zee-Basic) which is a BASIC

compiler. You can write your program in a BASIC very

similar to MBASIC but save it as a fast, compiled,

'stand alone' application and give it its own desktop icon

virtually indistinguishable from a commercial product.

There is access to all the usual windows, menus,

buttons and stuff that you would expect in a Macintosh

program plus additional advanced leve Is of access to the

Macintosh Toolbox and things like Appletalk and the

Macintalk speech synthesis system.

The 7RASIC disc comes with two manuals at present. As

it is implemented across a number of d ifferent systems

like Apple ][e and ][c, TRS-80, CP/M-80 and MS-DOS,

one manual is common to all and indeed programs

written for one machine can be ported across without

modification to another and will work. The other manual

is Macintosh specific and gives details of the many

enhancements to the standard ZBASIC that gives all the

familiar Macintosh features.

Although the syntax of ZBASIC is obviously modeled on

MBASIC and is generally very similar, it is unlikely that

you will be able to load a previously written MBASIC

program in and get it to work right away - despite what

their blurb says. The manual gives a list of all the

differences in syntax which are mostly to do with file

handling and the way strings are treated, but even

having converted these, more subtle differences are

introduced because ZBASIC is a COMPI1 FR and tends to

do things in tho order they appear in the program

regardless of the actual program flow. This can be very

confusing at first and the manual doesn"t go out ol its

way to explain it except in the context of event

trapping. I have found it much better to re-enter the

program from scratch than to try modifying the old one

and to take advantage of some of the more powerful

commands.

In terms of speed, ZBAS IC is considerably faster than

MBASIC as you would expect from a compiler. A

demonstration program that comes on the disc draws a

three dimensional house from different viewpoints and

quite quickly too, but it is when doing calculations and

sorting that the increase in speed is really noticeable.

File handling can be sequential or random access, or a

combination of the two, and is generally better

implemented than MBASIC being simpler yet more

flexible. The manual gives some good, clear examples of

the various techniques involved and these can easily be

adapted to your own needs.

Entering or editing your program can be done in one of

two ways. ZBASIC has a line editor similar to that found

on most non- Mac type computers. It uses line numbers

but labels can be used too if they are included in

quotation marks so GOSUB "PRINT ADDRESS" would be

valid. I suspect that most Macintosh users will want to

give this one a miss. Although it works reliably and does

things like automatically indenting loops for easier

readability and highlighting valid command words, it

does seem like a relic from the past that I personally

would rather forget.

The other method involves a separate editor program

which produces a TEXT file. In fact, any Macintosh word

processor can do the same and allows cult ing and

pasting of blocks of program without line numbers. When

loaded into ZBASfC, line numbers are added

automatically (in increments of one) but a RENUM
command can give any step or staning number.

If you are used to the delightful ease of editing in

Microsoft Basic then ZBASIC will seem a bit of a let-

down as you have to transfer to EDIT to make the

smallest change. I have used MockWrito as an editor and

this seems to work well as it is a desk acce ssory and

can be called up quickly and easily from the Apple menu.

In ZBASIC 3.01 , the latest version, there is still an

implementation of a Mac type editor within the program

itself which can be called with a simple Command E or

menu selection. If this worked properly it would be

great, but unfortunately it doesn't and can introduce all

kinds of problems - invariably ending in a hang-up or

crash - use it at your peril!

There are a few other bugs and inconsistencies in the

program, some more serious than others. I have found

that EDIT F IELD CLOSE doesn't work properly and can

cause crashes. Being a compiler, ZBASIC is more likely

to crash or hang up if you make a programming mistake

although syntax errors are usually trapped and reported

by the prograrn.
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Unless a TRON B command is executed at the beginning

of a program whilst debugging, there is no way to break

out of a running program short of resetting the machine.

Having entered your BASIC program, you can RUN it

immediately to see if it works much like any interpreted

BASIC- When you are satisfied with it. using a RUN"
option, the program is saved to disc as a "stand alone"

application with a standard default Macintosh icon. Using

RMAKER, which is supplied on the disc, you can add

your own icons for the application and for the files that

it produces. If you don't al ready know how to do th is,

the documentation won't be of much help and some
further instructions will be necessary. In fact the whole

subject of Toolbox and Quickdraw calls is given little

coverage and really requires 'Inside Macintosh' or

'Macintosh Revealed' to get anything from it.

Having saved the program, you will find that it has

about 30K overhead of runtime support. This means that

if you write only

10 PRINT -HELLO"

it will take up about 31 K of disc space. This may seem
like a lot compared to other compilers but on the

Macintosh it is not really a problem as there is usually

plenty of memory to spare and MBAS IC requires

considerably more than this anyway.

If you are familiar with BASIC and want a fast

alternative to Microsoft, ZBASIC should be considered,

ft is not, as far as I know, being distributed in England

yet, you will have to order it direct from the States but

this is not as much a problem as it sounds quoting your

ACCESS or AMERICAN EXPRESS number in a letter will

do Ihe trick. Their 'Order' telephone number is

inaccessible from the UK as it is one of those 'Toll Free'

numbers but they also have a 'Support' number which

can be called from here. Fven after paying Ihe VAT at

point of entry. ZBASIC works out about £90 against a

typical £145 for Microsoft.

Zedcor have promised a new 615 page manual for

release shortly and a new high speed floating point

package. Hopefully the few annoying bugs in the current

version will be ironed out in the near future too - with

that, we will have a very powerful, fast and easy to

use programming languago at a very competitive price.

ZBASIC from Zedcor Inc. , 4500 E. Speedway Blvd. Suite

93, Tucson Arizona 85712 USA Telephone 0101

-

(602)7953996

PICT Resources

I he easiest way to make a PICT resource from a

MacDraw or Macpaint Document is to select the objects

you want to include, copy to the clipboard, and past©

into the Scrapbook. Then quit and run ResEdit, make a

new PICT and the resource can then be copied from the

Scrapbook file.

t

RAMStart Patches

Devotees of RamSt3rt, the extremely useful RAM disk

program which is available from the MacSig library

(Disk 17), have had some problems on transfer to a

Macintosh™ Plus system using HFS. Having gathered

patches and other info from several sources, here it is:-

RamStart version 1.21 needs the following patches:-

ln sector $0C. offset SB4, replace 4EBA 0682 with

4E71 4E71

In sector $0D, offset $17A, replace 6700 0012 006E
8000 with 6000 0O1 2 006E 8000

If you are using a hard disk with this version of

RamStart, you may need to apply the following patch:-

In sector $06, offset $190, replace 41 FA 0388 with

6000 0O0C

The symptom for this last problem is a message "can't

find our drive #".

RamStart version 1.22 needs the following patches:-

In sector $0C. offset $36, replace 4EBA 0678 with

4E71 4E71

In sector $0D. offset $F8. replace 6700 0012 0OGF

8000 with 6000 0012 006E 8000

If you are using a hard disk with this version of

RamStart, you may need to apply the following patch:-

In sector $06, offset $132, replace 41 FA 0384 with

6000 000A

The symptom for this last is the same as in version

1.21 above.

RamStart uses a DRVR 10, which is a problem if you're

using AppleTalk. To get around this, pick a driver

number which isn't being used in your system file, ( we

understand 1 1 appears to work), and use ResEdit to

change the DRVR number in RamStart.

We have also been told that on Ihe Plus if you use

RamStart in the usual way to create a system disk (i.e.

system and finder in the same folder with it) it will not

work. However, if you start it in a folder which does

not contain a system and finder you can get up to 862K

of RAM disk which uses HFS. You can then move a

system and finder onto that disk, launch the finder and

have a ram system disk.

PageMaker Problems

Beware when using PageMaker 1 .2 on a 51 2k Mac. If you then

print it on a MacPlus and LaserWriter you will probably lose all

the Font information. It has something to do with the Font

Manager on the new ROMs being incompatible with the old ROM
and PageMaker.

Hopefully I will be able to report more on this problem in the next

issue.

t
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BOOK REVIEWS
BY Nick Hunter

MacThink!

Author: Vera F Birkenbihl

Publ. by Sigma Press. 1985. C9.95, 272 pp.

MacThink! is a thought-provoking and stimulating

graphics orientated work which is definitely worth

buying. Almost every page is studded with engaging

MacPaint images and there are numerous useful tips to

help you think and construct images with MacPaint.

A thread running through the book emphasises the

difference between rational (logical) and symbolic

(spatial) thought processes which take place in the left

(digital) and right (analogue) hemispheres of the brain.

Most Programmers and Scientists work with logic flows

which are broken up into short units organised in lines.

This left brain logical activity is of less use to the

Artist who works more with the right brain for

perceiving relationships - especially those in space.

Birkenbihl's work is aimed at improving right brain

thinking with the Mac, and in MacPaint she offers

numerous useful techniques - like drawing the space

between objects rather than the objects themselves.

The book is well presented at a reasonable price and I

have no hesitation in recommending it.

Becoming a MacArtist

Author: Vahe Guzelimian.

Pubi. by Compute?, 1985. $17.95, 312 pp.

This is the best reference work combining MacPaint and

MacD raw that I have come across so far. It includes

many tips for organising images including perspective

drawing, elongations and concealing guidelines.

Mac users will be i nterested to learn the difference

between Transparent and Opaque forms, and how to

merge a MacPaint image with a MacDrawing using this

concept. One example shows how to draw a human face

on the image of a Mac screen constructed with

MacDraw. This is accomplished by using the trick of

making the closed Mac screen shape transparent by

punching a hole in its perimeter.

Just a tiny hole allows the outside space lo 'leak' into

the inside of an opaque form and renders it transparent -

which then provides an avenue for importing overlay

image drawn in MacPaint. The result looks simple

enough, but would be very hard to achieve without the
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sort of inside knowledge

that this work provides.

T he book is superbly produced, and although fairly

expensive, is well worth acquiring by those intending

to do serious image massaging. One of the better books

for you MacArtists!

MacOffice

Author: Gregg Keizer.

Publ. by Compute! 1985. $18.95, 358 pp.

Serious texts explaining business programs for the Mac

are still thin on the ground. Although there are many

introductory texts pitched at the elementary level, you

still have to look hard to find a work which is

comprehensive, yet deep.

Fortunately MacOffice goes some way to filling this gap,

and provides short but clear explanations of Microsoft's

Word, File, Multiplan and Chart programmes.

MacTerminal, communications and utilities are also

covered.

Rather than telling you what the programs do, the book

focuses on how to get them working • which is a better

approach. The layout of text is beautifully clear and my
only criticism is that the book lacks a ring binder -

unlike its companion volume MacArtist.

MacOffice is no substitute for the system manuals

which accompany the software, but is useful in

explaining how each can be integrated with its

companions. Separate chapters clearly explain useful

activities such as producing Form Letters with "Word",

keeping Customer Lists with 'File', and merging them. I

was reasonably impressed by this work, and

recommend it.

The Macintosh Office

Author: Keith Thompson

Pub!. by Ashton-Tate, 1985. £16.95 ($19.95). 186pp.

This work will be useful to people considering buying

business software for the Macintosh, tt covers a wide

range of popular and powerful programmes which make

the Mac useful for Office Management and Desktop

Publishing.

The author's style combines perceptive accuracy with

tight copy. He seems to have researched the

programmes in depth, so his hard-hitting accounts

make good crisp reading. The book bot h hits on, and

compares the key features of many important Mac

programmes.

If you need to know what to expect from : Jazz, Word,
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ThinkTank. Excel. Multtplan, Crunch, TK! Solver, Helix,

File, Overvue, Revision, DB Master, PageMaker,

MacPublisher, MacProject or Front Desk then this

absorbing work will be well-worth buying.

In my opinion, the comparative assessments are better

researched and command much more respect than the

rather shallow reviews which appear so frequently in

the UK monthly magazines. This hard-hitting work thus

offers a quick clear route for deciding which Office

software to choose.

Another System

System 3.2 and Finder 5.3 were released in the USA on

13th June, 1986 according to information received

from Mac users in the States.

The new System and Finder are appropriate for use on

Macintoshes which have bl 2K RAM and cither 64K or

128K ROMs. They are also suitable for a Macintosh

which has been upgraded to Mat Plus status or is a

genuine Macintosh Plus.

These new files are not for use on a Macintosh with less

than 512K RAM. So 128K Mac owners must stick with

System 2.0, FindeM.1,andlmageWriter1.0.

TeXon Mac

The Macintosh version of the TeX formatting package is

available now in prerelease form. In the USA it is selling

for $495 from Addison-Wesley.

The package corresponds to TeX version 2.0 and

requires a 51?K Mac or larger with at least 800 Kbytes

of disk. It supports the PostScript printers and the

ImageWriters I and II. The package uses the new TeX
Computer Modern fonts and also supports the built-in

Helvetica and Times fonts of the PostScript printers.

tt also includes a built-in editor that tolerates multiple

document windows and handles very large documents

quickly. They also provide a built-in previewer.

LaTeX is not yet included. An onhancoment promised for

the first released version is the ability to paste in

pictures from MacPaint and MacDraw which the pre-

release cannot yet do. The stated timings seem to be

very good, with 10 to 20 seconds per page for TeX

processing and ? to 4 seconds to display a new typeset

page.

Although being distributed by Addison- Wesley, the

Macintosh version of TeX was developed by Barry

Smith of Kellerman and Smith in Portland, OR
Contact Brenda Cavallaro at (617) 944-6795 for more

information.

t

Head Control of Cursor

The View Control System a "head tracker" which

controls the cursor by head movements, has been

developed by Personics Corporation. With practice,

users find it faster for accurate positioning of the

cursor than the mouse, but only for situations where

one want a cursor placement leading to a "click" event.

This makes the VCS excellent for text editing because

one does not have to keep taking the hands off the

keyboard- The VCS is less successful for intricate

drawing in MacPaint or MacDraw. and is much less easy

than the mouse for drawing smooth curves. The VCS
allows you rapidly to switch from using the head-

tracker to using the mouse. Personics claims that they

have built the VCS with a microphone input, and will be

providing a voice-recognition device.

VCS is made by; Personics Corporation, 2352 Main St,

Building 2, Concord, MA 01 742. (61 7) 897-1 575.

Acta DA

Acta is a new desk accessory outlining program from

David Dunham. Acta is owned by Maitreya Design. David

Dunham's company, and is being distributed by

Symmetry Software. Acta does essentially everything

Think lank 512 docs and more tor under $80. Acta can

transfer data to MacWrite and text files in a reasonable

format, with indentation and paragraph numbering. It

supports pasting of graphics, it supports ditterent type

styles within one document, and it's a Desk Accessory,

always available. Acta does not have a print function,

but this isn't much of a problem, because you can print

easily from MockWritc or MacWrite or Word. There is

even a program ("Acta runner") for using Acta on a

128KMac.

PageMaker News

Aldus is recommending that all Macintosh users using

System 3.0 or 3. 1 . 1 take special precautions as

documents from PageMaker can be corrupted by the 3.?

versions of the Macintosh system software. Aldus have

stated that this is a problem Apple has acknowledged

and is working rapidly to solve, wit h assistance from

Aldus. Aldus recommends that frequent back-ups of

documents are made using the Save as., option and that

you change the filename often. Registered users of

Pagernaker should have received some correspondence

from them on this item

.

Users have reported that Aldus Prep 1 .2 appears to

have a bug that messes up the alignment of letters in

text pasted into PageMaker from MacDraw and then

printed on the LaserWriter.
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A selection from our catalogue of

over 600 applications tor the Mac

Fontoqr.iphc £355.00

Create your own fonts- - all fonts created by

mis program are totally compatible with the

LaserWriter and can contain symbols, logos

etc - very powerful and useful program

Mac3D £179.00
A very powerful and accurate 3 dimensional

drawing utility with outstanding features -

creates wire frame and soltd objects.

MacZap £49.95

Backs up protected software and also allows

you to deprotc-ct programmes for easier use

and movement to hard disks etc - you NCC0
this program if you wish to protect your

investment in software.

MacPutcr512 £425.00

Macintosh Plus version £475.00
The complete fully Integrated accounting

package tor the Mac - capable of running a
large business-, this package is completely

British prcxfucHd and works to lh« British

system of accounting as opposed to the US
system provided by most Mac programs

(demo available see next column),

MagicCnmera System £695.00
The quickest, easiest and most vorcatilo

method of digitizing images into your Mac •

includes software, interface & camera (also

available without camera at a cost of £525.00)

Basug members

a discount is available to BASUG
members - please quote this ad

instant art

The Source for Quality Mac Software

Pheonix 3D

£39.95
A fully fledged 3D program with the

capabilities of programs costing many
times the price * don't be fooled by the

price this is one of the best, easiest to

use packages around Includes the

capabilities of Mac 3D and MiniCAD with

the ease-of-use of Easy 3D.
This is a completely new product just

released in the States and distributed in

this country by MacSoft - send for

brochure now if you need further

convincing

Free software catalogue from:

f
MacSoft

Bridge House : Wellington

Somerset ; TA21 0AA

Or contact us on
(082 347) 3625

Heady- 1
o-Uso Graphic Disks

Gallery 29-50

A Disk full wiln useful pictures. bord«rs. maps.

tradoma/ks elc stored in MacPaint files for

instant use. Also Includes 14 new fonts.

Symbols 29.50
Crammed full with symbols including Tourist.

Animal, Agricultural. Programming etc all

stored in MacPaint files for instant use. Also

indudes 8 new fonts.

Hands 29.50
A disk of very illustrative drawings of hands

including subjects such as Tradesmen, Food,

Leisure etc. All stored in MacPaint files for

instant cut and paste to other applications.

FoodA Drink 29.50

A full disk of Food .and Drink illusti ations all

stored in MacPaint files ready to cut and paste

to MacWrite. MacDraw etc.

Display Fonts 29.50

Decorative lettering to liven up your Macintosh

prepared letters, logos, letterheading. adverts.

reports etc. includes a Music font.

Business Forms 45.50

rteady-to-use Business forms stored in

MacPaint files - over 40 forms on 2 discs all

with relevant space lor headings etc. Forms

include VAT column where necessary.

Laser Forms 45.50
As Business forms but contains more forms

all stored in MacDraw files for perfect oulput to

the LaserWnter

Sample disk for £6.00 incl P&P etc

Mandelbrot

Disk 39> Mandelbrot, Sea Horse Valley, Mandelzoom,
Spiral

Red Ryder 9.2

Disk 40:- Red Ryder 9.2, RR9.2 manual change

The 'Would-be' Gentleman

Disk 4 1 : Historical Simulatio n - try to improve the fortunes

of the 'Would-be' Gentleman.

Comms/Appletalk

Disk42:-Appletalkdemos, TCP/IP, Kermit, Monster Mac
Upgrade.

Comms/BumperShips
Disk 43:- GuickDial, Kermit extras, Pretzel, Bumper Ships

1.f,FreeTerm1.7.

MSBASIC Games
Disk 44:- Robot Battle, Vampire's Castle, Mastermind,

Monopoly. Great Snake

Adventure System
Disk 45:- Adventure System, ZaptheSmileys, Rascal

Billiards, Black Box, Go.

Captain Magneto
Disk 46:- Captain Magneto, SpaceWar, The Adventures

of Snake, Social Climber.

Dungeons of Doom
Disk 47:- Dungeons Of Doom, MacLuff, Think

Ahcad+1.2. Enigma, Pong, Bomber.

Developer 1

Disk 48: MacDcvclopcr Vols 1, 2 and 3, Edit 1.1 etc

Developer 2

Disk 49:- MacAsm, Fast Eddie, Simple Tools, Scrolling

Menu Installer

Developer 3

Disk 50:- User Int Demo, Skeleton prog, Print demo, Xlisp

progs, Menu IN IT resource, C Forth.

Developer 4

Disk 51 :- MacDeveloper Vol 4, Vol 5, Demo Sources,

Mac ID, Laser

Developer 5

Disk 52:- MacDeveloper Vol 6, DisAsm, FPack, uEmacs.
LW Utilities.

Music 1

Disk 53:- Mozart and Apple Tones, Disk Utilities.

Music 2

Disk 54:- MacNifty Demos with Money for Nuthin", MUSIC,
MacMelody and Waves.

Musicworks 1

Disk 55:- Jukebox, Oldies, Christmas, Ballet de la Royne

Musicworks 2

Disk 56:- Thirty-six more pieces for Musicworks
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LOCAL CLUB CONTACTS

HERTS AND BEDS GROUP :

CONTACT - Norah Arnold. ='!»U ;
uiW&.

Meets at 8.0pm on the first Tuesday of each month.
VENUE - The Old School, 1 Branch Rd., Park Street

Village, St Albans, Herts.

CROYDON APPLE USERS GROUP
CONTACT - Graham Altwood, ?»' i:ut

:
j:i= ;

:-:

Meets at 7.30pm on the third Thursday of every month.

VENUE - The Waddon, Stafford Road, Waddon, Near
Croydon.

LONDON MACINTOSH GROUP
CONTACT Maureen de Saxe, -•' M
Meets at 6.0pm on the second Tuesday of every month.

VENUE - Room 685, London University Institute of

Education, Bedford Way, London, WC1
FURNESS GROUP

CONTACTS - Alan Curtiss, tffiSMg
Tom Iddon, IBBMIhi u

ESSEX GROUP
CONTACT - Pat Bermingham, *i:*k. 4« :

"

|:

Meets on the third Triday of every month.

VENUE - The Y.M.C.A.. Victoria Road, Chelmsford

HANTS AND BERKS GROUP
CONTACT - Mike Hollyficld. tf^stt,

;
:« isim-

Meets at 7.0pm on the second Monday of every month.

VENUE - Bracknell I.T.E.C, Fitzwilliam House (3rd

floor), Skimped Hill Lane, Bracknell

MIDAPPLE ( West Midlands area ).

CONTACT - William Watson, >3»iiih 4-"*sJi

Meets at 7.0pm on the second Friday of every month

VENUE - I.T.E.C, Tildasley Street. West Bromwich

HARROGATE AREA
CON I AC I - Peter Sutton, |tp

KENT GROUP
CONTACT - Dougal Hendry, :i

GLASGOW GROUP
CONTACT - Donald Davidson, > Wi :

VENUE - University of Strathclyde, Livingstone Tower

( Laboratory 5.01
)

LONDON APPLE II GROUP
CONTACT • Abe Savant, fi'i .taci'S-Ui*

Currently seeking a venue.

BRISTOL GROUP (B.A.U.D)

CONTACT - Mike Farmer. 'tl?~i *>: i

'
:

,;
>=

Meets on the 7th day of every month"

VENUE - Bristol Maternity Hospital

LIVERPOOL GROUP
CONTACT - Irene Flaxrnan,

Meeting frequency to be arranged

VENUE - 78, Victoria Road. Widness, Cheshire.WAS 7AR

NORTH WEST APPLE COMPUTER CLUB
CONTACT - Jim Rosco, '-:"

>
=

Meets first Monday of every month

VENUE - Horse and Jockey Pub., Winwick Road,

Warrington

MANCHESTER GROUP
CONTACT - Max Parrot, I mr
Possible change of venue and meeting time.

LEICESTER GROUF
CONTACT - Bob Rown, " "

Check with Rob for venue details.

CAMBRIDGE AREA
CONTACT • Ian Archibald, rui£«a : :

-

New group forming, check with Ian

IKE
from the "' ©
WEST COAST of

WORCESTERSHIRE

The Rumour l-actory. Evor hoard of it ? "No", well I am sure

you have all fallen prey to its products at one time or another.

They spread like a uncontrollable virus, gaining momentum

and speed, as they travel the drama starved networks of

communication. But unlike an illness, they bring stimulation.

hope and pride to their intended victims.

" Where is this factory ? " you ask. Easie r said than done.

Its foundations lie in the sunny Californian silicon valleys,

where social activities break down the barriers of tight lipped

technicians and where eagle eyes spot the 'out of ordinary' in

a strictly secret environment. Trained ears hang on every little

suggestion and murmur that slips down the corporate and

workshop corridors. Patiently, the jigsaw of information is put

together. The Factory is in production again, a rumour is on its

way. This snippet of information could bo doomed a product,

worth thousands of dollars to Boll, the USA telephone

company, as it spreads around the country via the telephone

and BBS networks. Surpnzingly no one has yet begun

marketing 'Rumours', maybe they will arrive on the Shareware

scene. "If you find this rumour useful, please send $10 to the

Rumour Factory and wo will forward all future updates."

Extra enhancements are usually provided, free of charge,

by Applethusiasts resulting In a rather distorted end product.

Fortunately some of us are able, at limes, to distinguish fact

from fiction, by following the companies market and product

trends, but each day it is becoming harder to keep up with the

technology traffic in the fast lane.

Well here are the latest products from the Rumour Factory. It

seems that wo aro all in store for some great new goodies from

the Apple boys. Apparently, Apple technicians at the 'Hive',

are at present buzzing around busy busy with an etched smirk

on their faces, the sure sign of a successful product

pollination. Months before its launch, the new Apple llx

machine is old news now, but its final configuration sounds

realistic. A separate keyboard and monitor and the main

processor board housed in a rather contemporary box with a

rear hatch to access the open architecture. Compatible with

the Mac, Appletalk, LaserWriter and Hard Disc. ETA
....Oct/Nov. That brings us on to the Laser. Two new models I

hear. A "personal A4' lasGr with low speed and low price and a

larger professional A3 machine, providing this much needed

format. A SCCSI Hard Disc, am* inch smaller than the present

HD20 and probably 20Meg as standard. A new Appletalk

Modem, which will provide remote access to an Appletalk

system....sounds great ' A new A4 screen, much needed in

desktop publishing. Raises problems for the Mac so it could be

an added feature for the llx, and is certainly an integral part of

the new Mac machine, codenamed 'Johnathan'. What we have

been told is compatability, and what we see is just that.

With S million Apple ll's installed world wide and the

acceptance of the Mac interface, the intentions of Apple are

clear. To protect and build on a well established base, to reap

the profits of Desktop Publishing and to provide the tools for

the next generation of universal language machines. *
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THE GOOD THING ABOUT

FORMAT-80
IS THAT IT GIVES YOU LESS
Written as an English word processor package, FORMAT-80 gives you

MORE relevant facilities with LESS unnecessary complications.

Designed for Apples, FORMAT-80 gives you:-

LESS TO LEARN BY ROTE
Clear instructions and comprehensible commands make FORMAT-80 as easy to use the first time as the

hundredth. For example, J is for justify. D for delete. C centre.

LESS CONTROL CODES
The FORMAT-80 screen is free of embedded codes and line markers because formatting instructions

are retained without cluttering up the text.

LESS CONFUSION
What you type you see on the screen, what you see on the screen is what is printed -so documents

can be quickly and accurately prepared.

LESS AMERICAN JARGON
Written in English, the manual is clear and easy to understand for the non computer enthusiast.

LESS COST FOR MORE FACILITIES
At £129.00 plus VAT for the complete package including mail merger, mailing list/data base,

spread sheet/calculator, DOS 3.3 plus ProDOS versions, tutorial and reference manuals.

FORMAT 80 SCIENTIFIC

(o-P) ,U+p) 1952

^1 2rr + x

dx if s, & 180 then ft ^ -1

1944

This was printed on an NEC Spinwriter ELF printer using Fornat-80

Scientific. Other supported printers include Apple's Imagewriter and

Epson FX, RX and MX series and compatibles. For more details contact

Elite Software Company.

Please note our new address:—

ELITE SOFTWARE COMPANY
4 Hawthylands Drive, Hailsham. East Sussex BN27 1HE.

Telephone; Hailsham (0323) 845 898.

FORMAT-80- "Word processing so advanced anyone can use it!"

Arabic and French versions available.



APPLE USERS
USE APPLE

DEALERS USE
P & P MICRO
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SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
PAP APPOINTED AS SOLE

DISTRIBUTOR FOR
AST APPLE RANGE

AST is the quality name in IBM add-in cards. Take

the award winning SixPak Plus muld function card.

acknowledged as the dc facto industry -umdard with over

500.000 shipped!

Niw AST piixlucts fui Apple are available in ihe UK.

AST3IS MegaKam Pius ISTi * VAT
AST300 SprintDisk (256Kb £225 + VAT
AST30I Spr.mDisk (1MB) £399 + VAT
AST305 Multi I/O £120 * VAT
AST3I0 Mulii 10 with 2 Serial Pirns 1175 + VAT
MicroSior 10Mb £999 + VAT
MicroSior lOMh with lOMh back-up £1500 * VAT
MicroSior 20Mb £1200 + VAT
MicroSior 20Mh with 20Mb back-up £1975 - VAT

GRAPPLERS
TOP! ..-'

Yes. once again. Orange Micro's GRAPPLER is top ol

our Apple Hard-ware best-sellers. Hardly suipiisine.

really PAP have sold thousands since WB brought the

product into the UK almost lour years ago

Oiangc Micro's success docs not stop with the

GRAPPLER-Their entire range of Apple Addon
products has proved to he extremek popular. Contact

your local dealer now fnr details.

ORA 0OI

ORA 021

ORA 010

ORA 015

ORA 009
ORA 01-4

ORA 006

G nipple r-

Imogc Buffer

Orange Interface

Buffcrpak

Buffered Grappler

Serial Cirappler*

Bulterhoard

£109 * VAT
£79 I VAT
£69

£129.95

£189

EKN
£69

VAT
VAT
VAT
VAI
VAT

COMMUNICATE
WITH CALIFORNIA
Using the California Computer Systems 7710

Asynchronous Serial Interface allow the Apple to

communicate wilh many devices; primer*, modems etc

As vvjih the synchronous interface this card complies

full) with RS232 specifications A through to E, having

full liditvMidknig. H Baud rales, can be switch selected or

M>fiwarc controlled.

Word length can be specified

Supplied with 6" ribbOfl cah|r \a 23 way T>' connector

CCS 001 7710 Asvnch £124 f VAT

OTHER POPULAR PRODUCTS FROM CALIFORNIA
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ccsow
CCS003

Clock Calendar Module

7712 Synch. Serial Interface

my 4 vai

£180 t VAT

INCREASED SPEED
AND PERFORMANCE

Titan's excellent range of hardware add-on products is

exactly what is needed to stoke up your Apple and give

H that extra speed, memory and performance you've

been looking for.

Take the Accelerator board

With Accelerator, practically every program will run

about 3M times faster.

And Ihcrc arc the TITAN inciuoiy buaidv

Each Titan RAM hoard performs all ihe functions of

;i language c:ird More important . it's exira bank* of

RAM give you loads ot memory space tor BASIC.
VisiCalc. Mulliplan and much more. Titnn boards

arc a super aid for advanced word processing, data Itase

maiidgctiiciu. spi cadsheet . and accounting applicaiions.

I t < /

SAT 007

SAT 002

SAT 00?

Accelerator

Tilan RAM WK
T11411 RAM I28K.

£299 • VAT

£189 • VAT
£239 * VAT

KEEP INFORMED
WITH VICOM

Viconri ACS! I •'Viewdata Communications Software

keeps you informed- It is an integrated package that

allows users to communicate with both viewdata systems

like Pre sic I as well as with ASCII'ICXt systems like

Easylink. Telecom Gold, and bulletin boards.

With VICOM ymtl compute! can be a database

terminal, a terminal for sending and receiving telexes;

sending ami receiving electronic mall; and a terminal for

computer -to-computer communication. Files and software

can be iransferred from c*ne computer to another

VICOM is the only software package thai allows
access to all all major information systems on such a

wide range of standard and intelligent mtwtcmv

AMT 004 Vfeom tor Apple II lamiK 180 VAT
AMT 003 Vicom lor Macintosh £150 + VAT

¥>
DO YOU WANT

" EXTRA MEMORY?
Try

"THE FLIPPER"

The one Megabyte Apple is here!

1 hat \ right! Full one megabyte ol memory simply re-

plugging in the Cirlcch Flipper ("all your dealer loday

for details.

C1R040 The Flipper £150 * VAT

OTHER POPULAR CIRTECH BOARDS FOR APPLE
COMPUTERS INCLUDE;

PRF THUNDKXSCAN METHOD

PRODUCE DETAILED
HI-RES

MAC GRAPHICS
ThunderScan turns Mac's Imagewnter printer inio an

image reader So yeti can digitize am printed image and

turn it into a detailed, high-resolution MacPaint

document. Anything, including forms, halftones, photo?.,

mechanical drawings, maps, floor-plans, logos, signatures

and nunc Fiuih hl,n.k and white and color originals

ThunderScan reproduces chem at over 200 dots per inch

and in A? shades of gray

You don't have to buy an expensive video camera Just

pop out your Imagewriter's ribbon cartridge, snap in

ThunderScan und you're set.

You can turn anv printed material, Irom postage stamps

it* full 8"x|0" documents into MacPaint documents.

THU004 Thunderscan £249 + VAT

CIR00I 2 ZSOCaid llt.'v £45 • VAT

CTR006 7.80 Card lie £95 * VAT
CTR003 lie rp/M Plus System £120 + VAT
CTR007 lie CP'M Plus System £195 * VAT

CIROW Standard Ik 80 Col Card no • VAT
CIR0I1 WK lie 80 Col Card £60 VAT

ADVERTISEMENT

MACDRAFT
THE MOST POWERFUL
OBJECT ORIENTED
DRAWING TOOL
AVAII ABLE FOR THF
MACINTOSH TODAY.
ONLY £199 -f VAT.

^

PRODUCTS APPEARING IN

THIS ADVERTISEMENT ARE
AVAILABLE FROM YOUR

LOCAL APPLE DEALER. GIVE
HIM YOUR SUPPORT - WE DO

Todd Hall «o*J. Cm Industrial fcilatc. Hadingdcn. Rossendale. Lanes BtM SHU. lei" 0706 217744 Telex 615740 PFTPAM CI Fax Ext: 268

I Cileneagle Kd . London SWI6 6AY TH 0)1 677 76*1 Telex 919720) PPMICR Ci Fax F.xt: 208

Dili.- Si . Rllsmn. West Midlands WVId 7JY Tel: -0902 4)9)3 Fax Ext: 30


